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Foreword

The inauguration of a systematic science of economics, an
achievement of the social philosophy of the Enlightenment that
also begot the doctñne of popular sovereignty0 was a challenge
to the powers that be. Economics shows that there prevails in the
succession and interdependence of the market phenomena ah
inescapable regularity that man must take into fuU account ir
he wants to attain ends aímed at. Even the most mighty govern-
ment, operating with the utmost seveñty, cannot succeed in en-
deavors that ate contrary to what has been called "economic law."
It is obvious why despotic rulers as weU as leaders of revolutionary
masses disliked such doctrino. For them economics was the

"dismal science" and they fought it indefatigably.
However0 it was not the hosdlity of governments and power-

fui political parties that fomented the protracted discussions
about the epistemological character and the logical method of
economías in which the very existence and significance of this
branch of knowledge were again and again questioned. What
generated these debates was the vagueness that the early econo-
mists evinced in defming the field of their studies. It would be
absurd to blame them for this want of clearness. They had sufli-
cient reasom for concentrating upon thme problems which they
were trying to deal with and for neglecng others. What had
stimulated their inquiry was definite issues of contemporary
political controverfies. Their great accomplishment was the dis,
covery of the uniform order prevailing in the emergence of events
previomly comidered chaotic_ Only the later generations of
economists were p__zzledwith the epistemological problems in-
volved.

Doctor Kirzner's book pmvides a histoñcal account of all the
solutiom suggested in this debate. It is a very valuable contribu-
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vifi Foreword

tion to the history o[ ideas, describing the march of economic_
ñ'om a science of wealth to a science of human action. The author

does not, in the fashion adopted by some recent histories of eco-
nomic doctrines, indulge in value judgments and paradoxical
observations. He prefers to follow the sober methods o[ the best
hismrians of economic theories, B6hm-Bawerk and Edwin Can-
nan. Every economist--and for that matter everybody interested
in problems of general epístemology--will read with great profit
Doctor Kirzner's analyses, especially his treatment of the famous
discussion between Benedetto Croce and Vilfredo Pareto of the
critical examination of the ideas of Max Weber and Lionel Rob-
bim.

Essays on the history of economic thought ate to be appreciated
not only purely as history. No less important is the fact that they
enable us to re-examine the present state of economic theory in
the light of all attempts earlier generatiom made for their solu-
tion. In compañng our point of view with past achievements and
errors we m_y either detect flaws in our own theories of fmd new
and better reasons for their conñrmation. Doctor Kirzner's

thoughtful essay/s a real aid in such a re-examination and in this
comists its great value.

Lt_wm VONMxs_



Introduction to the Second Edition

The ñrst edition of Israel M. Kirzner's The Economic Point oÍ

View was published in 1960. In the meantime, the dogmatic
brand of positivism that advocated the banishment of all refer-
ences to mental states [roto scientific explanations and their re-
placement by the "data of the senses" has been discredited. In
addition, many contemporary philo_phers concede the inherent
rationality of human action, that is, man's capability of freely
choosing among alternañves (as well as creatively discovering
what these alternatives are); and further the indeterminateness
of individual behavior on the basis of what has gone before. Yet
despite these important concessions to the subjectivist position re-
garding methodological precepts consistent with sound scientific
investigation, the full import of the teachings of Ludwig von Mises
in Human/lction and of Frank H. Knight in On the History and
Method of Economics about the subjective character of economic
phenomena either has not been fully digested by practicing econ-
omists or else has been received with great hostility by those anxious
to submit their models to statistical testing.

As Kirzner's study makes clear, the sub_ect matter of economics
is human action, anda concem with the abstract character of

action is what defines the economic point of view. Human action
in contrast to, say, reflexive action is action directed toward goals
and purposes. Furthermore, while such action often results in the
measurable displacement of real world objects, the signiñcance of
such displacements cannot be adequately undersiood by merely
correlating (or regressing) one displacement with (on) another.
Economic explanatiom must either explicitly or implicitly make
reference to individual purposes and plans; otherwise they ignore
a realm of experience as real as the world of things. While modero
philosophers of science often insist that to explain an event is to
show that it is an instance of a scientific law, Kirzner would add
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this proviso: the general law must itself be explicable in terms of
the purposes and plans of acting índividuals. According to Kirzner,
the entire science of economics is a subset of the broader (but less
developed) discipline that Mises termed "praxeology," or the sci-
ence of human action.

Ir took two hundred years for economists to discover that the
subject matter of their discipline was none other than the struc-
ture of human action itself. Much of Kirzner'sstudy is a histoñcal
survey of the various attempts economists have made to define the
scope of their discipline. According to Kirzner,signiñcant progress
in this atea began only in the second quarter of this century when
Lionel Robbins, Mises, and Knight instituted a shift from a
"search fora department of human affairs to which the adjective
'economic' applies, to a search for the appropriate aspect of affairs
to which economic concepts are of relevance." Kirzner's study is
controversial when he declares that, by insisting on the subjec-
tivity of their discipline, Mises and Knight produced an advanced
and more perfect understanding of what in fact constitutes eco-
nomic knowledge.

Modern economists ate generally quite comfortable with some
vañant of Robbins's deñuition of economics asa discipline con-
cerned with the allocation of scarce means among alternative ends
where the means themselves are capable of a variety of applica-
tions. What they ate apparendy less willing to do is go beyond
Robbins and insist, after Mises, that the science must be founded
on an analysis of the subjective categories of human action because
these categoñes provide the only firm grounding for econonñc
laws. Modern economists tend to consider economic laws useful,
not because they are consistent with our understanding of human
action, but because they help organize large bodies of business and

government data. Ohen economists act as ir the only importante
of economic theory is the ease and elegance with which it helps
shuflteand reshufllelarge bodies of statistical data (an unfortunate
consequence of the novelty and incremed availability of high-
speed computers).

In recent years the problem or'grounding aggregate relation-
ships on microeconomic foundations has attracted some attention
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among economists. This concern is certainly in the spirit of the
program Mises and other members of the subjective school ad-
vocated many years ago. But ir is also important to realize that
aggregate relationships ate themselves worthless ir the statistical
data on which they are _ distort the underlying reality they
are suppo_d to represent.

Consider, for example, the notion of "cost" and how it ís often
mimamed by economists. The cost of a specific action to a deci-
sion maker is the next best opportunity he giv_ up wben he
chooses that course of action over all others. The cost of a certaín

action is always related to another course of action that has not
been taken. But ir the other course of action has not been taken,
then there is no record of ir in the market. Thus, at best, what
economísts call the "cost of production," or the money outlay of
a firm in producing an object, may represent the value of the next
best application of these re_urces to the other market participants;
but whether or not these expen_es also measure the opportunity
cost f_rgone by the firm's decision maker is another question. A
tima may be making a money rate of return of 20 percent on its
financial investment at one point in time and be quite satisfied.
At another point in time a money return of 22 percent may not be
enough to keep that tima in the industry ir irdiscovers ah opportu-
nity for makíng greater profit_ still. Clearly the connection be-
tween recorded, or accounting, costs and those costs that influence
human choice may be so tenuous that statistical laws founded on
the former will reveal very little about human action it_l£

In the last decade or so applied economics has become synony-
mous with trying to change the behavior or specific values of
statistical aggregates. The important question of how these statis-
tics are at aH related to the qualitative choices made by acting
individuals is treated as ir ir were unworthy of serious scholarly
investigation or í_ ir ir were something better leít to government
accountants. Thu_ where once the goal of a sound monetary
policy was to guarantee a stable and secure currency, the modern
concern is that oí "_tabilizing prices," which _requently means no
more than keeping the conmmer price index constant at some
_period value or else permitting departures from that base
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value according to some deñnite and predictable rule. Often a
government policy designed to contribute to the ñfllest utilization
O[ resources becomes bogged down to the point of ah obsession
with the behavior of the Bureau o[ Labor Statistics' estim_te of

tmemployment. The fact that time spent unemployed may be
used for an enÜrely different purpose in 1975 _om that used in
1933 does not seem to bother many economists.

Ir, however, one considers the most important task of applied
economics to be the discovery of the type of institudonal structure
that provides for the greatest coordinadon of individual plans and
efforts, then the subjective character of the discipline is brought
to the forefront. Here the goal of science is to aid men not in
maximizing or minimizing some stadstical average, but in eliminat-
ing or lessening the h-ustraÚons that occur when the plato of one
individual come into conflict with those of another.- For example,
ir is not the physical existence of capital on which the prosperity
of society's members depends but rather the position these goods
play in the plans of acng individuals. One need not go so lar as
some members of the subjecÜvist school and argue that statistical
investigaÜons are of absolutely no value in the deñvaÜon of eco-
nomic laws. Ir is sul_ient to insist that the meaning of such
measurements be constanfly checked against the underlying hu-
man pl_m and purposes that they allegedly represent.

Thm at the very heart of the science of economics is the idea
that capital goods, consumer goods, cost_ of production, and the
like take on economic signilicance, not because of their physical 0
characteristics or the procedures of tax accounting, but because
of the meaning their individual owners attach to them in the
course of purming their end_ It ís my hope that this new edition
of Kirzner's study of The Economic Point o] View will reacquaint
economists with the subjective basis of their science and help to
engender a more critical attitude toward modern.day rew.arch
method&

LAURENCE S. MOSS

ChadottexuiUe, V_r__
October 1975



Author's Preface

The present essay is an attempt to explore with some
thoroughness ah extremely narrow area within the field of the
history of economic thought. Although this area is narrow, it
meñts a scrutiny quite out of proportion to its extension, relating
as it does to fundamental ideas around which the entire corpus
of economic thought has revolved for some two centuries. It
remains as true today as ever before that the direction taken
by economic theory is in large measure determined by the "point
of view" adopted by the economist as his special perspective. Ir
is in this connection that the present study seeks to make its
contribution, by setting up the problem in its proper context
as a chapter in the history of ideas.

The nature of the subject matter, in this instance, has made
thomughness in its exploration a matter of extreme ditticulty,
exhausveneu a sheer impossibilíty. In general my airo has been
to províde a careful survey of the literature relevant to each of
the ideas treated, while resolutely refusirig to succumb to those
/mperious temptafiom which would have turned my book into
ah annotated bibliography. This has frequently moved me to
refrain from mentioning works of considerable importance in
order to avoid fruitless repetition of ideas already cited from
other sources. Despite the self-restraint exercísed in this regard,
I llave felt it wise to relegate aU notes and references to the end
of the book, in order to make fora smoother account in the body
of the work.

My exploration of the subject dealt with in this book began
__veral years ago while writing my doctoral dissertaon under
Professor Misea Muda of the mateñal gathered in my work
on that project has provided a useful foundation for the broader
investigation undertaken in preparation for the present volume.

eeo
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xiv Author' s Prelace

Grateful appreciation is here accorded for the assistance which
enabled me to pursue my researches at that time, first as Volker
Fellow, and then as an Earhart Fellow, at New York University.

My intellectual debt to the unique contribuons made by
Professor Mises to the epistemological problems discussed in my i"
book is, I believe, sufliciently evident throughout the work ir- _,

self. Here I take particular pleasure in recording the _iendly _.
patience and warm encouragement which he has shown me un.
stintingly throughout the project, as well as the inspiration which
I have derived from his own enthusiasm and penetrating integrity
of thought, as unfolded in countless discussions, both pñvately
and in seminar.

I have benefited on numerous occasions from highly valuable
discussions on various aspects of the study with my colleagues in
the Department of Economics, School of Commerce, New York
University. I am, in addition, particularly grateful to Dean T. L

Norton aud Professor T. J. Anderson, Chairman of the Depart-
ment, for making special arrangements to lighten my teaching
duties during a part of the time spent in research on this project,
as well as for their constant encouragement during its completion.
Valuable assistance in connection with questiom of style and
darity of expression has been gratefully received from Dr.
Arthur Goddard. Responsibility for the shortcomings of the work
is, of course, undividedly my own.

I have, fmally, the pleasant ir somewhat diflicult task of ac-
knowledging my wife's contríbuon, both tangible and intangi-
ble, to the emergence of the volume. My indebtedness in this re-
gard (as well as the difliculty of its expression) is the deeper for
the peculiar circumstance that the altogether indispensable nature
of this contñbuÜon is itself in large measure to be ascribed m

condiÜom rendering it at the same time exceptionally meritoriom.

IsaxrJ. M. KmzNn

New York, N. Y.
March, 1960
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1

On Defining the Economic
Point of View

•.. What does the economist economize? "'Tis love, 'tis love," said
the Duchess, "that makes the world go round." "Somebody said,"
whispered Alice, °'that it's done by everybody minding their own
business." "Ah well," replied the Duchess, "it meam much the same
thing, o'Not perhaps quite so nearly the same thing as Alice's contem-
poraries thought. But ir we economists mind our own business, and
do that business weU, we can, I believe, contribute mightily to the
economizing, that is, to the full but thrifty utilization of that scarce
resource Love---which we know, justas well as anybody else, to be
the most preáous thing in the world.

$ir Dennis H. Robertson

It i$ impossible to draw a dear-cut boundary around the sphere or
domain of human action to be induded in economic science.

Frank H. Knight

Social phenomena, like other matters of interest to be found
in the real world, lend themselves to analysis by a number of
disciplines. The same raw data may be capable of classification
and explanation in a variety of ways, each of which complements

the others and so contributes to the full grasp of the phenomena
under eonsideration. In the interests of reaping the advantages
attendant upon the division of labor, a sequence of events may
be seen as reflecting the simultaneous operation of severa1 dis-
tinct chairaof cause and dect. Each of these chains may then

1



2 The Economic Point o[ Vie_

become the focus of inquiry, and it may enhance the advantages
to be derived from the division of labor to be able to set fotth in

precisely what ways any one such causal chain constitutes a po-
tentially fruitful theme for separate investigation.

Such a classification of the factors in the observed phenomena
that require explanation will, of course, reltect the different
points of view with which the observer approaches the data. In
the fnal analysis, the definition of a particular field of investiga-
tion is tantamount to the exposition of the point of view chosen
by the investigator.

With regard to economics and to the "economic point of view,"
many attempts, under a variety of guises, have been made to
describe this peculiar field of investigation. Writers have defined
the noun "economy"; they have expatiated on the precise demar-
cation of the scope of economics; they have indulged in lengthy
disquisiñom on the character of economic activity and on the
nature of economic interpretation. They llave discussed at length
the relationship of the economist to the sociologist, the psycholo-
gist, the moralist, the technologist, and the jurist. And they llave,
in addition, engaged in heated and protracted controversies about
the utility of these same definitions, disquisitiom, and discussions.

The), have, in short, made a large number of attempts to de-
termine precisely the particular point of view of the economist,
to dispute existíng expositiom of ít, or to deny altogether to the
economist the joy of having a distinct point of view. The sum
total of this activity over the better part of two centuñes is a vast
and fascinating literature. The contemplation and subsequent
digestion of this literature yields a series of formulations of the
economic point of view that are astounding in their vañety. The
present essay attempts to survey the literature and to review in
histoñcal perspective this wide r-_ageof formulatiom. Asa chapter
in the history of ideas, this account of the constant search for tl_
precise expression of the point of view of the economist loo,ases
on the particular avenues by which ir has been approacbed aud
on their remarkable heterogeneity.

Although the present account is historically oriented, we lhall
adopt thetopical, rather than thechronological, approach. W¢
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shall not present the variom formulatiom in the order in which
they were successively proposed in the history of economic
thought. Imtead, we shall take up one by one the principal groups
of definidons to be found in the literature and shall treat each

of them separately as fully as possible. The part played by each
group in the history of the problem will become apparent from
the discussion of the defmitiom themselves. We shall discover,
in fact, that at any one time a number of widely differing formu-
lations have usually been current. Ir will be convenient, therefore,
to devote to each of these groups of £ormulatiom a discussion of its
development that will be complete in itselL without the distrac-
tion of noticing the simultaneous parallel developments of other
defmitiom.

In this introductory chapter we shall attempt to bñng our
problem into perspective. It will be helpful in this connection
to discuss the significance to be attached to the task of making
explicit the nature of the economic point of view; to make clear
which operation is, and which related operations ate not, the
objects of our interest; and to survey bfiefly the place that has
been occupied in economic thought by the attempts to elucidate
this economic point of view.

The Economic Point of View and the Scope of Economics

The formulaÜon of the nature of the economic point of view
is, of coune, intimately related to discussions conceming the scope
of economics. The problem of the scope of economics, however,
has frequently involved questiom with which this essay has noth-
ing to do, and it is perhaps worthwhile to make this clear at the
outset. Marshall once wrote to John Maynard Keynes: "It is true
of almost every science that, the longer one studies it, the larger
its scope sectas to be: though in fact its scope may llave remained
ahnost unchang_ But the subject rnatter of economics grows
apace . . ." 1

This growth in the subject matter of economics of which
Marshall wñtes is typical of those aspects of the quesÜon with
wlfich we ate not concem_ A per.mi of a l/st of counes offered
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in the economics department of any university ora cursoryexam-
ination of the catalogue of the economics room in a large library
will easily convince one of the luxuñance of this growth. It is
clear that "economics" covers a body of facts, figures, theories
and opinions embracing a vast range of phenomena related to
one another only in the most tenuous way--often merely by his-
torical accident. At least one outside observer of the contro-

versies conceming the scope of economics has hinted darkly that
they represent simply a way of claiming the exclusive right to
teach certain subject matter in the universities.2 Dealing, over hall
a century ago, with the "economic" interpretation of history,
Benedetto Croce wrote:

When it is asserted, that in interpreting history we must look chiefly
at the econoraic/actor¿ we think at once of technical conditions, of
the distr/bution of wealth, of classes and subclasses bound together
by deñnite common interests, and so on. It is true these different
representatiom cannot be reduced to a single concept, but no matter,
there is no queson of that; here we are in an entirely different
sphere [rom that in which abstract questiom are discussed.S

Discussions concerning the scope of economics ñ-equendy in-
volve these "different representatiom" that cannot be reduced to
a single concept. Our own inquiry, on the other hand, concerm
that entirely different sphere in which abstract questions ate dis-
cussed. And in this sphere it does indeed matter whether or not
the term "economic" is understood as being reducible to a single
concept; whether, in other words, it is understood as connoting a
distinct "point o[ view." 4

Our problem, then, relates not to the scope of the subject
"economics," but to "economic theory." When we speak of the
point of víew of the economist, we shall llave him specificany in
mind, either as a theorist oras the applier of theory. For ordinary
purposes, as Carmanremarked,s it may well be true that economic
things can best be described as economic. The emergence of a
voluminous literature attempting to defme the economic point o[
view is not, however, to be dimfissed as unfa_itíttl pedantry; it is
rather the expression of concem with the epistemological character
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of economic theory to ah extent that goes lar beyond that sutñcient
• for ordinary purposes,e

The poínt can perhaps be expressed somewhat more succinctlyi

' by the use of the terminology of the logician. Definitions in gen-
eral lend themselves fundamentally to classification as either nom-i
inal definitions or real definions.V The former relate to "names"

and attempt to interpret given symbols, verbal or otherwise. Real
definitions, on the other hand, try to define "things," to expose

: in some way the "'essence" and "nature" of the thing defined.
_l The formulations of the economic point of view that are of in-

terest to us in this essay do not content themselves with províding
a transladon of the word "economic"; they seek to reveal to us
the "'nature" of the deliniendum--which in this case is a concept,
a "point of view." The fascinating vañety of these formuladom
reflects, as we shall see, the numerous, quite distinct operations
that logiciam have discovered to have been actually performed
when men llave set out to seek real definitiom.

The Multitude o/Economic Points o/View

Certainly the most outstanding result of the urge to expound
the nature of the economic point of view has been the number
and the range of the definitiom to which it has given rise. Thís
startling multiplicity and variety of formulatiom was noticed
long ago---at a time when their number was modest in comparison
with the subsequent acoimulatiom. And for over three.quarters
of a century the depressíng lack of unanimity among these formu-
laUom has led writers to doubt seriously whether the), have any
value at all.8

Economists have, for example, been well agreed among them-
selves that the operatíom of the merchant are of specific interest
for the economic perspective on social phenomena; but at this
point their u_nanimityabruptly breaks down. For some, the mer-
chant is engaged in economic acfivity because he deals in material
goods; for others, because his operatiom involve the use of money;
for still othen, became these operatiom hinge on acts of ex-
change. Some wñten see the merchant as an economic agent be.
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cause his activities are allegedly motivated by selfishnessor marked
by a peculiar shrewdness in calculating the pros and com oF his
dealings. Others see his relevance for economics in that his wares
are to some extent related to the maintenance of human life;

others, in that they pertain to human "welfare." Still others das-
sify mercantile pursuits as economic because they involve the
judicious disposition o[ scarcemeans, while others again find their
economic character in their reflection of human motives that per-
mit of measurement. And the list could be still further extended.

The disquietude to whích the contemplation of such an array
of criteria gives rise is deepened by the realization that in most
cases each of them represents a completely ditferent opinion
concerning the function of economic analysis. Nor ís our equa-
nimity restored by observing the diversity of ways in which the
problem of definition is approached. Probably the most signifi-
cant differences are not those among the specific definitions arrived
at, but the disagreements among writers conceming the kínd of
enfity that they ate seeking to define and the very direction in
which the), are to begin their search. Definitíom o[ economic
science have time and again required preliminary discussions re-
volving around the question whether the discipline concerned a
kind of object, a kind of activity, a kind of man, ora kind of
latisfaction or welfare.

The natural consequence of this state of affairs has been to
stimulate fi'equent soul-searching among economists about the
fundamental purpose of defining the economic point of view, as
weU asa salutary awarenessof the real complexity of the problem.
The fact that so many different starting poínts to a terñtory of
knowledge are conceívable is a sign of the intrícacy with which
the purely economic mmt be intertwined with other phenomena.
And it raises serious questiom regarding the very concept of a
specifically economic point of view and the mefulnem of its pre-
che brmulationthroughñgomtadefmion.

The ¢ontroz¢_ Oaer the O'tility of D¿_nition

As we thall discover, a nnmher o_ sharply c__dictory opi_
iom havebeen expreuedcm the mefidnm o_ undmak_ the
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careful definition of the economic point of view of of the nature
oí the subject mattero[ economic theory. To those who have
considered such a task as significant, its fulfilment represents in
itself a distinct scientific achievemcnt. On the other hand, many
writers llave been at pains to disassociate themselves from ah
undertaking whose accomplíshment seems, in their opinion, to
possess no scientific value in itself nor to promise any iruithfl
results for further work. This book will deal in some detail with

many more of less careful attempts at such a definition; and ir
is only proper to pause to consider the question whether these
attempts were potenÜally fruitful or were by their very character
necessaríly doomed to be wordy disquisitions, [ertile in nothing
but the sdmulatíon of sterile controversies.

Among those considering any search fora precise definiÜon
of the economic point o[ view to be a barren enterprise, ,,ve find
Pareto, Myrdal, and Hutchison) Pareto denied that there is ob-
jectively an economic phenomenon and considered it therefore "a
waste of time to investigate what it may be," since only a man-
made distinction is in question. Myrdal, writing some thirty
years later, voiced a closely similar view. A definition of econom-
ics can o111),be a search for arbitrarily drawn boundary lines.
"Economics," in Myrdal's view, is the only term regarding the
precise definition of which the economist need not be concerned;
nothing in economic science depends upon it. Hutchison has
ttatly declared that "the actual assignment of a definition to the
word 'Economics' does not appear to solve, or even help in the
solution oL any useful scientific problem whatsoever." These
pronouncements seem typical of what one writer has noticed
asa widespread impression that the discussiom concerning the
nature and scope of economics "are merely ah endless and meless
logomachy."_o

But the contrary opinion has been repeatedly expounded. The
ver? voluminous literature on defining economic theory, includ-
ing the works of the most illustñous masters of the science, con-
stitutes tu itself a knmidable monument to this positíon, n Rob-
bim _y has several times vigorously denied that it is a
wa_ of Üme to attempt a precise delimitaÚon of the fiel& It is,

on the contrary, a "waste of time not to do so." _ The science has
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developed to the point where further progress can take place only
if the objective is clearly indicated, where problems are suggested
only by "gaps in the unity of theory." Knight has referred to the
delimitation of the nature and content of value theory as "perhaps
the ultimate conceptual problem in economics." ls Macfie, among
others, has pointed out the harto that can be done by a lack of a
clear-cut definition; more especially he has stressed the distortion
that a faulty definition could introduce into the character of the
science) 4

For the appreciadon of the historical trend to the investigation
of which this essay is devoted, ir is important to understand the
nature of this sharp divergence of views concerning the useful-
ness of a precise definition of the economic point of view. It is
possible to interpret the disagTeement as merely the expression
of different attitudes towards the utility of expending energy in
discussing the nature of economics, as compared with that of the
effort devoted to the actual increase of our stock of economic

knowledge. Numerous justifications for merely perfunctory at-
tempts to provide a definition of the economic point o[ view do,

in fact, stress the great difficulty of the undertaking, in conjunc-
tion with its alleged lack of importance for the work of the econo-
mist. 15 The disagreement might thus be understood as simply
reflecting differíng estimates of the worthwhileness of the alterna-
tires costs involved in achieving intellectual tid_ness in the sys-
tematíc exposidon of the science. But such an interpretation would
be a superficial one and would ignore the most significant aspect
of the controversy.

An Interpretation of the Controversy

The writen who llave denied the fl-uiffulneu of the precise
delimítation of the scope of economic theory must be considered
as consUtuting a group whose views, in el[ea, make up yet an-
otl-__r"deñnition" of the economic point of view--one that alto-
gether denies any such concept. The notion of a peculiarly eco-
nomic poínt of view has been vañously deñned in terms of a large
number of different criteria. The subsequent ¢hapm_ of
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essay set forth the more important of these formulations. Certainly
it is of moment that there is place found for yet a further atti-
tude towards the notion of a uniquely economic perspective--
ah attitude that completely fails to recognize any such urUque
point of view. The disagreement concerning the usefulness of
defining economics is thus reducible to a lar more interesting

controversy: one that deals with what, in fact, is meant at all by
defining economics; a controversy concerning the very existence
of that economic point of view which we ate asked to define.

The issue may be seen most clearly in the question with which
one writer found himself faced before embarking on the search

for a definition of the economic principle. He asked himself
whether economics is "a pie which every economist can.., make

up with bis own 'recipe,' or is it a given pie.., which is basically
made up of well-defined and hardly changeable ingredíents? In
other words, is economics what the economist is prepared to let ir
be, or does economics have a 'nature' of its own... ?" _6Once ir
is denied that economics has a "nature" of its own, once it is de-

clared that no recipe fora uniquely economic pie, in fact, exists,
then, of course, any lengthy search for such a recipe must seem
a waste of time. And, similarly, the determination of the particular
recipe that may, quite arbitrarily, have been used by some or many

economists to make up their own pie then becomes a quite unin-
teresting undertaking.

II, however, it is maintained that economícs has a nature of its

own, then it may clearly seem of the highest interest to bring to
light the precise character of this economic point of view. More-
over, once the existence of a given recipe has been discovered, and
the convícdon has been acquired that economics is nota pie to
be made up at will, then definidon becomes important for yet
another reason. Ir becomes of the first moment to expose the spe-

citic character of economics, ir only to convince the doubtful of

the existence of dais uniquely economic point of view that the),
ate so much inclined to den),. The search for the precise nature

oí economic theory becomes of importance simply because it offers
proo[ that economics has a "nature of its own."

Definidom, a.s we llave seen, may be either real definitiom of
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nominal definitiom. Now, a nominal definiÜon may be given to
aterm even though one is convinced that no real "thing" in the
world in fact corresponds to what the term signifies. But one can
embark on a search [or a real defmition only ir it is recognized
that the teiai to be defmed actually represents a thing ora con-
cept the essence or nature of which can be set forth. If ir is de-
nied that the subject of economic theory displays any essential

unity that might be worthy of precise characterizaÜon in a defmi-
tion, then it is clear that any definition of the discipline must
remain merely nominal. And ir it is believed that economists
have been arbitrary in their selecÜon of their problems, then
there can be litfle value in the £ormulation of the nominal defini-
Üon of economics.

On the other hand, the discovery in economics of an entity of
which a real defmition may be advanced promises an h3teresting
range of investigation. It has been demonstrated that when men
have attempted to obtaín real defmidom, they llave in many eases
proceeded to engage in a wide vañety of operadora. 17 In some
c__sesa search fora real definition of X has meant the search for

the key to X, for a single fact from which all the facts of X can
be deduced. In other cases the search for real defmitions has

meant the search for "abstractions," i.e., the "becoming aware for
the fil'St time of a new general element in one's expeñence and

giving it a name." In still other cases real defmidon has concealed
the attempt to analyze ah abstraction. (A school child in learning
that the circle is the locus of all points in a plane equidistant ñ_m
a given point has learned the analysis of a previomly known
abstraction, the circle.)

It is not ditñcult to understand that when wñters concerning
the scope of economic theory believe themselves to have discov-
ered the "key" with which to explain all departments of economic
life, they may feel pardonably complacent about the mefnlness
of the "definition" in whích their díscovery is _ Ir is
still more understandable that economista should strem the me-
b_d_nemof defmion when their own formulation of the nature

of economics reveah to the world their awarenem of a new general

element in their experience. Croce [mr¢kles perhalat the best
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example of this situadon. He mas aware of a new general element
in hLSexperience of human affairs. ThLS element was not moral, it
was not technical, nor did it coincide with any other already-
named abstractions. In his formulations, Croce made a vigorous
attempt to present thLs abstraction to the attenUon of the world

| by ascribing to it the word "economic."
When definition entails, in addition, the task of analyzing this

newly presented abstraction, that operation becomes more than

ever meritorious. I[ in the effort to provide ah adequate defmi-
tion of economics, an attempt is madem analyze the concept of
economy, for example, one necessarily becomes involved in a prob-
lem of economic science itself. It was here that Croce could most

effectively critícize Pareto's view that the cutting off of that slice
of phenomena which is to comtitute the field of economics is a

quite simple and arbitrary affair.

You talk of cutting away a slice h,oma concrete phenomenon, and
examining this by itself, but I enquire how you manage to cut away
that slice? For it is no question here of a piece of bread or cheese
into which we can actually put the knife, but a series of representa-
tions which we have in our consciousness, and into which we can
imert nothing except the líght of our mental analysis. In order to
cut ot[ your slice you would thus have to carry out a log/cal analy-
sis.. 3s

When the nature of economics is defined in this way, by the
analysLs of a unique general element in our consciousness to
which only the terna "economy" corresponds, then it must seem
very obvious indeed that faulty definitions can seriousiy distort
the character of the science. And when the analysis of this element
has been made possible only by virtue of familiañty with the
substantive content of the science itself, then its formulation flato

a definition can clearly take on the character of a positive scien-
tific contribution. It is in thLs seme that Hayek, in a somewhat
di_erent context, was able to wñte:

Ir b one of the carnes of the unique pmidon of economics that the
exhtence oí a defmite object of its invesdgadon can be realized only
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after a prolonged study, and it is, therefore, not surprising that
people who have never really studied econom/c theory will neces-
sarily be doubtful of the legitimacy of its existence . . 39

From this perspective it will be useful to survey rapidly in the

next few pages the historical trend in the attention that econo-
mists have paid to the definition of their subject. This will make
clear what they have, at various times, looked for in such a defi-
nition. Our survey will thus provide a useful introduction to the
more detailed discussions in the subsequent body of the essay.

The Economists and Their Definitions: the Classical Economists

Modern investigations into classical economic thought are
gradually providing us with a more coherent picturé of the intel-
lectual scenery in early nineteenth-century political economy.
Among the more important contributions in this direction is the
final interment of the idea that there was ever a happy unanimity
of opinion, a generally accepted body of theory in the propagation
of which the classical economists were a united band of enthusi-

astic missionaries. Similarly the notion, once widespread, that the
classícal economists were as a body unconcerned with the methodo-
logical foundations of their work is rapidly disappearing from
discussions of the subject. _o

Ir seems worthwhile to dispel the rather common ímpression
that the classical economists were generally unconcerned with
attaining and enunciating a precise definition of the subject of
their inquñes.e I This is by no means the case. It is true that J. S.
Mill, writing in 1836,_ felt obliged to apologize for the lack of a
definition of political economy "framed on strictly logical prin-
ciples," by explítining that the definition of any science "has al-
most invariably not preceded, but followed, the creation of the
science itselL" But many economists had already felt the need to
delíneate the boundaries of their inquiries. And while it is true
that the classical economists were generally in broad agleement
concerning what it was that they were talking about, they were by
no meam agreed about how to demarcate this area of their in-
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vestigations of even how to conceive the unity and logical nature
of their field.

The early economists, in fact, when offering definitions of their
science, were often lar more eamestly concemed with expressing
its true essence and nature than were many of their successors.
Although the latter, as Mill asserted, may have been better
equiiped for this task, they had hr less occasion to engage in ir.

= For the thinkers of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
turies, there was a real need for a mode of definition that could

justify the conception of a new and separate science. Whíle their
deñnitions might only imperfectly indicate the actual character of
their inquiries, they still had to demonstrate the peculiañty in
subject matter or method of investigation that prevented eco-
nomics from being subsumed under some wider, extant discipline.

Classical writers could express themselves about the nature of
the economic in two distinct ways. They could define the subject
known as political economy. Or, having defined political econ-
omy as the science of wealth, they could proceed to set forth the
nature of that wealth with which it was maintained that eco-

nomics is concerned. Each of these approaches was freely used
both before and after Mill's own elaborate attempt to define 13o-
litical economy.

Yet it is true that after 1830 a trend toward more sophistication
in definition is undeniably visible. Methodological self-examina-
tion became a fairly fashionable undertaking. It was in this peñod
that many of the assumptions hitherto implicitly accepted by
economists were first brought to light, and most of the important
issues that were to be the subject of methodological controversy
over the succeeding century were first given explicit statement. As
lar as the question of the scope of economics was concerned, dis-
cussions treated it asa problem in its own right rather than as
one merely introductory to a more important topic. Senior, J. s.
Mili, and later Cairnes all devoted care[ul attention to definition,

and so also did many lesser.known economists. At a meeting of
the Political Economy Club of London in 1835 the question of
the uzope of the discipline was put up for discussion. (In 1861
Senior propoeed a simi!ar question for debate at the club.) _
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Moreover this period reflected a significant advance in the
actual approach taken to the task of setting forth the nature of the
economic. As will be seen in the subsequent chapters of this essay,
writers after 1830 began to rebel against the more extremely ob-
jective view of it as the science of wealth that the earlier classical
economists had generally held. To several writers after 1830 it was
becoming increasingly evident that what they were investigating
was not so muda a set of objective phenomena whose common
denominator was wealth as the phenomena resulting from the
wealth-oñented actiom of men. What the fundamental charac-

teristic of such actions was, and what the precise balance to be
maintained in political economy between the facts of human
nature and those of the extemal world should be, were the sub-
jects of lively discussion. But the first step had been taken along
the road toward emancipating economics from its ties to wealth
and material welfare._4

The Economic Point o] View: the Background of the
"Methodenstreit"

After 1870, attempts to define the nature of the economic
were definitely colored by the intellectual background of the
period. In Germany, Amtria, and England economists were pay-
ing a good deal of attention indeed to the necessity for recon-
structing economics "from the ground up." This necessity was
proclaimed by both groups that were in reaction agaimt the
hitherto dominant classical economics. Those following Roscher,
Hildebrand, and Krdes in their revolt agaimt the abstract reason-
ing of Ricardian-typeeconomics, as well as those who with Menger
and Je-mm were dissatisfied with the objectivism of the classical
economists---all were imbued with the desire to make over the

entire discipline. Inevitably this desire was accompanied by a
flouñshing self_:omciousness on the part of eamomis_ in regard
to the statm of their discipline asa _ience, its relation to kindred
branches of learning, and, in general, its objectives and the kind
of knowledge it might be expected to fttrnish, Together with their
res___xcheshato economic problena lnOt_, the leadera o[ b0th
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new schools of economic thought felt called upon to still both
their own mísgivings and those of the public at large conceming
the nature and significance of a subject whose methods of ap-
proach, aíter a century of study, its own students were branding
as umound.

It is true, o[ ¢ourse, that th¢se discussions carne to hinge on
the narrower problem o[ method rather than on that of scope.
Even definitions of economics were required, duñng this period,
to embrace statements concerning the purpose and the method of
the discipline as well as the character of its subject matter. 25 But
the methodological points that were at issue in the Methoden-
streit did llave a direct bearing on the conceptions that were
formed of the character of economic phenomena. At the risk of
some excusable simpliñcation, the controversy over method could,
indeed, be described quite clearly in termso[ the different con-
ceptions of the phenomena purportedly investigated by economics.
According to the Historical School, economics seeks to describe
the phenomena o[ the real, empirical economic world as ir un-
f_lds in its setting of time and space. According to the "theoreti-
cal," "abstract" school o[ thought, on the other hand, the task of

economics is not---or, rather, cannot be--to explain "individual"
(or particular) economic phenomena, but only to discover the
regulañties, the "general" chains o[ cause and effect, that underlie

the innumerably various forros that present themselves in eco-
nomic history._

Although this statement of the disagreement does not, of course,
point to any simple parallel disagreement concerning the nature
of the economic, it does throw light on the background against
which discussions about the character of economic phenomcna
were carried on in the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
During this period we find, especially in the Ge_rrnanliterature,
a concern with the correct characterization of economic phenom-
ena that went lar beyond previous investigatiom. It may safely
be raid that almost all the numerom criteña that have, duñng the
hiKory of economics, been med to define the economic aspect
of affairs were in _me way mentioned already in the formidable
C,__,._nliterature o[ these decades. Even some definitiom that
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were clearly discussed only in the twentieth century were at least

vaguely envisaged during these years. Dietzel and Neumann in
particular demonstrated considerable insight in their work in
this atea. Under the influence of Menger and his followers, wñters
of this period devoted careful attention to the scarcity criteñon
and to the operation of the "economic principle." On the other
hand, economists of the Historical School tended to stress the

social character of economic phenomena. Both groups still clung
to the idea that wealth stands at the core of economic affairs, but

frequently the retention of conventional phraseology merely con-
cealed a lar more advanced and sensitive grasp of the real nature
o[ economic phenomena.

In England at this time, despite its own forro of the Methoden-
streit, lar less advance was m be seen in formulatiom of the scope
of the discipline, Je¢ons had kept bis economícs closely tied to
hedonism, and he was followed in this by Edgeworth. Marshall
devoted part of bis inaugural Cambridge lecture in 1885 m the
problem, with interesting results. Several of the methodologícal
rebels were intent on denying economics a separate status apart

from sociology. There was even a proposal put forward in the
British Association for the Advancement of Science during the
late seventies to abolish the very existence of a separate economic

section of the association. J. N. Keynes contributed to the judi-
cious resolution of the methodological issues, but did little to
advance the conception of the character of the economic point of
view. Ir was not until the appearance of Wicksteed's bñlliant work
in this field in 1910 that we fmd a contribution comparable in
exhausdveness and refinement to several of the German div

cussions.

Meanwhile in other countñes economists were giving the prob-
lem careññ attentíon. _In the United States literature a number

of useful pronouncements ate m be found concerning the im-
portance of a correct definition, as well as several highly refined
and well-reasoned substantive formulations, r_ In France zs and

Italy too, parallel adv--ancesate to be found in the literature. In
1883 Supino pubIished the fir_t book devoted to ím account of
the existing definitiom of economics._ Pantaleoni, Pareto, and
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Croce devoted considerable space to the question of definition, and
the famous correspondence at the turn of the century between the
two last-named writers contains considerable material that is of

particular value [or any history of this question.

Twentieth-Century Economic Points oI Fiew

Fraser has classified definitions of economics into Type A
defmitions and Type B defmitions, soType A definitions consider
economics as investigating a particular department of affairs, whíle
Type B defmitions see it as concerned with a particular aspect of
affairs in general. The specific department singled out by Type
A definitions has usually been wealth or material welfare. The
aspect referred to in Type B definitions is the constraint that social
phenomena uniformly reveal in the necessity to reconcile nu-
merous conflicting ends under the shadow of an inescapable
scarcity of means.

During the twentieth century two distinct trends ate visible in
the defmitions of the economic point of view. On the one hand, a
transition from Type A to Type B definitions has been vigorously
carried forward. On the other hand, there has been a pronounced
movement toward the denial of any distinctly economic poínt of
view whats_ver, and the comequent conviction that all attempts
to present such a point of view with clarity must be a waste of
time.

Ir wiU be seen in subsequent chapters that the classification of
defmitions of the economic point of view into Types A and B
is lar from an exhaustive one. The voluminous literature since

the tum of the century dealing with the problem of definition
reveals, indeed, the entire range of formulations that are discussed
in this essay. Nevertheless, it remaim true that the most outstand-
íng development in the history of the problem is the switch from
the search n" a department of human affairs to which the adjec-
tive "economic" applies, to the search for the appropriate aspect
of affai_ in which economic concepts are of relevance. (It should
be noticed t hat al most all the numerous formulatiom of the spe-
cific point of view of economic science are considered by their
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authors, notas describing a new science, but as offering a more
consistent characterization of the existing discipline.) si The
emergence of the Type B definitiom is reflected in a considerable
body of literature on the continent as well as in the English-
speaking countries. Type A definitiom are treated in the second
chapter of this essay, and the transition to Type B definitions is
traced in the sixth chapter. Type B definitions are associatedespe-
cially with the name of Professor Robbins, whose work of 1930
has had an outstandingly sÚmulating effect on all subsequent
discussions.

The final chapter of this essay traces the further development,
in recent decades, of this trend away from the association of eco-
nomics with specific "ends" ora specific department of human
affairs. In this development the work of Robbins has been con-
sistently pursued to what appears to the writer to be the most
adequate solution of the problem. The developments described
in this final chapter ate made up of the contributions of several
eminent economists, including Mises and Knight. These writers
in no way comtitute a "school," and although in this essay the
developments of the final chapter are described as "praxeologícal"
(following Mises' terminology), it is not to be understood that all
the writers cited Ln that chapter fully subscribe to what is here
called the praxeological outlook. It is maintained, however, that
the consistent and refmed development of the ideas first brought
to a focus in the Type B definítion constitutes a distinct contribu-
tion to the history of the problem. The path-breaking work of
Mises in thh regard has a significance that, in the writer'sopinion,
has not been sulñciently recognized because it has not yet b_---n
brought into h/storical perspective.

The movement hxan Type A definitions toward Type B defi-
nitiom and fmally to the praxeological position runs, of course,
in a direction diametrically opposed to that taken by writers
who disparage paimtaking definitiom of economics altogether.
What is common to all these writers is, as was noticed earlier in

this chapter,thattheydeny theexistenceofany given "pie"that
could comtitute economi_, There /s no specifu_lly economic
poim of view, and mmomic .cience doe. not invat/8ate any
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uniquely separate group of phenomena, or phenomena in general
from any uniquely economic aspect. The consistent development
of the Type B definition and of praxeological ideas represents
the completest denial of this view. Both these conceptions of eco-
nomics have been able to focus attention, with a clarity never
hitherto attained, on ah element in our experience that corre-
sponds to nothing else in our consciousness. This element in our
expeñence conforms precisely to the foundation that is discovered
to be ñgorously necessary and suflicient for the construction of
economic theory as it has developed during the past two cen-
tuñcs.

The body of this essay consists of the stLLdy of the many alterna-
tive formulations of this economic point of view, which make up
the trend culminating in the insights of the final chapters.
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The Science of Wealth and

Welfare

This fatal word "material" is probably more r_ponsible [o1" the
ignorant slanders on the "dismal science'" than any other economíc
description...

Alec L Maclie

Political Economy is a science in the same sense in which Astronomy,
Dynamics, Chemistry, Physiology are sciences. Its subject-matter is
different; it deals with the phenomena of weahh, wh/le they deal
with the phenomena of the physical universe.

J. E. Cairnes

•.. In becoming consciously a science of human behavior economics
will/ay less stress upon wealth and more streu upon welfare.

Wesley C. Mitchell

It is almost as ditticult to define the boundaries of welfare economics
as it is to define economics itself.

Kenneth E. Boulding

We take up first of all the class of writers for whom the

cilically economic point of view is in some way necesmñly as-
sociated with wealth or with welfare. It seems fair to amsider

this view behn_ examining the many other opiniom extant in
the literature, simply because íts sup[xytten (thme espousing
what Fraser calh the Type A viewpoint)lwere f_ra long time

2O
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the (>nesmost frequently to be found in discussions on the sub-
ject. And it is a matter of no little significance that it was one
forro of this view, viz., the descríption of the economic side of
affairs exclusívely in temas of wealth, that the earliest classical
economists almost invariably adopted. In the course of our dis-
cussion it will become apparent that a number of quite different
conceptions of economic phenomena at various times _ound ex-
pression in the definitions that simply spoke of wealth or welfare
as being the central focus of economic interest. Yet despite the
vañety of these conceptiom they all admit of being broadly
grouped together. Those writers who speak of the production
of wealth and the distribution of wealth or of some special type
of human welfare as being the peculiar interest of the economist
share a common outlook on the subject. No matter how widely
their opinions on the nature of wealth or welfare may diverge,
what is common to all these writers is that the)" see the distinc-
tire peculiarity of economic phenomena in the class of ob]ects
around which they especially revolve or in the specific human
condition that the), ate thought especiaUy to atfect. The criterion
used by the student of economic phenomena to mark out the
scope of bis subject is the fact that it is concerned with a special
class of objects ora special type of human condition. The botanist
studies the phenomena of plant life, the astronomer studies celes-
tial phenomena, the phílologist studies a specific "object," viz.,
languages---and the economist quite analogously occupies him-
self with the study of wealth of welfare. The conditions goveming
the production of wealth of the enhancement of economic welfare,
the effects of given events on the exchange and the distribution of
wealth---all these ate "economic" phenomena because the}, llave
to do with wealth or welfare.

We shaU me that many writers of this opinion stíll [urther nar-
rowed down the concept of wealth to the idea of material wealth,
and many of those stressing wel]are qualifled the term by singling
out the material welfare of mankind. These developments meant
that more than ever economics has to do with a particular c/a_
of obiects as its sp¢cial province of study. And we shall be con-
cerned in thig dla__-r to explain the emergence of this general
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outlook on the nature of economícs simultaneously with the
emergence of the science of economics itse]L We shall also be con-
cerned to trace the various forros that thís general outlook has
taken in response to developments within the science of eco-
nomics and to discover some of the implicaons of this outlook.

The Emergence of Political Economy as the Science of Wealth

The writers on economics at the time of the emergence of the
subject asa serious discipline in its own rigor, where they made
any attempt at all to outline the scope of their inquiries, did so
quite asa matter of course by reference to "wealth" as its subject
matter. By the latter hall of the eighteenth century, thinkers in
England, France, and Italy were coming to recognize that the
subject of the mass of writings and speculations dealing with
commerce, industry, foreign trade, money, interest, taxation, and
the like comtitutes a distinct theme of inquiry. Hitherto these
speculations (such as those of the mercantilist writers and of
those whom Schumpeter has called the comultant administrators
and pamphleteers) had been isolated inquiries seeking to explain
specific phenomena of the real world. Where hnquixies on these
and kíndred subjects had been incorporated into more general
systems, the,/appeared as unmi.qakably subsidiary material intro-
duced to round out treatises whose subjects were juristic, political,
or moral.

With the recognition of the fundamental unity of the prin.
ciples underlying these scattered inquiñes and of their analytical
independence of juristic, political, and moral systems, economics,
o1"political economy, emerged as a distinct discipline. Works
appeared attempting to deal with economíc phenomena in general,
and these works typically identified theír subject matter as being
"wealth."

It is worthy of notice that the existence in "wealth" of a subject
matter ripe fvr /ndetg_ent investigation _ems to llave been
assumed with little disomion. The conception of wealth as being
a distinct phenomenon with its own peculiar w.holarly interest
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was nota creation of the classical economists.2 Adam Smith, who

defines political economy as treating of the "nature and causes
of the wealth of nations," s freely applies the terna to denote the
area of concern of mercantile policy-makers of a century earlierA
What converted scattered scraps of knowledge on the subject of
"wealth" into an integrated system of ideas was simply the dis-
covery of the regularity of the phenomena of wealth as determined
in the market. Newly discovered, seemingly inexorable "laws"
governing the wealth of nations turned this "wealth," already the
center of many isolated investigatiom, into the subject matter of
a new science.

That this new science was considered, notas explaining the
operation of a specific type of social organization or the results
of a certain kind of human behavior of any of the vañous other
matters that economists have at times believed it to be their prin-
cipal concern to exp]ain, but as primañly explaining the phe-
nomena of wealth, is a circumstance that deserves some closer
attention. It seems appropriate to glance briefly at the background
agaínst which economic thought developed, in order to throw
some light on this interesting circumstance before we trace the
later history of this idea on economíc attairs.

In later chapters there will come under discussion a number of
possibly more sophisticated conceptiom of that economic point
of view from whích the economist scrutinizes the world. In the
course of these discussions, the failure of the classical economists
to perceive the unity of their subject to be implied in such con-
cepfiom will be more fully understood as stemming at least in
part from their freedom from those influences that were operative
in the emergence of the later views. At this point four positive
elements in the background of early economic thought and its
_arrotmding Zeitgeist may be distinguished as possible catalysts
in the precipitation of wealth as the recognized subject matter of
a distinct discipline.

1) Later methodologists were to devote considerable effort to
the problem whether to treat political economy as a positive
sdence oras anaart, whether to cast its teachings in the indicative
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or the imperative moods. There can be little doubt that the
founders of economics felt themselves to be expounding ah art.
According to Adam Smith, political economy "proposes to enrich
both the people and the sovereign." 5 A recent writer has charac-
terized the classical economists asa school of economic and social
reform,e The roots of this attitude toward their teachings ate not
hard to find. Economics, as we have seen, developed, in part at
least, from the work of mercantílist wñters, the "comultant ad-
ministrators and pamphleteers." This dass of writers was quite
simply interested in practical results. Any scientific work that
carne from their hands must quite naturally be considered the
by-product, rather than the attained goal, of their endeavors. The
growing application, in the eighteenth century, of sober and sound
analysis to the questions that tbese earlier writers had discussed
did not involve any change in this attitude. Hence', the conception
that Smith, the economist, had of his subject was not much re-
moved f:romthat of Steuart, the mercanfilist, to whom "oeconomy
•.. is the art of providing for all the wants..." and to whom the
"principal object" of bis inquiry was "to secure a certain fund
of subsistence for all the inhabitants."

Ir is not difficult to see that this attitude toward the utility of
economic inquiñes necessarily carried with ít the elevation of
wealth into an object of scientific study. Ah investígation that sets
out to find the means of enriching the people and the sovereign,
ir it discoverslaws governíng the attainment of this objective, may
not unnaturally presume to have díscovered the laws of wealth.
Ir we grant the assumption that the goal of economics is to m_]_e
the nation wealthy, a goal to which a fairly well-understood mean-
ing was attached, then it follows that economists must be con-
sidered, both by themselves and by the public, as expounding the
principles of wealth--understood in the same sense.---and its
acquisition by the nation. How a nation wrests wealth faxan
níggardly nature, how this wealth is distñbuted and exchanged
within the naUon---all these inquiñes focm the attention on that
which now becomes ím object of scientitic scrutiny. The general
objectivism of the classical school in íts substantive economic doc-
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trines here finds its counterpart in that school's very conception of
its task: an economist investigates the phenomena of a special
class of objects that together comprise wealth.

2) Another force in the eighteenth-century environment that
must haye helped to set up wealth as the subject matter of a
separate discipline seems to have been the intellectual interest

in private property. Despite the variety of meanings that we shall
find to have been attached to the term "wealth" by classical econo-

mists, almost all these meanings find some common ground with
a definition of wealth as consisting in the objects of ownership.
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a peculiar

attraction seems to have resided in inquiries into the legal and
moral bases of the institution of private property. Grotius had
discussed the matter from a juristic standpoint. With Hobbes the
inquiry into the nature and origins of private property became
merged with bis theories on the origins of the organization of
society under the sovereignty of the state. Locke saw the oñgin
of and justification for pñvate property in natural law. These
speculations and theories affected much of the thought of the

leading writers throughout the eighteenth century. Discussions
of civil justice must turn on the acceptance and justification of
property rights; discussions of the legitimacy of slavery must in-

volve the question of the admissible extent of property rights;
the movements in France and America towards democracy were
generaUy accompanied by specific attention to private property.

For many years democracy was to mean democracy for the prop-
erty owners. Godwin's call for the abolition of private property
once again drew attention to the foundation of the entire insti-
tution.S

Myrdal has attempted to _ow that it was the heritage of the

ideas of the natural-law philosophers regarding property rights
that accounts for the classical, and especially the Ricardian,
theoñes of valueP For the pu_ of the present study the rele-
vance of this observation seems sufliciently obvious. The isolation

h'om the other ends of human action of that end represented by
property on the one hand reltected, and on the other hand itself
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strengthened, the artificial line drawn between the study of the
phenomena connected with property and the study of human
action in general. The focusing of the attention of jurists, philoso-
phers, and moralists on the /nsdtution of property cannot but
have helped in keeping wealth in a compartment all its own.
Moreover, the fundamental defect of classical economics, its lack

of appreciation of the subjective nature of its phenomena, may
perhaps be partly due to the fact that serious thought had fora
long time been devoted to property and wealth in inquiries to
which, indeed, this subjecñve element bore little direct relevance.

3) Yet another element in the environment of early scientific
economics must be bñefly alluded to in connection with the
emergence of wealth as ah object of intellectual interest. This is
the approach of the moral philosophers of the peñod to the
problems of the relation of the individual to society, and espe-
cially of the egoistic and altruistic motives. The birth of po.
litical economy may be regarded asa reflection of the confluence
at this time of two streams of thought, ethics and politics. Ethi_
discussed the meaning of good and bad, the source of the sense of
moral obligation. Politics expIored the origins of society, the mo, t
desirable form of its organization, and the rights of the individual
in relation to the state. In a society whose economy was becoming
more and more clependent on the division of labor, it was natural
for the ethics of the individual to become increasingly involved
with his relation to society asa whole. The discovery of market
regulañties, predicated on individual avarice, in the phenomena
of the wealth of nations meant in itself a unified application of
ethical and politícal doctñnes, le

The controversy stirred up during the eighteenth century by
Mandeville's Fable of the Bees was typical of the problem to
which the thinkers of the time sought the soludon. Mandeville's
provocative conclusion was "that w_at we call evil in this world,
• . . is the grand pñnciple that makes us sociable creamres, the
solid basis, the life and support of all trades and employ-
ments..." ti Hís critics, including both Hume and Smith, med all
manners of approach to dispute his conclmiom. Clmely allied to
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this problem was that recognized by MandeviUe's paradox, the
venerable feud in human nature between the forces of self-interest

and the forces of altruism. Whether or not the urge in a human
being to benefit others than himsel[ is a real one of merely the illu-
sory reflection of a selfish desire to relieve one's own pain incurred
by another's misery was a question well to the fore during this
period. Hobbes had been the first o[ modero philosophers to ex-
pound bis theory of egoism. Eíghteenth-century philosopbers, in-
cluding Buder, Hume, and Smith generally rejected Hobbes'
egoism and postulated a real distincÜon between selfishness and
altruism.

This reaction against extreme egoism and especially agaimt
the effect on the nation's welfare ascribed to egoísta seems to be

at least partly responsible for the division of the field of human
action into two independent classes, the one class of acts being
induced by purely egoistic motives, the other class being consti-
tuted of acts in which the motivating forces are the altruístic and
"higher" impulses. And it is not ditticult to see how the acts in-
duced by selfishness could be easily confused with acts aimed at
fulfilling material desires. Careful thinking had demonstrated the

existence of regularities in the phenomena of wealth. The identi-
ficaon of the study of these regularies with the study of material
or other wealth thus obviously provided the new science with an
appmpriate and distinct niche within the structure of knowledge
as ¢xmceived by the eighteenth-century thinkers.

4) One final strand in the web of eighteenth-century thought
onto which a science of wealth was to be woven must be noticed.

This is the position occupied by the natural sciences, and their
relation to and intiuence upon the social sciences. In general the

ei8hteenth-century view has been characteñzed as "anthropological
and subjectivi_" in contrast to the "cosmological and objectivist
view which the nineteenth century had of the world." _ Never-
thelem, the pmition of the nineteenth century had its roots in ideas
that go back well into the eighteenth century and earlier.
The tremendous advancesin the naturalsáences,especially

mathematics and mu'oumny, msociated with such vames as New-
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ton, Clairault, Euler, and d'Alembert, were radically transforming
the intellectual atmosphere in which the eighteenth-century phi-
losophers thought and taught. The reaction against airy meta-
physical speculation set in moUon by Hume and the other British
empiricists, and the quasi-posiUvist philosophy of the French En-
cyclopedists, with its anathematization of aU forros of anthropo-
morphism and animism, were all part of the environment in which
economic science emerged.

It is not to be wondered at, then, that the enthusiasm engen-
dered by the signal successes of the objective and impersonal
methods of the physical sciences should have left its mark on the
earliest researches of the classical economists. Ir has been well

remarked that some of the founders of abstract economic theory
in the eighteenth century were at the same time the founders
of the positivism that was later to be deployed against that abstract
economics, ss

Differences of opinion may legitimately exist concerning the
weight to be assígned to utterances by the moral philosophers that
seem to illustrate the all-pervasive Newtonían influence. _4 But
these references are persistent. Hutcheson and Hume, Helvetius
and Beccaria expressed the desire to treat the data of ethics
analogously to the data of experimental physics, or they made
analogies between the force of self-interest and the force of

gravity.]_ The simp]ification in the conception of the cosmos to
which the physical sciences owed their characteristic f_tscination---
i.e., the reduction of seemingly heterogeneous phenomena to a
system governed by a few fundamental laws---seems to have per-
ceptibly colored the thinking of the founders of economics. The
extent of the gap between the conception of a scíence embracing
the totality of action, on the one hand, and the conception of a
science of wealth, on the other, owes something, ir would appear,
to the ease with which the latter could be incorporated inm a
structure of universal knowledge in which the physical sciences
occupied so conspícuous a position. According to the English
indivídualists, social phenomena spring, not h-oro the interaction
of individual subjective preference systems, but [mm the inter-
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action of individuals under an impersonal pervasive force of sel[-
interest in relation to objective, material wealth.

The Science of Material Wealth

Our account of the history of the point o[ view that sees
economic affairs as essentially concerned with a special class o[
objects, i.e., with wealth, finds a convenient point of departure
in an early and long-lived form o[ this idea, which confined eco-
nomics to the consideration of material wealth.

From the beginning alternative suggestions were made by the
economista themselves about what should and what should not be

included under the heading oí wealth even when the latter was
universally regarded as the subject matter of economics. Indeed,
many writers, in their definition of political economy, expressly
included in ita scope the exposition of "the nature" of wealth.
Smith, Lauderdale, Malthus, and Senior all felt the elucidation of

this question to be part of their task. As has been the lot of other
problems taken up by economists, this question was treated in a
variety of ways. As early as 1810 the French economist Ganilh cited
eight distinct defmitions of "wealth" by economista; Senior, writ-
ing on terms "peculíarly liable to be used ambiguously" in eco-
nomics, somewhat despairingly quotes seven different definitions,
besides bis own contribution.

Of these controversies over the meaning of the term "wealth"
probably the best known was that concerning ita restriction ex-
dusively to material goods. It must be remembered that the issue
was not between a "materialistic" economics and one that em-

braced the catallactic consequences of man's "higher" interests
and desires. The fact is that the classical economista were little

concerned about why an item of wealth was desired. To invest an
object with the quality of wealth (apart from other specific condi-
flor.s, such as sc.arcity, that may have been required), it sufliced
that it was desired. The issue between definitions of "wealth"

formulated in material terms and those that extended the con-

cept to include the immaterial was purely one of convenience in
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analysis. Both sides of the controversy had the same objectivisñc
outlook on wealth; neither side laid stress on the character o[

econom/c behavior. Malthus clearly states h/s reason for recogniz-
ing only material goods as wealth:

If we w/sh to atta/n anytlng like prec/s/on in our inqu/r/es, when we
treat of wealth, we must narrow the field of inqu/ry, and draw some
line, which will leave us only those objects, the increase or decrease
of which is capable of being estimated with more accuracy,se

The discussion concerning material vs. immaterial wealth began
wíth Adam Smith's disfinction between productive and unproduc,
tive labor. While not as limiting as the physiocrats' concepto[ the
"sterile" classes, Smith's dichotomy put material wealth, the pro.
duction of which was las criterion of producÚve labor, on a dií-
£erent level ñ'om immaterial wealth:7 On the Continent, the

French writers a[ter Smith, following Say's leadership, generally
rejected this artificial line of demarcaon. In England Lauderdale

defined individual wealth as consisfing in "all that man desires
as useful or delighthd to him; which exists in scarcity." le This
definition was quoted again and aga_inby later writers and was in
most cases criticized as too vague. _ Such a criticism is illuminaÜng
in íts revelation of classical economic concepom. Thus Malthus:

This deñnition obviously includes everything, whether material of
intellectual, whether tangible or otherwíse, whích contñbutes m the
advantage or pleasure of mankínd, and of course, include$ the bene-
fits and gratiticatiom deñved from religion, from music, dancing_
acting, and similar sources. But an inquiry into the nature and causes
of these kinch of wealth would evidently extend beyond the boundJ
of any single science....m

For Malthus there was evidently no single bond in logic that

could place these benefits and gratificatiom in a síngle disciplin¿

McCulloch's comments are even more revealing:

•.. ir political economy were to embrace a disomdon of the _ñoduo
tion and dhtñbution of aU that is meful and agreeable, it won_ld
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indude within itself every other science . . . Good health is useful
and delightful, and therefore, on this hypothesis, the science of
weahh ought to comprehend the science of medicine; civil and reli-
gious ]iberty ate higldy useful, and therefore the science of weídth
must comprehend the sc/ence of politics..." 21

It would be dii_cult to discover a more damaging statement
indicative of the kind of thinking exemplified by the less enlight-
ened classical economists. Ricardo, to whom political economy
meant only the distribution, not the production, of wealth, would
never have excluded good health from economics on the ground
that it involved the science of medicine. If the production of
health involves medica] science, the production of cement ]ust
as much involves chemistry, and the production of wheat, biology.
According to McCulloch, wealth was clearly a distinct objective
entity, the production of which involved the science of political
economy. To draw the line so as to exclude from its purview such
inconvenient studies as medicine and politics, McCulloch included

only material goods in his technical definítion of wealth. Appar-
ently it was believed that certain general laws governing the physi-
cal production of material commodities could be abstracted from
the several sciences concretely concerned with the production of
each specific good. These laws, however, did not admit of further
generalization so as to comprise the production of such imma-
teñal goods as health of good government_ The only sciences
that were relevant to the latter were those of medicine and politics.

The striking feature of this discussion concerning Lauderdale's
definition is that the criticisms levelled against it could easily
have led to a less limited view of economic phenomena. Ir was
clearly seen that the extension of the concept of wealth to include
everything that is desired would mean the abandonment of the
ei[ort to arrive at any scíentific laws involving objective wealth.
But what was overlooked was that the very broadest conceptions
of wealth ínvolved an essential unity, from which a less limited
political economy might take its point of departure.

However, the exclusive stress on material wealth was motivated
by other consideration& besides those expressed by McCulloch.
There appean to be a sign/ficant degree of correlation between
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the restriction of wealth to commodities and the restriction of the

scope of political economy to the distribution of wealth, leaving
out its production, exchange, and consumption. Ricardo and
Read provide excellent examples of this. Both conceived of wealth
exclusively as material goods._ And both emphatically limited
political economy to the treatment of the distribution of wealth.
Alike in hís Principles and in bis correspondence with Malthus,
Ricardo had stressed this limitation of the scope of economics.2s
Read ("an acute but neglected writer," _4and one of the econo-
mists rediscovered by Seligman) treated economícs as "an investi.
gation concerning the right to wealth,'" teaching what the ñghts
and duñes of men in society are with regard to property.ZSRead
may be considered to have invested with normative and ethical
significance Ricardo's conception of a science of the distribution
of wealth. According to Ricardo, economics shows how wealth is
d/stributed among the factors of production; according to Read,
economics, in so doing, is at the same time laying down the law
of the natural ñghts of the factors of production to their several
shares.

There is every reason why economists concerned purely w/th
the distributive aspects of economics should tend to concentrate
on the tangible "pie" from which each of the factors of production
is to receive a slice proportioned according to the laws of political
economy. Students of "production" may fmd it difflcult to exclude
the production of any "utility," whether or not embodied in a
material good. But the laws of distñbution can clearly afford to
be confmed (and with so muc_ more elegant definiteness) to the
long-run tendencies in the division of tangible wealth. Where, as
with Read, the laws of distribution are the handmaidem of the
laws of prívate property, the convenience and reasonableness of
a restriction of wealth to material, alienable goods must llave ap-
peared irresistible.

The $cience oI Subsistence

Thus hr the account of what the economic point of view has
meant to economists has treated of the classical conception of it as
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a science of wealth, with special reference to the restriction o[ the
latter concept to that of material goods. The account of the
gradual advance of economics from a science of wealth to one of
welfare will be resumed later in the chapter, with special attention
to those elements of the earlier "material" conception of wealth
that continued to be retained. At this point a discussion is in order
of a special case of this "material" approach to economics, which
seems to have held a fascination fora number of economists over

ah extended period of time, viz., the view that saw economics as
essentially concerned with the goods necessary to ensure the physi-
cal subsistence of mankind.

This view seems to be the most extreme form of the materialistic

outlook on economic affairs. The distinctive feature of all concep-
tions of economics asa science of wealth of of material goods, as

against alternative conceptions of the discipline, consists in their
identification of economics with some special end of human action.
Not all action is subject to economic law, but only such action as
is directed towards a more or less well-defined class of objects, viz.,
wealth of material goods. Most of the definitions advanced during
the greater part of the nineteenth century can be considered as
variants of this view. The earlier ones saw economics as concerned

with the results achieved with regard to these ends themselves,
its enquiries being directed at describing the phenomena of this
desired wealth. The later, less objectivistic detinitions looked at
economics, as will be seen in subsequent chapters, asa description
of man in one department of his activiti_ .fi_at directed towards,
of pertaining to, the desired wealth.

When economics is narrowed down still further by restricting
it to the study of the goods necessary for human survival, the rele-
vant range of human ends is contracted to the point where the
term "end o' begíns to lose its meaning. No matter how objective
a view one had of the wealth around which political economy

was supposed to revolve, it was extremely diflicult to close one's
eyes to the fact that wealth is wealth only becanse it is desired by
human beings, i.e., that it is an end of human endeavor. But when
the only parta of wealth permitted to come into consideration are
biological nece____ides,then ir is dangerously tempting to consider
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these necessities as not being the ends of hnman desire at all. In.
stead of beíng goods brought under the play of market forces by
being the goals of human aspirafions, these necessifies gain their
economic relevance purely objectively, by being the physiologically
determined causes of quasi-biological tropisms. And this, indeed,
is the direction towards which a number of "subsistence" defini-

tions of economic phenomena llave tended.
There had been discussiom fora long time concerning the

question whether wealth should properly include luxuries as well
as "necessaries." 2s Steuart had seen the goal of his subject as
being "to secure a certain fund of subsistence for all the inhab-
itants." ti It is noteworthy that during the period of the classical
economists most writers did not embrace this "subsistence" ap-
proach. Asa matter of fact several writers explicitly took a view
diametrically opposed to the "subsistence" criterion.'So lar from
confining wealth to necessities, these writers defmed wealth as
excluding necessaries._ Wealth was the surplus, often the surplm
after all expenditures. Political economy was exclusively the
science of great riches, of luxury phenomena. (Both Bentham and
Malthus found it necessary to reject this view of economics and
attempted to make it absolutely clear that their poliUcal economy
was concerned with the poverty of nadom quite as much as with
their wealth.) 29

Despite the general absence of the subsistence view in classical
economics, there appears to be at least one sturdy o_pring of the
classical school to which this view is central. This is to be seen in

the work of the Marxist writers in developing the thesís of the
economic, of materialist, interpretation of history. The signifi-
cance of the materialist interpretation in Marxi_ thought lies, of
cour.e, in its consequences for the "noneconomic" aspects of his-
tory. Fox the pu_ of the present account, however, the Marx-
Engeh approach to history yields a fxesh view of the i_ope of
economic at_r_ Superlicially one might be content to explain the
fact that Marx and his followers equated the "economic" with the
"materialist" interpretation of history as deriving merely írom the
classical economists' stress oN mateñal wealtlL Ah exalnination

of Marx's wñtings, however, reveals hts conception of political
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economy to have been even narrower. Professor Knight seems to
have put his finger on the essential point when he wñtes: "The

socialistic popularisers of [the economic interpretation of history]
have leaned toward the narrower and more definite.., conception
of downright necessities." se

This view of the economic interpretation of history seems to be
expressed in Marx's own writings. In a note in which he compares
his conception of history to the doctrines oí Darwin, Marx writes:

"Technology discloses man's mode of dealing with Nature---the
process of production by which he sustains bis liíe, and thereby
lays bare the mode of formation of bis social relations, and of the
mental conceptions that flow from them." st In the passage that
Kautsky considered the classic formulation of the economic in-
terpretation, Marx explains:

In the social production whích men carry on they enter into definite
relations; these relations of production correspond to a definite stage
of development of their material powers of production . . . The
mode of production in material li[e determines the general character
of the social, political, and spiritual processes of life.S2

It is of interest to note that the words which in this extract (from

Stone's translation of Marx's preface to his Critique oÍ Political

Economy) are rendered %.. in the sociál production which men
carry on..." are in the German original: ... in der gesellschaft-
lichen Produktion ihres Lebens . . . Other translators of Marx

have rendered this phrase: "... in the social production of their
every-day existence" u and "... in the social production of their
subsistence..." u

Engels too made this subsistence approach very clear. "Accord-
ing to the materialist conception," he wrote, "the decisive factor
in history, is, in the last r--c_ort,the production and reproduction
of immediate life." u And again, "We understand by the economic
relatiom, which we regard as the determining basis of the history
of mciety, the methods by which the members of a given society
produce their meam of support..." _

Clearly, then, there emerges fxom the various formulations of
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the materialist interpretation of history a conception of economic
affairs that centers about biological survival. Not the provision of
wealth, but the provision o[ bare li[e is the realm of economics.
Nor is ir that life referred to in Ruskin's phrase, "There is no
wealth but life" (in which life includes "aU its powers of love,
of joy, and of admiration"), but the elemental existence that is the
subject of biology. Not "wants," in the sense of the reflections of
standards of ultimate values, but rather the inexorable, objective
requisites of survival--"needs"---are the data of economics.

In such a scheme, in which the relationship between ends and
means as arranged by rational action is completely obliterated,
economics and economic affairs clearly take their place as part of
biology. Kautsky is easily understood when he insists that the
materialist conception of history does not postulate the dominance
of economic motives. We must, we ate told, shar_y distinguish
between economic motives and economic conditions. It is only the
latter that ate assigned the decisive tole in the Marxist scheme
of history.S7

Ir is not clear whether economists in general were greatly in-
fluenced by this idea. The literature yields very _mty traces of
any school of economic thought that placed human survival at
the center o[ their subject. _ Yet it is of interest to notice passages
in American economic and sociological literature at the tum of
the century that do have a pronounced relevance to this general
conception of the economic domain. It is, perhaps, nota complete
surpñse to find that ir is Veblen who seems to approach most
closely to the "biological" outlook on economics. Veblen ex-
plicitly points out that in the earlier stages of industry the "strug-
gle for wealth" meant "a struggle for subsistence." _ He con-
sidered the essence of the physiocratic system to consist in the
fact that it saw "economic reality" in "the increase of nutritive
material." 4oAgain and again in bis wñtings the phrase "the ma-
teñal means of life" is used as the criterion for distinguishing
economic activity. "In economics, the subject of inquiry is the
conduct of man in bis dealings with the material meam of life."
This is a typical Veblenian sentence in this respect.4z

We must probably see in this Veblenian tendency to identib/
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economics with the maintenance of life a reflection of a fashionable

pasdme of applying biological analogies to the phenomena of the
social sciences. The terminology of biologists seems to have
strengthened this tendency. Franklin Giddings drew attention to
the different meanings that the word "economy" had for econo-
mists and for biologists. Inherent in the economists' use of the
terna is the presumption of "a conscious being, endowed with the
capacity for pain and for pleasure, to plan and direct the economy
and to profit by it." The biologists, on the other hand, use "the
highly general notion o[ economy as any system of activities and
relatíons which furthered the well-being of any class or species of
living things." It is this concept that produces such phrases as
"the economy of the animal kingdom" and the "economy of na-
tute." "In these notions there is no implication of consciousness,

of pleasure or of pain, and no presumption of intelligent plan-
ning of management on the parto[ the organistas that are bene-
fited by their economy. The thought is altogether objective."

The same explicit warning against the biological view o[ eco-
nomic affairs was sounded by Sherwood.

In applying the physical formulae of evoluon to psychical phenom-
ena, sociologists are guilty of unscientific procedure... The physical
formulae of evolution are statements of unexplained ¢ortuitous
change. The "fitness" which survives is an unforeseen fimess, an ad-
justment wrought out in consequence of the struggle. Psychical
activities, on the contrary, ate essentially teleological. They are
directed to ends. The "ñtness" in social adjustments is foreseeable,
prearranged. Further than that, this fitness is nothing other than
"utitity" to the individual.tg

This statement formulates the issue precisely. The imposition
of "subsistence" as the goal of economic activity sets upa value
involving among aU others the least troublesome subjective dif-
ferences between individuals. The only area of choice left to
human intelligence is in the means objectively best suited to
attain this one end. Once man's power to select his own ends
is prescinded fxom economics, the subject is at once reduced to
an only s!ightly more involved version o[ biology.
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The Science o] Wealth Retained

Meanwhile, side by side with this subsístence approach to
economics, whích it had fostered, the concept of wealth--and
even of material wealth--continued to provide a convenient, ir
facile, criteñon for defining the domain of the economic long
after the close of the classical period. Mili, Senior, and Cairnes
debated whether economics was a physical of a mental science.
But Cairnes, famous as the last of the economista of stature to
adhere to the general classical tradition, could write in 1875:
"... neither mental nor physical nature forms the subject matter
of the ínvestigation of the political economist . . . The subject
matter.., is wealth." 44And again, even more clearlg- "Polítical
Economy is a science in the same sense in which Astronomy, Dy-
namics, Chemistry, Physiology are sciences. Its subject matter is
different; it deals with the phenomena of wealth, while they deal
with the phenomena of the physical universe."

Bonamy Price, even while describing the confusion regarding
the definition of economics, was still able to declare: "AII are
agreed that it is concerned with wealth." 46It is true that many
of the pronouncements referring to wealth as the key concept
were modified so as to conforto more of less dosely with more
sophisticated views. Especially in a number of German definitiom
aher 1870, the vital tole played by acting, choosing man in all the
phenomena connected with wealth was well recognized, and yet
this did not prevent these definitiom fi-omassigning the key posi-
tion to Gter (often Sacñgter).47

From both of the opposing sides in the Methodenstreit came
statements tying the economic world to material goods. In so lar
as this cñteñon appeared in the works of economists of the His.
torical Sc.hool, the matter admits of some explanation. In later
chapters ir will be seen that the earliest rebellion agaimt the con-
ception of economics asa science of wealth carne asa result of the
analysis of actual human behav/or and the hypothetical isolation of
a speciñc pattern of behavior in economic _ This diverted
attention fi'om the wealth itself towards the activity of the wealth-
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seeker. Such a way out from the limited conception of economics
asa science of wealth was obviously closed to the Historical
School. Ir was, after all, the very postulation of such hypothetical
pattems of behavior on the part of "economic man" that had ini-
tially aroused the protests of the adherents of the Historical School
and later became the butt of the ridicule expressed by those of
their successors who went to the greatest extremes. The urge to
restrict economics arbitrarily to material goods and to see the es-
sential character of economic phenomena in their relationship to
these objects may therefore well have been stronger for the ad-
herents of the Histoñcal School. So long as action is to be con-
sidered only in its empirical totality, any attempt at an analytícal
separation of economic phenomena from the rest is ruled out
from the start.

In England a similar tendency is noticeable in the writings of
proponents of the historical method during the small-scale Brit-
ish counterpart o[ the Methodenstreit. Such prominent writers as
Cliffe Leslie and John K. Ingrato found themselves embracing
definítions of economics that were closer to those of the earlier

classical writers than to those, say, of Mili, against whose then
dominant type of economics they were now in rebellion. These
writers, insisting on the scientific excommunication of horno
oeconomicu, and pouring scom on the-abstract constructions of
earlier economista, were advocating the new science of sociology.
Whíle not going so lar as Comte, who had flatly denied the ex-
istence of a separate field for economic inquiry, they stressed the
futility of seeking laws in economics apart from the laws of so-
ciety as a whole. "The study of wealth cannot be isolated . . .
ñ-om the other soc/al phenomena. There is, in fact, properly
speaking, but one great science of sociology . . ." The laws o[
economics "must be sought in the great science of Society." 4s

AII this meant only one thing. Ir any separate field is to be

recogniz_ fox economics, it must be the result of viewing a class
of objects comfitutíng wealth as forming a distinct category whose

condiÚom representa legitimately separate atea of knowledge.
This knowledge, of course, can only be tapped from the larger
Science o[ Society. "Polifical Economy ís thus a department of the
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science of society which selects a special class of social phenomena
for special investigation." By this "special class of social phe-
nomena" there is no doubt that Leslie meam the phenomena of
wealth._

What gives unusual interest to the German literature on "ma-

terial goods" is the fact that goods and material goods ate stressed
even by the writers who grave the most careful and explicit atten-
tion to the problems of detining economics and economic activity.
Writing in the eighties and nineties of the last century, Dietzel

dealt exhaustively with the various criteria offered for use in
definídons of economics. Most of the ideas to be incorporated in
the more careful attempts at defmítion in recent decades seem to

b.ave been anticipated either directly in Dietzel's own writings or
by the writers whom he cites. Dietzel carne close to recognizing the
universality of the category of human action and yet clung tena-

ciously to the objectivistic outlook on economics throughout bis
writings. 5o Characteristic is bis remark that it is not method, but
rather the object, that provides the criterion for distinguishing the
activities that are the subject matter of economics. _1

A similar situation to that in Britain and Germany prevailed in
the United States and France during the same period. Again we
fmd the traditional retention of the wealth formula often merely

as a cover for a less limited conception of the scope and character
of the science. And yet economists seem to have felt that it was

their preoccupañon with wealth that made their discipline in any
way a development from, ora successor to, classical political

economy. In one of Ely's earlier wñtings, in which he subjected
classical political economy to severe criticism, he could yet fmd
some merit in the older economics. "It separated the p_enomena
of wealth from other social phenomena for special and separate
study." 52 For the eminent Belgian economist, de Laveleye, and

for many French writers, the ddflnition habituelle of their subject

was unquestíonably that which tan in terms of richesses, often
with explicit ]imitation to material goods. _

The decades after 1870 were full of change for economics in
m2ny directio__. The n___meromalternative defmidom to be con-
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sidered in subsequent chapters may almost aU be traced to the
ferment of economic ideas that were revolutionizing economic

theory at this time. Again and again it will be found that the ap-
plication of methodological self-consciousness and precision to
fundamental questions of economic epistemology began in eamest
during the Methodenstreit of the eighties. The discussion in the
[oregoing pages demonstrates the persistence, in the face of these
developments, of the older conception of economic affairs. Side
by side with the newer views to be noticed later, definitions of eco-
nomics asa science of wealth or of material wealth continued to

occupy a central place in economic thought.

Man Against Nature

Ir is convenient here to notice a point of view that enjoyed
the endorsement of a number of writers. They see economics and

economic activities as consisting in the constant struggle on the
part of man to subdue nature to his own ends. This creates a line
of cleavage between two categories of re__ources. On the one hand,

we llave the human agent with all his powers of brain and brawn,
emotions and skills. These resources he marshals to attack those

of the external physical world which he tunas to bis own purposes.

The interaction between man and his physical environment ís the
area of economic activity.

The earliest writer to llave explicitly applied such a distinction
to economic phenomena at all seems to have been the German
economist (who wrote his book in French while at the Russian
court in St. Petersburg) Storch. _t Writing in 1815, Storch em-

phatically rejected the prevalent viewpoint, which confined po-
litical economy to wealth. Not the wealth of nations, but the
"prosperity" of nations, should be the subject o[ political econ-
omy. By prosperity Storch included all "civilization," and in this
connection he spoke of "inner goodg' such as health, strength,
reason, knowledge. These inner goods stand in contradistinction
to wealth, which h comprised of "outer goods." Storch includes
both inner and outer goods in his political economy, but bis divi-
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sion between the two categoñes of goods shows what he under-
stood to be meant by ah exclusive science of wealth._s

The eminent British historian Lecky appears to have considered
thís distinction between "inner" and "outer" resources as of great
importance. Writing in one of his earlier works, Lecky seems to
feel the arbitrary nature of the conception of a science dealing
with the phenomena of wealth. He considers political economy as
an expression of what he calls the "industrial" phílosophy, which
he contrastswith the "ascetic" point of view. The latter philosophy
acknowledges happiness asa condition of the mind and seeks to
attain ir by acting directly on the mind through diminishing the
desires. The industrial philosophy seeks happiness, not by dimin-
ishing desíres, but by acting on surrounding circumstances in
order to fulfil the desires. This conception of economics clearly
shifts the emphasis from material wealth as such and sees economic
activity as the attempt to fulfil desíres by alteñng the configura-
tion of the external world._

Among economists such a view seems to have found especial
favor in Germany. Albert Sc.h_ittle,one of the earliest to stress the
fundamental tole of man in economic phenomena, appears to have
consistently gone out of his way to avoid characteñzing eco-
nomics as concerned with "goods." The key word in S¢hYtte's
many writings on the nature of the economy is the ,4u._enwelt_
i.e., the external physical world._7Sc.hYtte'savoidance of the cri-
terion of goods in favor of a definition formulated in terms of the
"external world" is best interpreted asa conscious attempt to draw
auenon to human activity directed at want-satisfacon. Not
goods, but man's struggle and conquest of the external world is
the subject matter of economics.

Other and later German writers referred to the "extemal world"

in their writings, but often merely as ah alternative expression for
"goods." Mangoldt, Cohn, Sax, and several other writers may be
mentioned in this connection.U

A fundamentally similar attitude to that of I.ecky and Schiflle
is evidenced about the mm of the century by the Ameñcan
Tutfle. Tuttle speaks of the "hmdamental and universal ecammfic
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principle'--a phrase that he uses in a sense quite different f_om
the usual one. "Three primary facts," he writes,

líe at the basis of all economic phenomena: namely, man, man's
environment--the outside world, nature--and the dependence of
man upon nature. Man has.., an economic relation to bis material
environment . . . a relation which may very properly be called the
wealorelation. This weal-relation . . . is the fundamental and uni-

venal economic prínciple . . ._9

Here again the economic relationship is conceived as one in-
volving man and bis surroundings. This view of the matter bears
the clear imprint of the definition o[ economic phenomena in
terms of material wealth. From the external world man creates the

goods with which to satisfy his wants. To effect the production of

these goods, man applies his own human resources to the external
world. The changes that acting man ímposes on the outer world
both affect and ale affected by the c_hanges that are constantly
taking place "'within" man himself. Envisaging economic activity
in this light, as the interaction of man--with all his shifting de-
sires and human resources--and external nature, Tuttle offers a

deñnition in consonance with the more popular conceptions,
formulated in terms of wealth, and at the same time suggestive

of the place of acting man in the phenomena oí economic li_e.

From Wealth to Wel[are

The period in which economic affairs were chiefly comid-
ered as being concerned with a class of objects known as wealth
coincided roughly with the nineteenth century. Only since the
turn of the century llave economists been increasingly inclined
to comider the scope of their subject in less objective terms. Yet
mcet of the newer views on the question of definition had already
found some expression in the writings of the more thoughtful
students of economic methodology well before the present cen-
tury. These murmurings of dissatisfactíon with the traditional
wealth-bound conception of economics may most illuminatingly
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be interpreted as the reflection of the more general revolt against
the classical system that carne to a head in the last quarter of the
century.

This general revolt found expression in various ways. In the
domain of formal reasoning, the development of the theory of
marginal utility in the seventies by Jevons, Menger, and Wa]ras
marked the shift of attention from objective cost to subjective
utility. In discussions conceming the nature and scope of eco-

nomics, the change showed itself in the increasing awareness that
this subject has as much to do with manas ir has with wealth.
Well before 1870 there were already many signs in England of the
recognition of the humanistic character of economics. 6o Schiit]te
in Germany and Droz in France had insisted on placing the role
of man in economics higher than that of goods. 61EIy described the
development of economics as occurring in three steps:

Writers of the first dass regard political economy asa science which
has to do with external valuabIe things or economic goods--that is,
with wealth . . . ; writers o[ the second dass, as the science which

has to do with economic goods in their relation to man; writers oí
the third class, as the science which has to do with man in bis

rclatiom to economic goods.0_

All thís made necessary a search for some new criterion for de-
termining the scope of economics. I_ economics has to do with
goods, then its scope is asclear as is permitted by the definition
of the word "goods." But ir it is urged that economics is primarily
concerned with man, then there ís ah obvious need to make clear

precisely which aspect of the study of man economic theory is
concemed with. The subsequent chapters of this book deal with
some of the different approaches that llave been made toward the
solution of this problem. At this point in the chapter descríbing
the conception of economics asa science of wealth, attention must
be drawn to one oE the most popular of these approache,, viz., the
view that sees economics as dealing with the phenonmna con-
nected with economic wel_are.

This view of economics had, in fact, the most persuasive claim
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to qualify as the natural successor to the earlier definition of ir
asa science of wealth. Wealth promotes the economic welfare
of man. Ir exclusive attention to the objects of wealth was to be
declared scíentifically inexpedient, then the problem could be
avoided by shifting attentíon from the goods themselves m the
welfare to wh,ich they minister. Instead of studying the effects of

various measures on the wealth of a nation, economic analysis may
be viewed as going a step further and studying the welfare of the
nation as affected by these measures.

Such a conception of economics provided a ñ'amework into
which the received body of doctñne could be fitted without ex-
cessive strain, while at the same time ít rettected the new recogni-
tion of the subjective basis of market phenomena. The shift to
this fresh conception seemed merely a broadening of the scope of
the subject from one narrowly concemed with goods to one con-
cemed with happiness) a Cannan, writing at the beginning of this
century on developments since the appearance of Mill's Principles,
saw this broadening as the work of the theory of marginal utility:

Whatever delinition of economics may be adopted, it is alear that the
conception of its subject has become wider than it was . . . The
economist of today recognizes that he has to do with man in rela-
don to one particular kind o[ human wel[are .... Ever since Jevom
•.. it would be impossible for any eó_nomist of the present day to
repeat Malthus' remark that Adam Smith mixes the nature and
causes of the wealth of natiom with the causes which affect the

happiness and comfort of the lower orders of society._

From the point of view of the long-run developments in the
defmition o£ economic phenomena, this broadening of the eco-
nomícs of wealth into the economics of welfare does not mark so

radical a change as that marked by the appearance of any of a

number of later conceptiom to be taken up in subsequent chal>
ters. In fact, as agaimt the other defmitiom of economics, both
the wealth and the welfare formulatiom contain much in com-

mon; many of the features found to be objectionable in the
wealth criterion appear unchanged in its welfare counterpa_
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Both formulations ate "classificatory"and "departmental" rather
than "analytical." 65 Both see economics as studying something
that is produced, whether goods or happiness, rather than a cer-
tain type of activity._ Especially where economic welfare is under-
stood as meaning material welfare, the concept of welfare evinced
a strong bond of continuity with that of material wealth.

Nevertheless, as the neodassical expression of the classical
wealth-oriented definition of economics, the welfare and utility
criterion did call fora conscious alteration of focus in the con-

templation of economic phenomena. This point of view, while it
became popular only aher the introduction of marginal utility
economics0had its forerunners as Farback as the classical econo-
mists. One of Adam Smith's successors,Dugald Stewart, considered
political economy as dealing with "the happiness and improvement
of political society." _ The position of Henri Storch_has already
been noticed in this chapter. He broadened economics so as to
deal, not with the wealth of nations, but with the "prosperity"
of nations--a concept that included "civilization" aswell as wealth.
John Stuart Mill, when he c.ameto consider the question of defm-
ing economics, criticized Say for having a similarly wide concep-
tion of political economy. Sismondi's emphasís on happiness and
consumption in economics u and Lauderdale's all-embracing defi-
nitions of wealth place their concepon of economics in the same
group.

The more general movement towards the idea of economics as
a science of welfare rather than of wealth that accompanied the
reactíon agaimt the classical school is evidenced in the líterature
in a number of directions. Cliffe Leslie, who was to become the
vigorous proponent of historical comcioumess in Bñtish eco.
nomics, hada hand in this development. Wñtíng as early as 1862
in a fl'equently cited essay, The Love of Money, Leslie attacked
the nofion that the purmit of wealth represented a self_ontained
human motive. The love of money meam completely _t
things to different people. To the scholar it may mean the love
of books; to the toper it m_y mean love of liquor. There is noth-
ing unique in the motivel that lead men to seek monetary gain;
they ate m hetemgen_m m are human tmtm themaelveL Later
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arguments like these wcre to lead Leslie and others to denounce
the classical economists for their postulation of the possibility of

valid laws of wealth apart from the "laws of society." Yet the
impact of these ideas undermining the concept of a unique cate-

l gory of wealth through reference to the heterogeneity of the de-
rnand side of economics undoubtedly contributed toward a better
grasp of the nature of economic theory. For example, it was the
increased attenñon to the demand factor that made it possible for
Jevons to "take utilíty.., as the subject matter of economics,"
or for ah Ameñcan writer to declare that all definitions of eco-

nomics reduce to "the science of enjoyment or... the science of
the mcam of enjoyment." e0

In France a long tradition of stress on utílity lent force to the

growing dissatisfaction with the definitiom of economics formu-
lated in tenñs of wealth. 70Welfare, utility, ophelimity--these were
the terms around which expositions of economic doctrines re-
volved. The "ethical neutrality" with which these terms were
explicitly invested even further removed the newer views [rom

the wealth-bound conception of the subject, while it at the same
time provided the bñdge across which economics could, ir de-
sired, pass in order to become a science of conduct of a logic of
pure choice.

By the early years of the present century, the idea that eco-
nomics is essentially concemed with welfare, or at least with ma-
terial well-being, was probably the view most generally accepted
among the English economists. Both Marshall and Cannan intro-
duced widely used textbooks, running to many editions, with defi-
nitions [ormulated in terms of material welfare. 7t Marshall, it is

true, had made it clear that ir is only an accident that economics
is concerned with material wealth and that its "true philosophic
_'aison d'étre must be sought elsewhere." _ Cannan, however, held
the criterion of material welfare to be the real distinguishing
featmre of economics. When Robbins, in attacking this proposi-
on, took Cannan's enunciatiom of it as bis principal target,

Cannan gtadly took up the cudgeh in its defeme.U In America
economi_ts representing such different outlooks as Fetter and
Mitchell both called forashift in ínterest away from wealth itsel[
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towards the human welfare with which it is related; both saw a

need for such a shift in the very conceptioq of the nature of
economic science.74

Of course, the identification of economics with the study o[
economic welfare raised fundamental questions about the justi-
fiability and validity of propositiom concerning changes in social
welfare. It is under the shadow of this thorny problem, involving
the admissibility of interpersonal comparisons of welfare and the
legitimacy of possible ethical assumptions, that welfare econo-
mists in recent decades have been consciously working. 75 Sir
Dennis Robertson cites the contention that the implications of
envy make it uncertain that welfare would be increased even ii
everyone had more of every commodity. Robertson's characteristic
reply to this possibility would certainly have won Cannan's con-
currence:

How much bette_, surely, to assert as a plain matter of fact that
economic welfare undoubtedly will be increased in this event; and
then to call in the Archbishop of Canterbury to smack people ov_r
the head if they are stupid enough to allow the increased happiness
which might be derived from this pla/n fact to be eroded by the
gnawings of the green-eyed monster; and I cannot at present per-
suade mDelf that such a common-seme distinction between the
economic and the not is fatally undermined by the fact that the
Archbishop draws a salary and that his gaiters embody scarc_ re-
sources which might llave been devoted to an alternative use._

Robertson's words gives added salience to the dilñculty that the
advance from wealth to welfare brought in its train. Ir economics
is concerned with a part of welfare, how is this part to be identi-
fied? The "material wealth" cñteñon embraced by Cannan pro-
vided ah answer to this question by retaining a direct bond to
the discarded conception of economics asa science of wealth. The
objectiom which might be raised agaimt such a criterion, and
which Robertson here brushes aside, ate clearly in large measure

thme that can be levelled at the type of defmition treated gen-
erally in the present chapter.
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The Science oÍ the Lower Side oÍ Human Nature

This chapter on the definitions of economics asa science of
wealth cannot close without taking account of the stigma which
has persistently clung to economics, and for which these defini-
tions of the subject in terms of wealth must bear a major share
of responsibility. Well over a century ago, Bailey discussed the
popular view that economics is "a mean, degrading, sordid in-
quiry." 77Economists have shrugged off somewhat uneasily Car-
lyle's contemptuous description of their subject as a "pig-science."
But economists themselves, especially by conceiving of their sub-
ject asa science of wealth, have clearly laid themselves open to
sucia criticisms. From the start an economics centered around

wealth had to contend with a climate of opinion in which the so-
called "economic virtues" had long been held in moral disrepute. Te

By the close of the main peñod of classical economics, leading
wríters on the subject found it necessary again and again to de-
fend the ethical standing of their discipline against its detractorsY9
Economists of the 1830's and 1840's refuted the cñticisms levelled

agaimt their moral status with indignation, with ridicule, of with
disdain. The unworthiness of political economy in public opinion
stemmed directly from its explicit preoccupation with so degrad-
ing a subject matter as wealth. All the depravities that moralists
throughout the centuñes have ascñbed to wealth became naturally
attached to the science of wealth.

The defenses raised by some of the economic apologists agaimt
those strictures are revealing. A popular argument that was used
did not attempt to deny the possible immoral associations of
wealth. But then, the argument tan, political economy must be
studied all the more diligently in order to know how to avoid
weahhl so

Nevertheless, despite rather extensive apologetics on the part
of these writers, the observer may be excused ff he gains the im-
pression that many economists themselves were not altogether con-
vinced by these discussiom. I£ they did not consider their subject
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as actually a degraded one, they very certainly did consider ir as

concemed chiefly with the lower and seamier side of human na-
tute. R. Jennings, one of the "precursors" of subjectivism in eco-
nomics, painted a highly repulsive picture of the motives with
which economics is concerned. Writing in 1855, he announced that
"Political Economy treats only of those human susceptibilities
and appetences which are similar or analogous to those.., in the
brute creation;.., it never attempts to enter those higher paths
of human conduct which are guided by morality, or by religion." si

Among later writers, especially those who favored the hedonistic
view of economics, a similar opinion prevailed. Economists dis,
played a seme of moral inferiority towards the votañes of the
"higher," less mundane branches of knowledge. Bagehot speaks
of other studies "which ate much higher, for they ate concerned
with things much nobler than wealth or money." u Jevons wrote:
"My present purpose is accomplished in . . . assigning a proper
place to the pleasures and pains with which the Economist deah.
It is the lowest rank of feelings which we treat..." Edgeworth
considered economics as "dealing with the lower elements of
human nature." ss It comes as no surprise to find Jevom hope-
fully writing that he does "not despair" of "tracing the action
of the postulates of political economy" among dogs and other
more intelligent animals. _

The whole literature on the "lower" side of human nature with

which economícs was held to be concerned provides a commentary
on the wealth-bound conception of the subject, ss The foremost
characteristic of this type of definitíon is that it associates eco-
nomic activity with a specific type of ends. Of the many goals of I

human endeavor, one, that known as wealth, is singled out as the
subject of economics. Grant that wealth ministers, or at least ruin-
isters chiefly, to physical wants, and the sordidness of economic
phenomena is well established. It was only in the twenUeth cen-
tury that the need for the ethical imulaon of economics became
widely recognized, so that the identiticatíon of the mbject with
any one type of end has receded from fashion.
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The Science of Avarice; Getting
the Most for the Least

In the past economists have often been attacked on the grounds that
their theoñes only applied to selfish people; such attacks were
brushed aside as absurd. But they were not absurd . . .

I. M. D. Little

The botfle of medicine for a dying child, or of wine for himself;
the tooh for bis trade; the supplies for a home for the aged, bought
asa contribution to the home from a future inmate--all ate bought
with the _ame end of getting the most for the least, whatever the
motive for the purchase may be.

J. viner

In the present chapter a number of types of definitiom ate
grouped together by virtue of their possession of either of two
special characteristics. These definitiom either see economic ac-
tivity as being essentially motivated by pecuniary self-interest or
they see it as conforming to a pattern of behavior prescribed by
the so-called "economic principle." These two points of view and
the postulation of a common" starting point for both require

elaboraon.

The $c/ence o] tirar/ce

As is well known, fora long time it was widely held that
ecenomim were ame to study hnma. action sole]y by subjecting

51
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themse|ves to the self-imposed limitation of considering on|y
sel_shly inspired behavior. On the strength of this popular opin-
ion, economists carne to be pilloried as viciously unrealistic oras
having gotten themselves into "ah entirely damned state of soul." _

In a weU-known passage the histoñan Buckle accounts for the
difference in tone between Adam Smith's Theory oÍ Moral Senti-
ments and his Wealth of Nations by the hypothesis that in the
latter Smith assumes only selfish motives, while altruistic motives
find a place in the earlier work.2

For many years now, economists have been at paim to disassoci- i
ate themselves from this view of economic activity. The latter is
seen as reflecting all motives, altruistic as well as selfish. This con-
tention, together with the broadening effect it possessed on the
scope of economic analysis, is one of the basic undercurrents guid-
ing the development of definitions of economics. At this point it is
sutticient to observe that the connection between economics and

selfishness was for a long time widely assumed. This assumption
served as the [oundation fora separate conception of the nature
of economics, viz., as the science of the operation of self-interest
in human activity.

Of course, much of the stress on selfishness which was ascribed

to economists, or which was admitted by economists, did not in-
volve the explicit defmition of the subject in these terms. Selfish-
ness was ohen merely a convenient assumption by means of which
the analysis of the data could extract rather definite results. The

essential character of economics ma-/have been seen, fox example,
to conccrn material goods, and the postulation of selfishness was

in such a case only an incidental simplification, made to assist the
theorist, of the real economic phenomena. The discussion in the
previous chapter, asa case in point, revealed the conception of
economic alfairs held by the classical economists to have been

predominantly bound to a class of objects called "wealth." How
fax the classical economists did, in fact, exclude [roto their con-
sideration aU human motives other than se[f-interest is a matter

of controversy that need not detain us here. But to the degree that
selfuhneu w_ assumed by Smith, Ricardo and their [ollowers, ir
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certainly did not constitute the essence of the phenomena that
they undertook to investigate.

Indeed, the possibility of carving out a segment of activity gov-
emed by self-interest asa distinct subject of study could offer
itseff only to economists who recognized the hypothetical char-
acter of suelaan assumption. If a horno oeconomicus endowed with
only one aspect of human nature, viz., that of greed, is postu-
lated, then ir is possible to see the whole body of economic theory
as the extended exposition of the consequences of this greed. The
knowledge that real men are actuated by other motives besides
greed makes feasible the conceptual isolation of that aspect of
human activity írom which these other motives have been pre-
scinded. But ir is precisely this possibility that was not open to
the earlier classical economists. In so lar as these writers assumed

the impulse to economic activity to arise from selfishness, they
considered their assumptions to conforto closely to the facts o[
the real world. "Ir is," Ricardo wrote in a well-known passage,
"self-interest which regulares all the speculations of trade . . ."
Because they believed the pursuit of wealth to be characterized
by self-interest, and because they conceived of economics as study-
ing the phenomena o[ wealth, the classical writers made use of
the concept of selfishness in their analysis. But ta'aLsselfishness was
only incidental to the real object of study. In no way did eco-
nomics, as they conceived it, revolve exclusively around that as-
pect of man's nature inspired by selfishness.

In fact it may fairly be argued that the stress that ,:ame to be
iaid on the hypothetical isolation of self-regarding activity pro.
vided the earliest major advance in the conception of the essence
of economic affairs over that of the dassical economists. The

earlier classical writers had set up ah objective subject matter for
study, viz., wealth. The writers of the 1830's, outstanding among
whom were J. S. Mili and S. Bailey, [ound themselves rebelling
against this position. It was becoming increasingly evident that
what economists were investigating was not the objective phe-
nomena of wealth, but rather the wealth_ñented actions of man.

This step forsm'd was taken most dearly and influentially in
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Mill's essay On the De_nition of Political Economy; and on the
Method of Inve3tigation Proper to It. s _

The popular defmitíon of the subject in temas of the produc-
tion, distribution, and consumption of wealth províded Mill with
a convenient point of departure. But the production of wealth, it
is evident, involves a complete range of the sciences, including
agriculture, physiology, chemistry, geology, etc., all of which can-

not possibly be meant to be included under political economy. 4
Nor is Mfll satisfied to consider the subject as consisting of the

general laws common to the production of all kinds of wealth,
"The real distincÜon between Political Economy and physical
science must be sought in something deeper than the nature of the
subject matter .... " Ir is to be found in the distinction between
"phDical and moral sc/ence."

The laws of the product/on of... wealth ate the subject matter
both of Pol/t/cal Economy and of a!most all the physical sc/ences.
Such, however, of these laws as ave purely laws of matter, belong
to physical sdence, and to that exclusively. Such of them as ate laws
of the human m/nd and no other, belong to Potiticíd Economy,
which finaUy sums up the result of both combined.5

For "the purposes of the philosopher," Mill presses on with still
further refinement and rigor of definition. Political economy does
not treat of the whole of man's nature;

•.. it h concerned w/th him solely as a being who des/res to pmsess
wealth... It makes entire abstracUon of every other human passíon
or motive; except.., aversion to labor, and desire of the present
enjoyment of cmtly indulgences...e

In hís final and most carefully formulated defmition, the "laws of
society" rather than thme of wealth are set aside for investigation.
PoliÜcal economy is the science

wtch traces the laws of mch of the phenomena of society as arise
from the combined operaÜom of mankind for the production of
weahh, in so hr as thme phenomena ate not modifted by the purmit
of any other object.7
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This conception of the nature of economics is thus closely
bound up with the appearance on the literary horizon of that
ill-hted creature, the notorious "economic man." 8 Mill sets up
a being from whom he abstracts every human passion other than
that for the pursuit of wealth. The laws of economics express the
consequences of the interplay in society of the activities of eco-
nomic men. In his Logic, Mili seems even more insistent on
defining political economy as the study of the operation o[ human
wealth-seeking activities rather than of the phenomena of wealth
itself.9

The comtruction of a model of a human agent endowed solely
with the passion for wealth carried with it, of course, the implica-
tion o[ the paramountcy of self-interest. Not all economists, to be
sure, were prepared to exclude altruistic motives. Both Whately
and Senior, for example, pointed out that wealth may be sought
in order to be used for charitable purposes._oBut the tradition
that was initiated by the emergence of horno oeconomicus was
certainly responsible for the economists' continued retention of
explicit assumptions conceming the selñsh motivation of the ac-
vities they investigated. Wñters such as Bagehot, Lowe, Cun-
ningham, and Edgeworth, who more or less openly held self-
interest to be "the first pñnciple of pure economics," were simply
carrying on the received tradition, u

The elevation of pecuniary self-interest into the carefully se-
lected criterion for distinguishing activity capable of economic
analysis marked a significant advance over the earlier classical
position. Even granting that economic man was a monstrous cari-
cature, he was yet a being who acted, and it was his actiom that
were the object of stud_. The earlier writers had taken wealth
as their subject m_tter; to the economists after the 1830's wealth
was important merely as the object that aroused the particular
kind of human behavior in which the economist was interested.
Considerable eff_rt has been devoted to the finding of traces of
mb'jectivistic thinking in economics prior to 1870. A fair body of
literature duñng this period has been brought to light in which
may be mm the beginning of the reaction against the objective
value theories of the claBi¢al school.__ It is tempting to seea
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significant parallel to this reaction against classical objectivism °
in the shift in outlook on the nature of economics from the con-
ception of it asa science of wealth to the view that regarded it as
the study of the man in quest of wealth. To Ricardo, who "stopped i.
at the valuations of the market and did not press through to the _,
valuations of the individual," political economy was per[ectly
acceptable when conceived as an investigation into an aspect of
the phenomena of wealth, with the relevant factors of human
nature relegated completely to the background. To a Bailey ora
Senior, whose outlook on value was further advanced, such a view

must necessañly seem inadequate.
Yet in spite of the progress represented by the conception of

economic activity as motivated essentially by pecuniary sel[-inter-
est, this view still, of cour_e, bears obvious signs of its close rela-
tionship to the earlier defmitions of economics as the science
of wealth. In hct, economics as the science of avarice is most il-
luminatingly understood as the link between economics as the
science of wealth and the more sophisticated conceptions of the
subject that have emerged in recent decades. The concept of _
wealth involved the postulation of some common quality in the
objects constituting wealth--a quality that was generally identi-
fied as "material" oras catering to the "lower" needs of man.
These objects themselves were the focus of economic attention. i

By shifting this focus of attention away from wealth itself and
towards acting man in his quest for wealth, Mili and Bailey were
still obliged to assign a significant tole to wealth. And the quali-
ties common to the objects constituting wealth became perhaps
even more pivotal to economic analysis, since ir was attraction
mwards these qualities that kindled and conditioned the avarice
of economic man.

But the break with the earlier defmiom formulated in terms

of wealth, however slight it may seem, was enough to point the
way to the complete extrusion of that clumsy and misleading con-
cept ñ'om economics. Once economics was conceived as involving
a certain pattern of behavior, of even a uniquely motivated kind
of behavior, then the bonds that attached it to the class o[ objects
constituting wealth could easily be bmken. Although ir _vaswealth
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that was the initial structural unir in the formation of the partero
of behavior of wealth-seeking man, this goal could soon be dis-

carded as scaffolding unnecessary to the completed structure. The
behavior of weahh-seeking mala was found to be sufficiently dis-
tinctive, but at the same time sumciently universal, in pattern to
warrant a separate treatment in its own right. Economics could
then be identified, not in temas of wealth, nor even in temas oí

men-in-quest-of-wealth, but in temas of a unique partero of human
behavior: the getting o1 the most Ior the least.

The Economic Principle

This pattern of behavior carne to be variously known as con-
_orming to the "economic principle," as obeying the "law of
least means," the "maximization principle," and the like. One
of the earliest formulations of the principle, which displays its
close kinship with the classical science of wealth, is that of Senior,
when he asserts, as the first of the [our elementary propositions of

political economy, that "every man desires to obtain additional
wealth with as little sacrifice as possible." ls In this early forra, the
economic principle is hardly distinguishable, indeed, írom pe-

cuniary self-interest. It is this type of proposition that Henry
George had in mind when he complained many years later

that "for the principle that men always satisfy their desires with
the least exertion, there has been substituted, from the time that

political economy began to claim the attention of thought[ul men,

the principle of human selfishness." 14

The conception of economics in temas of the principle of maxi-
mization, whether expressed in temas of selfishness or not, was, in
fact, in the direct line of development that was initiated by the
explicit delineation of the character of economic mala. Its rela-

tionship m the view of economic activity that sees it as motivated

by pecuníary selí-interest parallels that which the concept of wel-
fare bore to the early formulations of economics, discussed in the
previous chapter, as the science of weahh. Justas welfare had come
to be regarded as the central point of economic interest instead

of the objects (i.e., the wealth) considered as necessary for the
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enjoyment of welfare; so, quite analogously, the idea of behavior
patterned on the pñnciple of maximizationui.e., the abstract urge !
to get more for less replaced the conception of selfish wealth- i
oriented activity as central to economic af[airs, even though it
was greed for wealth that was at first thought to be the sole stimu- _
lant to this pattem of conduct.

Although a number of early expressiom of the importance of
the so-called economic principle appear in the literature, it was
not until the last quarter of the nineteenth century that there
was any extensive discussion of its signiñcance for the conception
of the nature of economic inquiry. Besides Senior, the German
economist Hermann had seen the maximimtion of want-satisfac-

tion as the key concept in economic activity, ss Much of the later
discussion in Germany seems to llave taken Hermann's idea asa
starting point.

Curiously enough, although it was in England that the pe.
cuniary self-interest conception of economics c.ame into prom-
inence, the maximization criterion did not gain much populañty
in British economic literature a[ter the 1870's. One finds few

statements of the pñnciple and no real debate as to its signifi-
cance until Wicksteed's masterly work in 1910. Perhaps the clear-
est expression, in decidedly hedonistic terms, was that of Jevom, __
who described the "object" of economics as being "to maximize
happiness by purchasing pleasure, as ir were, at the lowest cost
of pain." 16

But in Germany and in the United States the fundamental eco-
nomic pñnciple was accorded quite extemive and semidve treat-
ment. The debate in Germany over the statm to be msigned to
the economic principle is the clearest evidence of the advance in
the conception of economics in the last quarter of the century.
Regardless of the opiniom expressed on both side_ the fact that
such a controversy did occur is a sign of the sophistication with
which economists were now examining their mbject matter.
Whether to consider the principle as the defining criterion of eco.
nomic phenomena oras merely a convenient tool in the analy_
of ah independently recognized economic activity was a problem
that the classical economLqs were precluded hxnn comidering. Ir
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was necessaryfor the economistfirst to recognizethat he is con-
cemed with a species of activity rather than with a species of object
before he could begin to debate the role of the economic principle
in understanding such activity--whether as an explanatory aid or
asa deñning characteñstic.

The debate in Germany was largely confined to economists who
were not afraid of "abstractions" or of theory. Economists o[ the
Historical School, who were pouring scorn on the abstractions of
the theorists employing the economic principle asa [undamental
hypothesis, could, of course, hardly consider the use of this prin-
ciple asa possible means of definition. Among the economists who
did find a place in these discussions were such prominent figures as
Sch_iflle)_ Wagner, Neumann, and Dietzel. Wagner seems to have
undergone a change of outlook on the problem during the thirteen
years between the publication of the second and the third editions
of his basic textbook. In 1879 he had care[ully defined Wirtschaft

in temas of the economic principle, which he characterized clearly
as prescr/bing the m_x/mization of want-satisfaction with a
mínimum of sacrifice. In the 1892 editíon this passage is replaced
by a conventional definition of Wirtscha]t in terms of the produc-
tion of goods.lS

In the interval between the two editions of Wagner's book
Dietzel and Neumann had objected strongly to the use of the
economic principle as the defining characteristic of economic ac-
tivity. Fully aware of the crucial importance of the principle for
economic theory, and displaying a sensitive understanding of its
meaning, both these wñters rejected the use of the principle as the
criterion of the economic on similar grounds. Both pointed out

that the economic principle describes the pattern of human ac-
tivity in general and appears in arcas of behavior with which the
economist has never been concerned) 9 Both failed to consider the

possibility that this very fact might signify the real homogeneity
of aU human action, including the "economic," and might thus
tender artificial any ñgid demarcation of the domain o[ eco-
nomia._

In the United Statestoo the use of the maximizationformula
B a deñnition f_r economics met with the objection that the
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principle had wide application lar beyond the boundañes of that __
science. Hadley had descfibed the material out of which the sci.
ence of economics is built as being, not material goods, but a few
simple laws of human nature, "the chief of which is that men
strive to obtain the maximum of satisfaction with the minimum

of sacrifice." 2_ But Hawley pointed out that i[ economics is de- ¿

fined in terms of actions involving the balancing of pros and com, __
then it becomes "the Science of Motive in general, which it cer-
tainly is not." _ It is of some interest to notice that Davenport,
on the other hand, when declaring that the "economic problem
can.., be stated as the minimizing of sacrifice," was rather pleased
to find this formula "equally well-adapted to the non-economic i
facts of life .... "_

The "Economic Impulse"

These discussions of the significante, for the understanding
of economíc phenomena, of such concepts as the pursuit of wealth
or the maximization of want-satisfaction invite a brief digression
on the idea of a specifically economic motive or impulse. Itis
clear that the meaning, ir any, that is to be attached to such ah
expression depends on the view taken of economic activity gen.
erally. For example, ir the view mentioned in the previous chap-
ter is accepted, accordíng to which economic activity ís concemed
with the sustenance of human life, then the urge for self-preserva-
tion may fairly be understood as the economic impulse.a

What makes the question of the meaning of the economic mo-
tive especially relevant to the present chapter is that the develop.
ments that have been discussed in the conception of economic
acnvity point for the first time to the possibility that no such
economic dñve may in fact exist. So long as ah objective entity--

viz., wealth or economic welfare---is singled out as the phe-
nomenon of interest to the economist, as ir was in the definitions

considered in the previous chapter, then, of course, the concept
of ah economic motive is meaningfial in terms of a drive towards

this objective enUty. And when economics is understood, as it has
been in defmifions comidered in the present chapter, as exam-
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ining the phenomena that are attendant upon the activities of man
in so lar as he is in pursuit of a definite end, viz., wealth, then the
economic impulse emerges as the very focus of the economists'
interest. But when the pattern of human activity aimed at maxi-
mizing want-satisfaction is made central to economics and the

idea of wealth is quietly discarded, then the nature of any eco-
nomic motive becomes highly problematical.25

The specificity of any one human drive depends on the unique-
ness of the end that stimulates and activates it. The most con-

spicuous feature of the earlier definitions of economics was their
identification of the subject with an allegedly unique category of
ends, viz., wealth. And it was this association that g-ave plausi-

bility to the concept of an economic motive. With the recognition
that the ends embodied in wealth are as heterogeneous as human

wants themselves, the significance of the concept of wealth asa
criterion for defining the nature of economic activity declined.

Thus, with the progress seen in the present chapter from an eco-
nomics analyzing human avarice towards ah economics analyzing
the maximization pattern of human behavior, the notion of a
specifically economic impulse fell under a shadow.

In a later chapter it will be seen that a large group of econo-
mists who, with Robbins, see the essence of economic activity in

the economizing of scarce means considera major contribution
of this conception of economics to be its explosion of the notion
of specifically "economic" ends and motives. The idea of an eco-

nomic motive still has, to be sure, considerable popularity. One

recent writer has seen in "acquisitive drives" one of the really
significant aspects of behavior in modern economy. _ But the diffi-
culties surrounding the singling out of wealth asa distinct end

of human activity were exposed already in the middle of the last
century. We have noticed in the previous chapter that Cliffe Les-

lie, in ah influential essay, vigorously attacked the idea of wealth

asa unique end. Leslie's criticisms were aimed at the classical
conception of the character of economic activity, especially as
embodied in the construction of ah economic man. Leslie's rec-

ognition of the multiplicity of motives actuating the quest for

wealth impelled him to urge upon economists a more historically
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oriented and less abstract and deductive methodology. A similar _.
impulse lies behind a remark of Roscher, one of the leaders of the i
"older" German Histoñcal School in economics. Roscher describes

the change in economics since the era of the classical economists
as consisting in the investigation of man in the economic sphere
of life, instead of the earlier analysisof economic man.rS

Thus, the attack on the isolation of any specifically economic
motive carne from both directiom. On the one hand, the theorists

were finding it unnecessary to invest wealth with any special tole;
ir was sufficient for analysis to introduce a specific type of human
behavior aiming at maximization. On the other hand, the his-
torically-minded economists, interested in the "full reality" of
economic phenomena, were finding that ir was a misleading over-
simplification to see the motive of economic activity in the desire
for wealth and were probing into the many and diverse impulses
that together constitute the pursuit of wealth.

The most decisive rejectíon of the noon of ímy economic mo-
tive was contained in Wicksteed's writings. He terms the concept
"a false category" and "one of the most dangerous and indeed
disastrous confusions that obstruct the progress of Economi_."
The desire for wealth reflects "all the motives and passiom that
actuate the human breast"; and ir, by way of precaution, altruistic
motives ate excluded by the economist in bis study, only self-
regarding activity beíng recognized, then clearly the desire to
possess wealth is no longer being treated as the "motive" at all.m

There is one possibility of salvaging the economic motive that
remains to be considered. Even when the essence of economic

activity is seen in the special maxímization pattern of behavior,
i.e., in the activity of secufing "the most for the least," it remaim
a question whether such behavior may not still be regarded as ah
end in itself in spite of the multiplicity of ends that this type of
activity may promote. The reject/on of the idea of a specifically
economic motive, once the paramonnt position h given to a "'most-
for-the-least" pattern of behavior, stems primarily from the hct
that this pattern of behavior occurs in aret in which ra_dically
different types of motives ate at work. It is for this reason that, as
we llave seen, many wríters have aought reme other criteríon Dr
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the delimitation of the economic domain. _ The very fact that the
distinctive feature of behavior characterized by maximization con-
sists in its neutrality in regard to motives prevented its wide
acceptance asa criterion for economics. The possibility now to be
considered is that, despite its neutrality in regard to the motives
actuating it, the very activity of maximization catres out a separate
niche for itself in human affairs because it satisfies a self-sufficient

human urge.
This possibility does not s¢¢m to have occurred to any of the

nineteenth-century wñters who discussed the maximization prin-
ciple. But severalmore recent wñters have laid stress on this newly
isolated "end," especially in connection with the means-ends con-
ception of economics that, as will be seen in a later chapter, was
developed from the "most-for-the-least" approach. Viner seems to
have this idea in view when he declares the ends of economic man

to be simple enough for inductive investigation:

The bottle of medidne [or a dying child, of of wine for himself;
the tools for his trade; the supplies for a home for the aged, bought
asa contñbution to the home from a future inmate--all ale bought
with the same end of getting the most [or the least, whatever the
motive for the purchase may be.S0

More recently a passage from Boulding typifles the use of this
idea asa meam of contrasting "the cold, calculating type of be-
havior" of economic man with the warmth and impulsiveness of
romantic, heroic, and visionary natures,sI Clearly this type of con-
trast tends to ruta counter to the opinion, previously cited, that
the calculation-conscious behavior characteristic of maximization
is relevant to all departments of human a/hin. This, however, in-
volves the entire problem of the place of the assumption of ration-
ality in economic theory, which belongs in a different chapter. At
this point the relevant concept is not the plausibility of that as-
sumption, but rather the recognition, in the activity of getting the
most for the least, of ah element that makes activity tend to be
worthwhile for its own salte, regardless of the further ends that it
may ma,e,
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This recognition has been most vigorously accorded in the wrít-
ings of Macfie. In a book devoted to the isolation and scrutiny of
this element in economic activity, Macfie has elevated "economy"
into a value with intrinsic appeat to the human capacity for rev-
erence, sz Such a position, ir accepted, would clear the way for the
retention of the maximization principle in the definition of eco-
nomic activity. As Macfie himself stresses, any such recognition of
the value-laden qualities of economy would, by attaching a specific
end to economic activity, convert economics once again into ah
"ethícal" díscipline, which it had escaped beíng when previously
defined in temas of the maximization principle. In any survey of
what has been understood by the terna "economic impulse," Mac-
fie's contribution has earned a distinguished place.

Selfishness and "'Non- Tuism"

In a chapter which has dealt with the view that economic
activity is essentially self-centered and egoistically motivated, space
must be found for the novel idea of the economic relationship

that Wicksteed substituted in place of the controversial concept of
egoism. We have noticed Wicksteed's vigorous rejection of the
notion that economic activity is exclusively self-regarding. Rob-
bins has commented:

Before Wicksteed wrote, it was still possible for íntelligent meta to
give countenance to the belíef that the whole structure of Economics
depends upon the assumption oí a world of economic men, each
actuated by egocentric of hedonistic motives. For anyone who has
read the Common Sense, the expression of sucia a view is no longer
consistent with intellectual honesty. Wicksteed shatter¢d this mis-
conception once and for all.SS

In its place Wicksteed defined the economic relationship in
temas of "non-tuism." This innovation seems to have attracted lar
less attention than Wicksteed's other contributions to the defmi-

non of economics. _ "Non-tuism" i$ closely connected with the
concept of exchange as the cole of the economic relat/o_ship, but
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it is itself the actual criteñon. The economic relationship is en-

tered into by two parties each of whom is intent on the further-
ance of his own (not necessafily selfish) purposes, not those o] the
other. Wicksteed illustrates this from the case of trustees.

Trustees who have no personal interest whatever in the administra-
t/on of the estates to which they gire time and thought w/li often
dñve harder batgains--that is to say, will more rigidly exdude all
thought or'consideration of the advantage of the person with whom
they ate dealing_in their capacity as trust¿es than they would do in
their private capacity . . . the reason why . . . the.re is no room for
"you" in my consideration h just because "I" am myself already
excluded from my own consideration)S

Wicksteed's major contribution to the characterization of the
scope of economics lies in bis thorough and exhaustive analysis

of the process of economizing. He realizes, however, that the prin-
ciples of this process ate not peculiar to economics but "are laws

of life itself." He seeks to isolate within the realm govemed by
these laws ah atea in which a peculiarly "economic" relationship
is at work. This atea is characterized by "non-tuism":

•.. in our industrial reIations the thing we are doing is indeed ah
end, but it ís some one else's end, not ours; andas lar as the relation
is really economic, the significance to us of what we are doing is
measured not by its importance to the man for whom it is done,
but by the degree to which it [urthers our own ends._

The existence of such a separate arca is made possible by speciali-
zation, the division of labor and exchange, but its essence is seen
in the lack of regard for the interest of the man with whom one
is dealing.

Of course, to postulate such a lack of regard for the interest of
others in economic activity involved Wic_ksteed in the question of
the morality of such activity. Egoism is morally reprehensible, but
has economics reaUy escaped the castigation of the moralists by
throwíng in its lot with the "non-tuists" rather than with the ego-
ísts? Wicksteed's amwer is that immorality is not necexmTily pres-
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ent in "non-tuistic" behavior, as the person with whom we have
entered into economic relations "may be one o[ the last whom
we are bound to consider." s7

Few writers have followed Wicksteed in viewing "non-tuistic"
behavior as a separate category.SS The case for Wicksteed's bound-
ary líne seems to be built mainly on the conventions of demand-
supply analysis. In conventional theory it is convenient and
customary to group together all the factors affecting the demand
side o[ the market separately bom those underlyíng supply. While
the earlier writers had thought this practice to be justified only on
the assumption of self-regarding behavior on the part of both
buyers and sellers, Wicksteed has shown that this is not the case.
AII motives, including the most idealistic and altruistic, could
under]ie either the demand or the profit-seeking motivating the

production of the supply. But ir the distinction between buyer
and seller is to be preserved at all, Wicksteed felt it necessary to
assume purely "non-tuistic" behavior on the part of each. De-
parture h-oro such "non-tuísm" was to be regarded asa weU-rec-
ognízed empirical fact, but one causing a divergence between the
results of economic theory and the facts of the real world. The
core of the economic relationship, for Wicksteed as well as for the
economists who considered egoísta as the mainspring of economic
activity, lies in the pursuit of one's own purposes. Wicksteed's
rejection of egoism allowed hím to include under "one's own
purposes" every conceívable interest except the interest in the
person with whom one is dealing.

There is undoubtedly an element of artificialíty, albeit in-
genious artiñciality, in thís exception. Ir "one's own purpos_" are
wide enough to include concem for the support of charitable
institutions, they are surely able to include an interest in the wel-
fare of the person wíth whom one is dealing. Despite the skillñd-
ness and persna_ive beauty of Wicksteed's prose, it remaim
ditficult to see the boundary Une a other thím the result of a
quite arbitrary piece of surgery on the whole of commercial ac-
tívíty. While theorists have been both openly and tacitly employ-
ing such surgery on busineu behavior in order to fimplify their
analysis, few llave followed Wicksteed in elevating what smvives
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their excision into a separate category of economic behavíor or in
treatíng it as the sign of a separate economic relationship.

Economics and Mechanics

One further aspect of the class of definitions of economics
dealt with in this chapter remains to be discussed. Both the con-
ception of economic activity as the pecuniary operations of sel[-
centered economíc man and its conception as the process of getting
the most for the least facilitate the analysis of such activity by (the
same) mathematical methods. In the previous chapter mention was
made of a number of passages in the writíngs of eighteenth-cen-
tury thinkers in which the force of self-interest in human affairs
was likened to the force of gravitation in the physical world. Econ-
omists of the nineteenth century who stressed selLinterest or the
maximization principle in economic affairs were in a position to
pursue this analogy lar more thoroughly. Thus, Senior, who, as
we have seen, stressed the maximization of wealth as an essential
element in economic activity, describes this element, like "gravi-
tation.., in Physics," as "the ultimate fact beyond which reason-
ing cannot go, and of which almost every other proposition ís
merely an illustration." n

For the earlier classical economists, who thought of economics
as concerned with wealth understood in a more of less mateñal

_mse, sel[-interest was an impersonal force that extracted this
weadth from the hctors of production and propelled it through
the distñbutive channels of the economy. The greater stress laid
by later writers on the force of self-interest itself as the core of
economics and the consequent emphasis on maximization-patterm
of behavior tended to enhance the attraction of the analogy to

mechanics. Jevom' "mechanics of utility and self-interest" and the
"Economic Calculus" of Edgeworth, which investigates the equi-
librium of a system of hedonic forces each tending to maximum
individual uÜlity, are typical examples. It seems no accident that
both Jevom and Ed8eworth were early users of mathematical
methoch in economics. The emphasis that both wñters laid on
sel[-intereK goet hand in hand with a d_ire to turn economka
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into a "science" like mechanics. This required the postulation of
a pervading force manipulating "wealth" ínto vañous configura.
tiom susceptible of analysis thmugh the use of maximization
formulae from the calculus. Self-interest was seized upon with
avidity from the classical system as providing just such a plausible
"force."

In Italy Pantaleoni (who has been compared to Edgeworth in
a number of respects) stressed both the maximization principle in

economic activity and the mathematical exposition of the theo-
retos of economics. "Economic problems, in a broad sense, ate,
e.g., those whích constitute the mathematical doctñne known by
the generic term: de maximis et minimis . . ." 4o "Economics," in
its broadest sense, meant for Pantaleoni making the most of lim-
ited means in any and every connection. In order to delijaeate the
_'ope of "economíc science," Pantaleoni fin& it necessary to limit
himself to the consideration of "wealth," hedonísm, and egoism# I

Pantaleoni's countryman, Benedetto Croce, was later to criticize
him for this,42 vigorously asserting the freedom of the economic
act from hedonistic or egoistic elements. But according to Panta-
leoni, just as to Edgeworth, economic science described the maxi-
mization of pleasure, and the phenomena of the market adjmt
themselves, as ir were automatícally, under the play of the force
tending in that direction.

This mechanical conception of economic phenomena clearly
relegated man, the source of economic activity, to the background.
It is somewhat ironical that the construction of the concept of a
self-centered economic man, a development that led to an increase
in the attention paid to the role of the human agent, should have
tended to lead to a position in which the objective phenomena of
economíc lífe can be viewed as ir the), occurred automaticaUy.
Certainly the most extreme resuh of the mechanical view of eco-
nomics in this respect is to be seen in Schumpeter's early concep-
tion of economic sáence. In Iris first book, Das Wesen und der

Hauptinhalt der theoretischen National6ltonomie (1908), Schum-
peter made an attempt to place economics on a definitive sáentific
basis, to rear an edifice of impregnable logic grounded on hmnda-
tiom free of the shífting _nds of metaphysical speculatkm. This
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he was able to do only by directing attention to "goods," which
were to be viewed as if undergoing operations that are not the
results o[ human action. 4s

Schumpeter's position seems in many respects like something of
a return to classical ideas. Whereas his immediate predecessors
had been gradually advancing towards the conception o[ eco-
nomics as prccisely an aspect of human behavior, Schumpeter
found ir necessary to carefially exclude human activity h-oro eco-
nomic investigation. Schumpeter's view of economics was a con-
scious effort to see economic affairs from the point of view of
mechanícs. In mechanics we start with given masscs located in a
given spatial configuration and attempt to determine the changes
in mass and in configuration at future points in time. In eco-
nomics, Schumpeter explaíns, we have "economic quantities" of
goods undergoing mutually determined changes that admit of
bcing expressed by means of mathematical functions. Ir is these
objective, measurable things possessed by men that make up the
Schumpeterian economic system. Ir is the existence of these func-
tional r¢lationships between all these quantities that makes eco-
nomic science possible. Indeed, it is these relationships themselves
that constitute the wholc of the subject matter of that science, e

Although Schumpet¢r's lack of interest in the behavior of men
and his stress on the impersonal changes in ':quantities of goods"

are reminiscent of the classical approach, his economics is lar
from identical with their science of wealth. Schumpeter docs not
recognize "wealth" as constituting in itself a subject of investiga-
tion by virtue of its character as wealth, but simply postulates the
presence of mathematical interdependence between the quantities
of variom "goods" possessed by mcmbers of the Volkswirtschaft.
It h the exposition of this mutual dependence of goods, rather
than the investigation of goods of wealth as such, that constitutes
the sum and substance of Schumpetcr's economics.

Yet the absence of masa from Schumpeter's economics remains a
cla_ical feature. This effort to exempt, or rather interdict, the
economist, qua economist, from investigating the behavior of man
as ma economic agent stems from, or at least runs parallel to,
Schumpeter's dream of replacing the concept of causality or pur-
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pose in economicsby the type of relatiomhipexpressedb_ the
mathematicalfunction#Here Schumpeter'senthusiasmforthe
mathematicalmethod in economicsand forthephysicalsciences
generaIIy4eísundoubted|yrespomibleforhisexpli¢itrejecon of

teleology as in any way essentíal to the conception of economic
phenomena. The category of pur[x_ has no place in a positivist
system from which all but functional relatiomhips have been care-
fully exorcised.

A cñUcism that Croce addremed to Pareto (whose position bears
a number of pointsof resemblance to that of Schumpeter) 4_would
probably llave been applicable to Schumpeter as well. While rec-
ognizíng the service that mathematicians have rendered economks
by "reviving in ir the dignity of abstract analysis, darkened...
by the mass of anecdotes of the Historícal School," Croce complaim
that they have introduced their own professional prejudices into
economics. They take up with regard to economics "which is the
science of man, of a forro of the consciom activity of man," the
same attitude that they "rightly take up in relation to the em-
piñcal natural sciences." a The roots o[ the mechanical concep-
tion of economics agaimt which Croce was crmading go back as
lar as the ascendency of self-interest in economics and its transla.
non hato the maximization.pattern of behavior in a forro amena-
ble to mathematical treatment. The mechanical concepfion of

economics may thus fairly be regarded as an outgmwth of the
concepdons of economics dealt with in thi_ chapter.
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Economics, the Market,

and Society
The definition to which economic writers have yielded a more gen-
era] assent than to any other.., is "the science of exchanges."

A. S. Bolles (1878)

... that deñniUon of Political Economy which calls it the science of
exchanges, is absurd.

Frarddin H. Giddings (1887)

The present chapter groups togeth¢r definifions that see eco-
nomic affairs as in one way of another necessarily connected with
the act of exchange asa social phenomenon. Two groups of these
definitions may be distinguished. The one explicitly raises ex-
change to the first place in economics, regarding the very notion of
a distinct economic sphere as revolving around a more or less
carefully defmed concept oE exchange. The other definitions do
not stress the phenomenon of exchange itself, but focus attenÜon
on such ideas as the market, the economic system, and the "econ-
omy" as an aspect of the larger concept of society. These ideas,

too, depend in the la_t analysis on a fusion of individual activities
into a _ "system" through some form of the exchímge rela-
_p. Both groups of definiUons provide a fl-esh and distinctive
outlook on economic phenomen_ which at the same time reveals
a nnmber of pdnts of c_tact with many of the alternar/ve

71
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Economics and Catallactics

The importance of exchange to economics was recognized
very early in the development of the science. In France the physio-
crats had stressed exchange and had required ability to be ex-
changed asa condition for the wealth with which political
economy is concemed. Among the classical economists there was
some debate as to whether the possibility of exchange was either
a sufficient ora necessary condition for wealth. James MiU and
McCulloch were among those requíring exchangeability as a con-
dition. But Malthus pointed out that many things outside the
scope of political economy may be the objects of exchange. "Ir has
been said.., that the liberties of England were chiefly obtained
by suceessive purchases from the crown." l A number of the
classical definitíom of economics in temas o[ wealth included the

exchange of wealth as a department of the subject together with
its production, distribution, and consumption. One Freneh writer
had even written: "'Society is purely and solely a continual series
of exchanges.., commerce is the whole of society.'" z

But during the early classical period there was no attempt to
take this phenomenon of exchange and make it the very core of

economics. Political economy was the science of wealth. The fact
that wealth is exchanged may have been recognized as of the
first importance fora science of wealth, but this recognition
did noto[ itself convert political economy into the science o[
exchanges.

The first attempt to reconsider the scope of political economy in
favor of the exchange criterion was the basLs for Archbishop

Whately's suggestion in 1831 to rename the entire subject. "The
name I should have preferred as the most descñptive.., is that

of CATALLACTICS, of the 'Science of Exchanges.'" Whatley's
outlook is per_aps best seen in his defmition of __n as '°an animal
that makes exchanges." s Whately joined Senior in denying the
applicability of political economy to the activities of isolated man.

"Robimon Crusoe is in a position of which Polical Economy
takes no cognizance." 4 Ir was no longer suffmient to characterize
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polifical economy as concemed wíth the phenomena of wealth or
even with the wealth that is involved in exchanges. The catallactic

view of economic affairs saw their unity solely in the act of ex-
change and conceived of political economy as expounding the
principles governing these interpersonal exchanges.

Whately's opinions on the scope of the subject seem to have
aroused some interest at the time. At Dublin Whately had en-

dowed a chair in political economy. 5 At least two of the holders

of the Whately professorship followed the catallactic view of their
subject. But besides the enthusiasm of these [ollowers and accept-
ance by several minor writers,_ Whately's proposal, where noticed,

was rejected as unjustifiably narrowing the scope of the subject?
Ir was not until several decades after the publication of Whately's
book that Macleod seized on the view of economics as the science

of exchanges and enthusiastically launched the idea in his crusade

to revolutionize the entire subject. 8 However, Macleod's unfor-

tunate propensity for expressing his often good ideas in ah
apparently bombastic fashion prevented his work from making
any appreciable impression on the general economic thought of
his time.

The substitution, in defmítions of political economy, of a
verbal noun ("exchange") instead of the classical noun ("wealth")
was, of course, of considerable significance. The subject matter of
the science was now uniquely characterized, not by the objective
nature of the goods-phenomena that it investigates, but by the
character of the operations involved in the appearance of these

phenomena. Nevertheless, the break from the classical conception
of economics asa science of wealth that was involved in Whately's

proposal was not so complete as might at first glance be imagined.
That which is exchanged in Whately's Catallactics is still the same
"wealth" with which the political economy of a McCulloch is con-
cerned. The views of those who held that economics is a science of

exchanges, in fact, provide another interesting example of defini-
tiom that, while themselves closely related to the older wealth-
bomad formulations, point to a complete emancipation from these
bonds. Ah arresting illustradon of this is furnished in the writings
of Lawson.
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Lawson, one of the Dublin professors, devoted bis first lecture
in 1844 to problems of the scope and methodology of bis subject.
The object of political economy is "to investigate and trace to
general laws the different phenomena of the commercial or ex-
changing system..." Tbis is clearly in the Whately tradition. But
even more noteworthy is Lawson's declaration that political econ-
omy is a science that has manas its subject matter and "views him
in connexion with bis fellow-man, having reference solely to
those relations which are the consequences o[a particular act,
to wbich bis nature leads bim, namely, the act o[ making
exchange." 9 What Lawson has put before us is no less than a
completely original "economic mata," fully capable of bearing
comparison with bis more familiar cousin, the economic man
created by J. s. Mill. Mill's creature was a being bereh "of all
passions other than avarice. Mill's economics was a body of prin-
ciples governing the consequences of avañcious behavior. Law-
son's economic man, on the other hand, is a far less repulsive

caricature. His obsession is merely to engage in the act of exchange
"to which bis nature leads bim," and the task of Lawson's political
economy is to investigate the consequences of this human urge
man impulse that Adam Smith had long ago made famous
as the "propensity to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for
another." lo

The separation of acta of exchange and their identification with
a distinct human urge made the division between economic and
other human affairs a lar less painful operation for Lawson than
ir had been for Mili. The consequences of the propemity to truck
may be isolated simply by considering only the resulta of acta d

exchange. There is no need m call upon controvenial operatiom
of "abstraction" and "hypothesis" as is necessary when one at-
tempta to segregate the consequences of human pecuniary self-
interest. Clearly the catallactic víew could facilitate the conversion
of political economy from a science of wealth into a science of
man.

And yet Lawson himself in bis second lecture gave a definition
of bis subject almost identical with the earlier formulatiom in
terms of wealth.n The contradiction between the firg and the
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second lectures seems capable of resolution only on the assumption
that Lawson himself was willing enough to follow Whately in
terminology but was not prepared to admit that thís difference
meant any substantive alteraÜon in outlook.

Several decades later the Amerícan Perry warmly endorsed the
catallactic view of Whately and Macleod precisely because ir of.
fered an escape from the idea of wealth. In order to avoid the
ditñculty involved in giving ah adequate definifion o[ the concept
of wealth as the core of political economy, Perry turned to the
concepÜon of that discipline asa science of exchanges.n We have
already noÜced a trend in economic thought, towards the latter
part of the nineteenth century, that favored the abandonment of
wealth as the focus of economics and its replacement by such ideas
as welfare and the maximizadon-pattern of behavior. This trend
was now reinforced by Perry's proposal to reject the concept of
wealth altogether in favor of the idea of exchange, thus taking the

catallactic idea a step beyond Lawson. It may be remarked that
Perry's suggestion was not generally accepted by American econ-
omists of bis Üme. Walker pointed out that until one knows
precisely what is being exchanged, litde meaning is conveyed by
defining economics as the scíence of exchanges. Ir, on the other
hand, one admits that it is wealth that is being exchanged, then,
of course, one immediately renounces any claim to the excision of

that troublesome concept) s The detinion of economics in terms
of exchange has not gotten rid of the notion of wealth; it has
simply swept ir under the mg. Henry George wrote of Perry's
discarding the noun wealth: "Without the clog of an object-noun
political economy.., has plunged out of existence..." Ir is true
that one Ameñcan wñter asserted that economists yielded the

definiÜon of economics as the science of exchanges "a more gen-
eral assent than to any other." 14 But more typical of general
opinion was probably the blunt declaration made to the Ameñcan
Economic Association in 1887 that "'that deñnidon of Political

Economy which calls it the science of exchanges, is absurd." ts
Despite the alleged absurdity of this definition, ir has always

retained some measure of popularity. Several twentieth-century
economists who devoted careful attention to the problem of defin-
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ing their subject and weighed the merits of several more sophisti-
cated formulations still preferred the exchange críterion._6 But
the selection of exchange to serve as the core of economics may yet
reflect any one of a number of points of view. This is so because
the exchange concept itself reflects several related, but distinct,
aspects of economic activity, each of which deserves to be kept in
clear focus.

Exchange and the Propensity to Truck

The first aspect of the exchange phenomenon that deserves
attention is the status of the act of exchange as an element in the
activity of an individual. Adam Smith saw exchange as the result
of a human propensity to barrer. Whately defined manas an
animal that exchanges. Now, human beings engage in barter be-
cause they hope to improve their positions by exchanging. The
act of exchange is thus no different in this respect from all human
actions that are undertaken in the hope of improving one's posi-
tion. Of course, the act of exchange involves the cooperation of
another person, but some further property is needed to distinguish
exchange from other forros of cooperation or from the act of
bestowing a gift upon one's fellow man. Ir is here that the concept
of exchange becomes entangled with ideas of sacrifice, of the
mutual coincidence of interests, and the like.

In a number of the defmitions of the economic that are couched

in terms of exchange, the aspect that is stressed is the fact that
exchange involves a quid pro quo. In ah atmosphere in which
economics and self-ínterest were linked together, the most char-
acteñstic feature of exchange is that it provides a new meam of
getting something for oneself. It is this aspect of commercial
behavior that aroused the ire and moral indignation of Ruskin
against the "cash-paymentrelation" between ma.n and man. Ex-
change suggests the habit of helping one's neighbor only on the
condition that one will be more than repaid in retum.

If this aspect of exchange ís implicit in the notion of a science
of exchanges, then there appears good reason m reject Walker's
contention that in the absence of a clear conception of what is
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being exchanged a science of exchanges has no meaning. Perry,
against whom Walker was arguing, did, in fact, in one connection
define economics as concemed with actions done by one person to
another for the sake of receiving something in retum.__ Clearly
this points to the real meaning behind Perry's exchange formula-
don. There is no urgent need to introduce any concept of wealth
to make precise the definition of economic activity as that which
is directed to another person for the sake of obtaining something
in retum.

In this form, the conception of economic activity as exchange is
closely parallel to the "non-tuism" that was noticed in the previous
chapter. Wicksteed's definition of the economic relatíonship in
terms of a lack of regard for the interests of the person with whom
one is dealing was given altemative expression as the "relation-
ship into which men spontaneously enter, when they find that they
can best further their own purposes by approaching them indi-
recfly"; andas involvíng man in the search for "some one else to
whose purposes he can directly devore his powers of lend his
resourc¢s..." "The industrial world is a spontaneous organization
[or transmuting what every man has into what he desires..." 18

Exchange in this context is the device whereby aman can get the
things he wants by giving up to another the things he has. The
entire realm of economic affairs, in this forro of the catallactic
view, is a vast net of relañonships in which this device is being put
to worL Several other American wríters at the turn of the century

seem to have in mind this aspect of exchange as a means of en-
ticing one's fellow man to provide one with the goods one
desires. 19 The "propensity to truck" must be understood as the
faculty that men possess of recognizing situations in which the
device of exchange, understood in this sense, would prove
profitable.

Exchange and the Division of Labor

However, the significance of ah economics defined asa science
of exchanges may he seen, not in the nature of the act of exchange
it_f, but in its wide comequences. The market may be viewed,
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notas an instítution facilítating the indirect fiflfilment of indi-
vidual desires (in Wicksteed's _mse of disregarding the competi-
tire interests of other people), but on the contrary, asah institution
through which individuals may cooperate to satisfy their wants at
higher general levels of mtisfaction. As Smith pointed out, each
individual, by indulging his propensity to truck, unconsciously
helps society asa whole to benetit through the increased division
of labor. The "general opulence" associated with specialization is
a consequence of this propensity to truck and may añse without
any knowledge on the part of the barterers of the "extensive
udlity" that they promote.

This idea is, of course, related to Smith's "invisible hand,"
which directs each member of the economic community to pro-
duce that which is most urgen_y required by the consumen.
Looking at the market, the observer recognizes that the benefits
o[ the division of labor in increasing the n_ion's output would,
at least in prínciple, be obtained ir the producen and consumers
could be induced to specialize by any meam whatsoever. A system
in which productive effort was impired by the hope of being
accorded public honor, such as Marshall has ima_edF or by the
communistic ideal, in which the sole incentive is the desire to
promote social welfare, or by a system of police compulsion, can
be imagined as directing individual effort into channels s___ciently
specialized to increase the total product lar beyond what could be
achieved by a pñmitive autarky. The exchange system embodied
in the market is only one of several conceivably efficient mech-
anisms to attain this end; and its distinctive feature in Smith's
view is that this "end" need never be consciously aimed at by any
participant in the _rket.

This remarkable property of the exchange _¡stem may thus weU
be seen as the central thread uniting all economic endeavor. Since
of aH the lx_ible devices capable of attaining economic specialí-
zation only the market _?stem can evolve spontaneously, and ir
alone is compable with conventiorm__lnotiom regarding private
propertyrights,the act of exchangeemerg_ u the key to aH

cooperation. There seem groun& tot suggesting that the
early proponents of ¢atall__ca did, in ñu:t, llave _ __ect ot
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ex_change in mind. Whately was not thinking of the act of ex-
change as merely an expression of a more sophisticated avarice.
The unwillingness to accord Crusoe the edification of being made
the subject of economic analysis was simply the expression of the
belief that political economy was primañly interested in the excit-
ing new vistas of social cooperation made possible by the division
of labor that was being encouraged by the rise of modero capital-
ism. Whately's interest in manas an exchanging animal arises
from the tendency of individuals to become associated through
acts of exchange and thus to pool their human and acquired re-
sources for the ultimate benefit of all. It is of some interest to

note that two eminent sociologists, Gabñel Tarde and Max
Weber, saw this aspect of exchange as the central feature of eco-
nomic life. 21 The charge raised against the catallactic definitions
that they have failed to eliminate the concept of wealth from their
subject undoubtedly has some validity on such an interpretation.
The recognition, in the existence of a system of exchange, of a
factor favorable to the expansion of total production does presul>
pose concepts of measurements that, again, imply some forro of
the idea of wealth.

The "'Purely Formal" Concept oÍ Exchange .

The catallactic view of economic affairs may be interpreted
to refer to yet another aspect of exchange. Like that discussed in
the preceeding paragraphs, this view ignores exchange as a
peculiarly motivated human act and focuses attention on the con-
sequences of the act. But instead of gaining its significance from
the advantages arising [roto the social cooperation involved in
exchange, the idea of exchange is now to be assigned importance
as the means whereby "economic quantities" ate changed. An
exchange of goods alters the conñguration of goods in the econ-
omy. Ah exchange of productive resources alters the arrangement
of those factors of production. If the exclusive object of interest is
the trans[er of the goods themselves, then exchange is significant
merely as involving the simultaneous vañation of several sets of
"economic quantiti¢s." A purchase of a comumer good has re-
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sulted in a reduction both in the inventory o[ the seller and the
cash holdings of the purchaser. The act of exchange is the event
that has altered these economic quantities and has generated the
ratío of their vañations, viz., the phenomenon of price.

The most ambitious attempt to expound th/s conception of ex-
change is contained in Schumpeter's 1008 defmition of the scope
of economics in terms of the exchange relationship._ His concept
of economy is coincident with thís concept of exchange. Perhaps
the most arresting and widely discussed implication of Schum-
peter's concept of exchange is its application to the Crusoe econ-
omy. Ir an act of exchange is significant only as the simultaneous
alteration in stocks of goods, then the idea of exchange may easily
be extended to the activity of a single individual. When Crusoe
shoots game, in Schumpeter's example, he is merely exchanging
shot and energy for food. This use of the idea of exchange has
been considered by critics as an arbitrar), and unfruitful piece o[
mental gymnastics, but has, at the same time, eamed gTudging
respectas "never to be forgotten subtlety."

Schumpeter's outlook is, of course, consistent with bis wish to
ignore human behavior as a factor in economics. Leaving human
behavior to the psychologists, the economist is merely to examine
the results of behavior in terms of related variations in the quan-
tities of goods and prices. From a less positivistic point of view,
Schumpeter's extension of exchange to the isolated economy may,
in hct, be seen, notas ah extension, but as a restriction, of the
interpersonal concept of exchange. With the recognition of the
purposíve element in human action, exchange is simply the sacri-
rice of the satisfaction of les,ser,for the sake of satisfying more ur-
gent, needs. Interpersonal exchange is significant as reflecting the
possibility of simultaneous actions on the part of two purposeful
human beings, each intent on attaining that position which he pre-
fers among aH the alternatíves open to him. And, of course, this
element of exchange can be pointed out in the/solated economy
as well. It requires neither special subtlety nor mental gynmastica
to see that Crusoe is exchanging one satisfaction for another when-
ever he brgoes the first in order to secure the second. In the
words of Seligman, "Cvasoe exchanges in Iris mind apples and
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nuts in estimating their value to hito." _4But when Schumpeter
considers Crusoe to exchange, not by forgoing one pleasure for
the sake of another, but because the quantities of the vañous re-
sources at his command undergo simultaneous variation, then he
has effectively robbed the concept of exchange of all but its barest
externals. There is litOe real difference, on this view, between the
case where A exchanges his horse for B's cow and the case where
A's horse and B's cow have exchanged places and reíuse to budge.
Nothing is added to the exposition of related variations of eco-
nomic quantities by explaining that these variations comtitute
Tau_ch. Something of this seems to have been felt by Schumpeter
himsel£ in writing that his conception of all activity as exchange is
"purely formal." _ The Schumpeterian exchange relationship is
best understood when it ís denoted by the altemative terna that
Schumpeter uses for it, "price." _ Pñce to Schumpeter meant
simply a parameter goveming the simultaneous vañations in the
quantities of goods. The Tausch-relation meant nothing more.
The definition of economics in temas of Schumpeter's exchange
relationship merely conveyed in different temas his "mechanical"
definition of the subject noticed in an earlier chapter, centering
around changes in "economic quantities."

Exchange and the Economic System

The final aspect of exchange that may make ir of significance
[or defming the scope of economics is its importance in the visual-
ization of ah economic system. It is primarily this aspect that is
concerned in the second group of definitions mentioned at the be-
ginning o[ the chapter, whída use the idea of ah economic system
or organization as their cñteñon. The recognition that, expressed
in the anarchy of numberless, seemingly haphazard transactions of
economic life, there is a system that relates apparendy discon-
nected actiom and organizes them to achieve social "ends" ís an
achievement of economic science. But the discovery oí the exist-
ence o[ suda a system dears the way fora heth conception of the
nature oí economic science itselL The existence of a system offers
a new object [of invesgation, viz., the system itselL The system
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may concern wealth, the selfish behavior, or the p_ity to
truck, of a variet7 of economic men; but it does provide ah inde-
pendently unique phenomenon in its organizatíon, its structure,
and its operation.

The system has been described vañously as the exchange sys-
teta, the price system, the market, and so on. These terms reflect
possibly varying outlooks on the character of the system, but all of
them imply the phenomenon of exchange. The description of the
subject matter of economícs as exchanges may thus ímply the
entire system of exchanges. In the words of one writer: "Eco-
nomics studies the market as politícal science studies the state.
Appreciation of this analysis seems to me to be fundamental to
the catallactic point of view." _ Undoubtedly this aspect of ex-
change is akin to that descríbed in a previous section, in.which
exchanges secure the advantages of specialization and the division
of labor, but the two are qtte disnct. There the act of exchange
was seen as bñnging to a focus the possibilides for mutual benefit
that are opened up formen by the division of labor, and the ag-
gregate of all such acts of exchange measured the maximum of
specialization and effective social cooperation attained. Here the
relevant aspect is the relationship between all the acts of exchange
themselves, the structural pattem of these acts, and the -,¢ayin
which they all together succeed in "delívering the goods."

When the success of the system in achieving genera]]y prized
results/s not consídered, then a description of the system reduc¢_
to a positive statement oE the functional relationships amol'lg the
sets of variables within ir. And the totality of _ese relationships
may llave no special interest independently of the various sets o[
relatiomhips themselves. This ís the smndpoínt of Schumpeter's
definiUon in tenm of exchange and the other "mechanical" formu.
laom discussed in this and the previous chapter. But ir the whole
body of interrelationships is considered in its unity, and the exist.
ence of such a unity is considered significant in itsel_ then the idea
of a system may resume a prominent place in economics.

Bastiat is ah example o_ ah economist who, m'esing the ex-
change poiat o[ view, dial _e the práne interest of bis subject m
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existing in the exposition of such a system. And ít seems likely
that at least part of the cñticism aímed at his work arises from a
misunderstanding of Bastiat's self-assigned scope of investigation.
Bastiat is often characterized as a shallow optimist content to
bestow lyric praise on the laissez-faire economy. Cairnes attacked
Bastiat as unscientific. Bastiat, Caimes complained, considers it his
task as an economist, not only to discuss the phenomena of wealth
in a lai__ez-faireeconomy, but also to demomtrate that this system
ís the optimum one._sThis, Calmes declares, is to assert that the
results of political economy ate a foregone condusion, and ir this
is the case, then it is nota science at all, because "science has no
foregone conclusiom." By attemptíng to justify rather than ex-
plain the _hc_ of wealth, Bastiat is departing from the impartiality
of science.

Caimes' imistence on the disinterested character of scientific

inquiry in general, and of economics in particular, is a classic
statement of a jealously guarded tenet of scientific economics. Bas-
tiat's enthusiasm for the innate harmonies of a free economy did
produce passages in bis writings that are vulnerable to the type of
criticism levelled by Cairnes. Nevertheless, ir seems that Bastiat's
conception of bis subject was sutticíently different from that of
Caímes to exculpate him from at least part of the blame imputed
to him in the latter's reproaches. Bastiat was impressed by the
comparave smoothness with which the tremendously complicated
machinery oEeconomic endeavor euc¢ccdcd La fulfilling the wants
of comumers. His classic passages in the opening chapter of Har-
moníes économiques, s° in which he describes how a humble car-
penter is served, in exchange for his skílled labor, with com-
modities bmught h'om the four comers of the earth and how each
day the greatcityof Parísis providedwith colossalquantitiesof
food and other articles, llave been echoed in subsequent economics
textbooks again and again. One would be closing one's eyes to the
light, Bastiat observes, ir one failed to recognize that aH this is the
product of a "prodigiously ingenious mechanism." "This mech-
,anianis theobjectof audyof polical economy."

Clearly, then, Bastiat felt some justitication for assum/ng beRn_
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hand that the system to be studied by political economy was one
that worked. After all, it was this successful operation of the sys-
tem--a success that Bastiat felt to be grounded on observation_
that was the object of the study. For Caímes, who considered eco.
nomics a dispassionate study of the phenomena of wealth, any
predilections towards one system in particular must be unscíen-
tific. For Bastiat, what invited explanation was precisely the large
degree of efliciency empiñcally evinced by the system, a phenom-
enon of which the recognition hardly deserves the suspect position
of a "foregone conclusion."

Be this asit may, Bastiat is typical of a fairly numerous group
of wñters stressing the organization of the economy as the focus of
economic attenñon and seeing the signíficance of exchange pri-
marily in this connection. Two eminent twentieth-century econ.
omists may be cited as examples oí the populañty of this view.
Hawtrey writes:

• . . when the perfect cooperatíon which would be the ideal of
reason is denied us, we turn back to . . . the whole apparatus of
human motives, imtinctive, habitual, or other. Ir each member of
society can be induced or impelled to do his allotted task by
asscciat/ng it with some motive that appears to hito adequate, then
he need never lmow how he is contribut/ng to the real end, and
need not even be aware of the end at all. It is this problem of organ-
ization that we shall call the Economic Problem. Ir is in fact the real

subject matter of political economy.U

And Hayek wñtes:

• . . the spontaneom interplay of the actíons of indivíduals may
produce . . . an orgarsm in wh/ch every part performs a necessary
function for the continuance of the whole, without any human mind
having devised it.... The recogniÜon of the existence of tls
organista ís the recognition that there is a mbject matter for eco-
nomics. It is one of the causes of the unique posidon of economics
that the existence of a de8nite object of íts investigañon can be
rea/ized only aftera prolonsed study...m i

I
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Economics, the Economy, and the "Folkswirtschalt"

This line of thought leads directly to the tole p]ayed in dis-
cussions of the scope of economic inquiry by the idea of the Vol_-
wirtscha]t. The word seems almost by philological accident to have
given rise to features in German-language definitious that ate ab-
sent in Engfish-language discussiom of the subject. Numerous dis-
quisitíous on the Wesen of the Volkswirtscha]t evince conceptions
ranging _om the more holistic views of some of the economists of
the Historical School and advocates of Sozialpolitik, in which the
Folkswirtschaft is considered as ah organic whole, to views that see
ir merely as ah agglomeration of separately operating individual
"economies." ss

h ís significant that the existence in the German language of a
single word to represent compactly so complex a conception has
had considerable bearing on the direction taken by defini6ons of
economic a_irs. Many writers defined their subject directly in
terms of the study of the Volkswirtschaft (hence Volkswirtscha/ts-
lehre). Thus, such a definition immediately places the accent on

the social character of economic activíty. The absence fora long

time in Englísh of a word corresponding to Volkswirtschaft meant
that English definitiom of the subject were not prone to be thus
ínfluenced._ The current use of the tema "the economy," itself a

reflection of the interest in macroeconomic "aggregates," is too

recent and too specialized to llave had much influence on English
defmidons. When Schmoller used the tema "political economy"

as the equivalent of FolkswirtschaIt, the grossen gesellschaÍtlichen

K6rper, he was coining what must at that time have been a new
meaning for "political economy." s_

Moreover the use of the term FolkswirtschaÍt seems to have had
more than coincidental connection with a conception of economic

phenomena in which temporal relationships, and historical sig-
nificance generaUy, were stressed. The terna carried with ir, espe-
cíally to the writers who stressed the organic unity of the whole,

the same imph'caÜom of continued identity over time as are asso-
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ciated with temas such as the State of the Nation (temas cited by
Schmol]er, for example, as analogous to the Volh.nvirtschaft)) a To
the endowment of the economy with ah only arbitrañly divisible
extension along the time dimension is certainly in some degree to
be ascribed the well-known description of economics by Mangoldt
as the "philosophy of economic history" and the similar view of
Roscher s7 and other econonñsts of the Historical School. Con.

ceived as possessing in this way a kind of fluid unity in ita exten-
sion over both space and time, the idea of the Volkswirtscha[t
could lay c]aim to a distinct entity (distinct, e.g., [rom the "body
politic") only by virtue of its more conspicuous and enduñng
function of providíng for the material needs of the nation.

It was noticed in the previous chapter that German economista
paid considerable attention to the maximization pñnciple. "This
interest sometimes m into sharp conflict with the notion of
economics as the study of the Volkswirtschaft. One wñter typically
dismissed these díscussions of the "economic principle" by declar-
ing that the task of economics is not to investigate the effects of
Wirtscha/tiichkeit, but to understand the workings of the Volks-
wirtschaftJ s In the twentíeth century Amonn, who stresses the
social character of economíc phenomena probably more than any
other wñter, has sharply criticized attempts to define the scope of

economic science in terms of such concepts as individual acta of
economizing. Attempts to bui]d up the noÚon of a Volkywirtscha/t
from the elements of individual economic behavior are [ore-

doomed to failure._ It is from the social relationships involved in
economic activity that such acÚvity derives its distincÜve char-
acter. This point gave rise to vígorous disagreement from those
who

attempted to construct the VolkJ_irtscha/t out of the F/irt- t
schalt. _

Also associated with the idea of the Folkswirtschaft ate thme
definitions of economics that are couched exclusively in terms of
natíonal aggregates. To this class belong, for example, the víews
of economista bom the time of the classical w.hool who saw their

subject as concemed with national, not individual, wealth. 41Db-

cussion of "'social goah" as something apart bom individual mo-
Üves, to which the economy asa whole is conce_wed as strivin 8, ate
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also related to the idea of the VolkswirtschaIt. Both the wridngs
of R. Stolzmann and Othmar Spann are relevant in this regard._

Economy and Society

Many of the ideas mentioned in the preceding sections of this
chapter have a beañng on the reiationships that have at various
times been held to exist between economics and the social sciences

generaUy. The structures of interpersonal patterns of contact that
the economist studies in his analysis of the market may, of course,
be of interest to the sociologist or the social psychologist fToma
totally different aspect. And writers who ídentified the specifically
economíc aspect of phenomena with the social quality inherent in
exchange, the market, and the like, found themselves influenced
more of less deeply by their ideas on the nature and methodology
of the social sciences asa group.

The social character of the phenomena studied by the economist
was recognized early in the hístory of the discipline. In his defini-
on of polit/cal economy J. s. Mili had stressed this aspect to a
degree that seems to have escaped later wríters.4s Nevertheless, it
is true that the emergence of sociological thought in the second
half of the nineteenth century brought with it a vastly increased
awareness of the contribution that economics can make to the

systematic study of society. This in tum made fora "sociologicar'
attitude towards the study of economics itself, which manifested
itself in a variety of forros.

At the extreme was the opinion first propounded by Comte,
and taken up by later writers, that it was futile to seek for laws in
economics apart laxan the laws of society as a whole. To Comte the
recognition of economic affmrsas part of the phenomena of society
meant that ah economic analysis of society that leaves out intellec-
tual, moral, and política1 factors must be a "metaphysical" subject,
created by ah "irrational" separation. _ Later wr/ters, especially
those of the Historical School, held essentially similar views. In

England Ingrato and Leslie were stressing the need for turning to
the "great science of society" for any valid economic knowledge.4_

Otrried to the extreme position held by Comte, these ideas
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meant, not that the social character o[ economic affairs made pos,
sible a fresh means of definition, but that the awareness of this

social character led to the denial that there ate any specifically
economic affairs whatsoever. Phenomena of wealth might indeed
be distinguished. But once it is insisted that the derivation of the
laws of wealth requires analysis of intellectual, moral, and political
factors, then it is at once contended that no specifically economic
point of view can be scientifically illuminating at all.

However, awareness of the sociological ímportance of economics
did not, of course, always involve its submersion in a broadly
understood sociology. _ Any number of writers at the tum of the
century could be cited who diligently pursued the study o[ eco-
nomics, but who were fully conscious of its status among the social
sciences. Confining our attention stñctly to that aspect of the so-
ciological outlook on economics which affected the conception of

the nature of the economic point of view, we notice several strands
of thought that run through the literature duríng the present
century.

At one level, we observe again Amonn's insistence on the fu-
tility of the search for the nature of economic science in any con-
cepts built on individual activity. There does exist a given pie
that the economist studies, but its essence is the structure of the

societal relationships that make up economic affairs as we know
them in the world andas they llave been traditionally studíed by
the economists from Ricardo on. To attempt to analyze economic
affairs by referring them back to the individual is to abstract from
their very essence)7 From the point of view of the scope of this
essay, this view is primarily of importance as consñmting a rejec-
tion o[ the formulatiom of the economic point of view that we
take up in the final chapters. The emphasis on the social aspect
has, however, been used by one or two writers to distinguish eco-
nomics from technology. ¢

In a somewhat different context, the recognition that economic
attairs refer to the actions of men, not in holation from one ah.

other, but within a societal [ramework, has affected the conception
of the economíc point of view in respect of the goab o[ economic
acdvity. Andermn, Haney, Parsons, and Macfie may be taken as 1

I
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examples of the many writers during the past half century who
show this influence. _ The stress, at this level of discourse, is not on

the social patterm of relationships that emerge during the course
of economic acvity. Rather, these writers tend to emphasize the
fact that the values and motives that affect and inspire e¢onomic
activity ate overwhelmingly conditioned by so¢iety asa whole.
Whatever the tole of individual activity, h is pointed out that
values ate socially determined and are the product of forces
whose explanation must be sought in sodology or social psy-
chology. This trend of thought, too, seems to be significant to our
own problem chiefly in it_ implied rejection of the "atomisficaUy
individualistic" concepfions of the economic point of view treated
in later chapte_.

Finally, in this necessarily brief and fi'agmentary survey of the
sociologically conditioned conception of the economic point of
view, we must notice the attempts to "locate" economics within the
more general expanse of sociologícal theory. These attempts have
generally been made by writers who were primarily interested
in the study of society and intent on defining precisely the nature
of the economic point of view, not for its own sake, but in order
to llave more clearly in focus the separate facets that together
make up the complete sociological perspective. Thus, Pareto con-
ceived of economics as an integral part of socidlogy and believed
that the distinctively economic point of view is obtained by a
conscious restñction of attention to certain "variables." 5oA com-

plete sociological theory would entail consideration of all the
vañables that affect action in society. Economics obtains its sep-
arate status by deliberate "abstraction" from the "noneconomic"

vañables and thus becomes a hypothetical subdiscípline within the
all-embracing theory of society. The particular criteña that are
to determine the "economic" or "noneconomic" nature of any one

variable are not here of chief interest. (In fact they reflect the

points of view discussed in several of the chapters in this book.)
What is of moment is the idea that ah economic point of view is

possible only asa ñrst and crude abstraction from a more compre-
hemive and complex theoretical system, viz., the theory of society.

Pro[essor Parsons,who in hisearlicrwñtings had cmbraced
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this conceptual framework for the "location" of economics, has
more recently ¢spoused a somewhat different idea. st The new view
sees the "economy" asa subsystem of society. The theory of social
systems in general will apply to the economy asa special case. The
basic variables operative in the economy, (as well as in all special-
case subsystems of society) ate the same variables as govern the
theory of social systems generally. The economy is that subsystem

of society which is distinguished by its adaptive funcon, i.e., that
function of any social system which relates to its control of the
environment for the purpose of attaining goals.

This view of the matter l)laces the economic point of view even

more firmly in a position subordinate to general sociological
theory. Economic theory becomes a special case of sociological
theory and is conceived, indeed, as providing a mirror that reflects,
mutatis mutandis, the propositious of suda a theory. The more

interesting and important implicatiom of this approach for eco-
nomics reach beyond the scope of this enquiry. For us it is sulñ-
cient to have noticed yet another conception of the economic
point of view, one that shares with those noticed in this section
the chaxacteristic of leaning heavily on the social aspect of eco-
nomic affairs, and thus indirectly on the ideas of exchange

discussed at length at the beginning of thig dlaDteT.
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Economic Affairs, Money,
and Measurement

In love or war or politics, or religion, or morals it is impossible to
_oretell how mankind will act, . . . But once place a mar_'s ear
within the r/ng of pounds, shillings, and pence, and Iris conduct can
be counted on to the greatest nicety.

Robert Lowe

Money may not be the root of aU evil, but it is the root of economic
sdence.

Wesley C. Mitchell

The first comprehensive system of economic theory . . . drew im-
pliáfly the borderHne between what is to be comidered economic
and what extra-economic along the line which separates action
calculated in monetary tenm from other action.

Ludwig Mises

Running through the literature dealing with the problem of
uniquely identifying economic affairs there has been a recurrent
tendency to introduce the phenomenon of money as the distinctive
f_ature. The present chapter outlines the different views that have
at variom times e_en the tute of money as the criterion of the
economic.

91
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Money, Wealth, and Exchanges

The most obvious forro in which money presents itself as
relevant to a definitíon of economícs is in its relationship to
wealth. For the most general and powerful form in which wealth
appears is in that of ready cash. Money, as the medium of ex-
change possessing the property of being able to command goods
when and where they ate needed, is, in general, one of the most
desirable forros in which to store wealth. And, of course, the
emergence of certain metals as popularly accepted media of ex-
change was in part the consequence of their suitability for being
stored over periods of time without loss of general appeal.

Adam Smith, in bis exposition of the nature and causes o'f the
wealth of nations, had found it necessary to point out that the
accumulation of a national stock of gold does not, of itself, secure
national pmsperity. There has, of course, been controversy about
whether or not Smith was unjust to the mercantilists in ascribing
to them this identification of national wealth with gold. l It is, in
any event, true that the early definitions of political economy in
terms of wealth were not conlined to, and did not even partíeu-
larly stress, the monetary forro of wealth. On the contrary, writers
tended rather to emphasize that money in itselí lacks many of the
characteristics of wealth. The problems of production and distri-
bution in which the classical writers were interested pertained to
the goods that dírectly satisfied human wants of m the productive
factors for such goods. The pmnounced disregañi for the purely
monetary effects on the economy, which is a characteñstic of
classical economics, helped to keep interest h-om focusing on the
medium oí exchange.

Nevertheless, there were soon several economists who wrote in
temas that made' wealth tantamount to money. "Political Econ-
omy," wrote the French Dupuit in 1844, "being concerned only
with wealth, can take account of the intemity of a whh only
through its monetary expression." z Bagehot, who defmed political
economy as the "science of bminess," wrote that "as far as people
ate what we now always can 'mea of bmin_' money, the thing
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they look for and the thing they want, is their sole object..." s
The passage by Robert Lowe (Viscount Sherbrooke) in which he
justifies the possibility of a science of economics is famous: "In
love or war of politics, of religion, or morals it is impossible to
foretell how mankind will act . . . But once place a man's ear
within the ring of pounds, shillings, and pence, and bis conduct

can be counted on to the greatest nicety." 4 When Cliffe Leslie
wished to attack the notion oí a single wealth-seeking motive in
human beings, he dial so, as we have seen, in an essay entitled The
Love oí Money (1862) and quite obviously assumes that by ex-
posing the nonexistence of such a homogeneous love of money he
is demolishing the economic man, in whose breast nothing is im-
planted but the desire for wealth.

In itself there is perhaps not much significance to be attached
to this identification of wealth with money. In the earlier formu-

lations in which ah objective wealth was the focus of attention, we
llave seen this identification to have been lacking. The stress on

the monetary forro of wealth appears in the writings of those who
give paramount importance to ah economic man, intent on the
accumulation of wealth. Since in a market economy the drive for
wealth is most easily fulfilled by translation into a drive for money,
there is little difference whether one describes economic man by
reference to a passion for wealth of to a passion for money.

What these citations do suggest, however, is a tacit assumption
that exchange is essential to actual economic affairs. And this

circumstance suggests a fresh link between definitions of eco-
nomics in temas oí exchange and the endowment of economic man

with ah exclusively pecuniary self-interest. Bagehot's definition
of economics as the "science of business" shows the connection

quite clearly) Bagehot had been impressed by the criticisms of
classical political economy made by the historically-minded econ-
omists. He acknowledged the "relativity" of economics with re-

spect to time and place and wished to salvage economic theory by
restricting its scope to the "business world," where its assumptions
of self-interest, rationality, and the like were reasonably fulfilled.

The degree to which the self-interest assumed by the economist is

actually at work in the business world, and certainly the treating
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of this assumption as the unifying thread of economic theory,
postulated the introduction of a sharp division into the whole of
human action separating the activies of men in their capacity as
consumers, on the one hand, from their activities in the capacity
of business-type producers, on the other. Of course, what motivates
the earning of income is hope of the pleasures to be purchased by
spending ir, but ir was believed that only in their capacity as "men
of business," as income-earners, does the behavior of men admit of
economic "laws." Only in this sphere of activity could it be señ-
ously maintained that pecuniary self-interest is the exclusive pas-
sion. In thís context the desire for wealth becomes crystallized
very defmitely into a desire for money, the form in which men of
business earn income.

This obviously arbitrary and artificial division is made possible
only by the existence of indirect exchange. The fact that the
division of labor in a modern economy is made feasible solely by
the intervention of a medium of exchange between producer and
cousumer is responsible for the conception of a disnct area of
activity in which men do actas businessmen. From this point of
view, exchange, or even more accurately exchange for money,
becomes a criterion of economic activity in an entirely novel
sense. Economic analysis must be confined to activity revolving
around monetary exchange, because only in such activity can ah
exclusively pecuniary self-interest be reasonably postulated. When
men act in spending their income, economic analyds is admit-
tedly baflled by the multiplidty of motives actuating their spend-
ing habits. But in so lar as men do engage in a separate kind of
activity in securing a money income, their actiom are susceptible
o[ analysis. Because men do not directly secure the innumerable
and heterogeneous goods they desire, but first channel their de-
mand for these goods into a demand fora single good, money,
economics can proceed to analyze man's business behavior in terms
of a single motive, viz., the desire for m(mey, of in terna of the
maximization of this single good.S

No doubt thiA conception of economic activity involves som¢
circularity. We mmt congrio econmnic analym to human action
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only in so lar as it has a single object in view, the maximization
of money income, and we proceed to postulate an "economic"
area of "business" defined in terms of such a single object of
desire. The justification for such a procedure is the sharp distinc-
tion made possible, as we have seen, by the existence of a monetary
bridge that both accentuates and spans the gul[ between earning
income and buying goods. There/s, in fact, a twofold aspect to
men's lives. Men do mark off part of their time [or the earning of
income and part for the enjoyment of income, however hazy the
line of demarcation may be. And it is a fact that economic analysis
has histoñcally dealt predominantly with the ñrst of these areas.
Definitions of economics in temas of money are thus different from
definitions of it in terms of wealth. The criterion of money [ences
off the area oF income-earning and makes ita field [ruitíul for
economic analysis.

The long-range trend in the conception of economic activity
has consistently been to broaden its scope to cover all human

action. Nota part of hnman activity, but ah aspecto[ its entire
range is selected as relevant to economics. The definition in terms
o[ money in the sense here outlined is a special case of the older
type of defmition that marked off a part of the activity of men for
economic analysis, postulating in the atea so circumscribed a

homogeneous m_ss of phenomena that did not occur elsewhere. It
is of interest that even with the more recént "broad" definitions

of economics, which recognize the essential homogeneity of all

h_lman action, the applicability of economic analysis is still over-
whelmingly to be seen in the "business" or "money" sector of
action. For this reason it is apparently still tempting to suppose
that there is a clear-cut division between man's money-making
activities and the rest.7

Money as the Measuring Rod

A definition of economic activit_ in terms of money that
involves more sophisticated (and perhaps more controversial) con-
dderatiom is that which sees money asa measuring rod. Economic
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analysís is concerned with that parto[ human activity, with that
area of human welfare, which can be measured by the yardstick
of money. The literature citing this definition reveals some confu-
sion as to its origin. Usually this formulation of economics is
ascribed to Pigou. In fact, Pigou seems to have simply taken over
this definition from Marshall wíthout much ado. It was Marshall

who first most thoroughly expounded the conception of economics
in terms of the money measure, and this despite the fact that his
conception of economics is almost always presented by exclusive
citation o[ the opening references in his Principles to "the or-
dinary business of lffe" and the "material requisites o[ well-
being." s

Marshall developed his thesis in extenso in his inaugural lecture
at Cambridge in 1885.9 Ir must be emphasized that Marshaell did
not consider that he was in fundamental disagreement with his
fellow economists, bu*. only that he was presentíng a more appro-
príate characterization of the commonly recognized scope of the
subject. In the practical world MarshaU is content to consider
economics as examining

that part of individual and social action which is most dosely con-
nected with the attainment and with the use of the mateñal requi-
sites of well-being. Thus ir is on the one s/de a study of wealth;
and on the other, and more important side, a part of the study of
malLlO

But Marshall was well aware of the misleading character of such
a definition, in so lar as the essence of economic activiff is con-
cerned. In bis inaugural lecture he said:

The outward forro of economic theory has been shaped by its con-
nection with material wealth. But it is becoming clear that the true
philosopldc raison d'étre of the theory is that it mpplies a mach/nery
to aid us in reason/ng about those motives of human action which
ate measurable. In the world in which we live, money as represent-
ing general purchasing power, h so much the best measure of motiva
that no other can ¢omp¢te with iL But tl_ i¿ sO tO sp¢aih ah
accident...n
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Marshall is at pains to explain that it is in the measurability of
motives that the homogeneity of economic activity is to be found.
That it is money which in real life lends itself to such measure-

ment is merely a convenient accident. In the course of developing
this point, Marshall uses the arguments of Cliffe Leslie.

I[ with Cliffe Leslie we analyse all the infinite variety of motives that
are commonly grouped together under the tema "love of money,"
we see that they ate of all kinds. They include many of the highest,
the most refined, and the most unselfish elements of our nature. The
common link that binds them together is that the,/can be more of
less measured; and in this world the+/ are measured by money.l_

Marshall envisages the possibility of an economy in which in-
centives ate in the forro, not of money, but of a graduated system

of decorations of honor. All this attributes "high and transcendent
universality to the central scheme of economic reasoning." _s
Nevertheless, "for practical purposes..." it will be best to go on
treating it as chiefly concerned with those motives to "which a
money pñce can be... assigned." 14In brie[, economics deals with
the play of measurable motives reinforcing and counteracting one
another, "but it also sets out that most complex play of human
motives that changes the purchasing power of money, and thus
alters the measure of all motives." __

In his Principles MarshaU expresses himself quite frequently in
similar terms. "The raison d'étre of economics as a separate sci-
ence is that it deals chiefly with that part of man's action which is
most under the control of measurable motives." This is a char-

acteristic statement of Marshall's position) e It will be noticed that
MarshaU does not consider this defmition to be a watertight one,

since he is constantly employing qualifying phrases such as
"chieflg," "more or less," and the like. This was, indeed, frankly
acknowledged b F Pigou. In 1912 Pigou had stated that economic
welfare arises from that part of the community's income that en-
ters "easily into relation with the measuñng rod of money," t7and
had asserted that the "'methodological pñnciple at the basis of
economic science, and that which separates it from the other sochl
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sciences, is the reference it makes to a measure, namely, money." m

Later, in his Economics of Welfare, Pigou admits the haziness of
suchdefinitiom:

It is not, indeed, possible to separate [the economic part of welfare]
in any rigid way írom other parts, for the part which can be broug_t
into relation with a money measure will be different according as
we mean by can, "can easily" or "'can with mild straining" or "can
with violent straining." The outline of our territory is, therefore,
necessarily vague. 19

Money asa Universal Measuring Rod

Before we discuss this fresh conception of economic atPairs,.it
will be of interest to draw attention to a view that has the doubtfial

distinction of running precisely counter to that of Marshall while
yet being built on the very _me foundation. The French u3ciolo-

gist Gabriel Tarde, in the course of a campaign to prove that most
of the "economic" categoñes are really common to all the
sciences, attempted to show that money too is not a stñctly eco-

nomic phenomenon. Itis true, Tarde wrote, that money i_ a
measure of wealth, but it is nota measure of wealth alone. Money,

besides measuring wealth, measures desires and belíef_; it h a
universal measure of all social "quandties," of which wealth ii
only one. 2oTarde believed that he had thus broken the link that
chained money ex.clusively to cconomics, whme subject matter,
despite some fairly advanced statements in his writings, he stiU
identified solely with riche_es.

Both Marshall and Tarde, it will be observed, look upon money

as signiñcant primañly on account of its suitability to ezrve asa
measuñng rod of human motives. But in postulating the suitw
bility of money asa measure of human motives, Marshall had by
the same token held these motives to be economicaUy relevant.
Tarde, on the other hand, working unwaveringly on the assump-
Üon that only the phenomena of wealth ate economic, and con-
fa'ontcd with his own conception of money as mewuring human
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desires, is forced to the triumphant conclusion that money itself
pertaim to noneconomic phenomena.

Clearly the conception of money asa measuring rod is some-
thing also of a two-edged sword, capable, perhaps, of replacing
wealth as the criterion of the economic, but capable too of forcing
itself outside the scope of economics altogether ir the latter is
defmed as the science of wealth.

Measurement and Economics

Severalpoints of criticism present themselves in the considera-
tion of the Marshall-Pigou view of economics. The description of
the subject in terms of the possibility of measuring human motives
could conceivably be interpreted as stressing the comparison of
motives with one another. Economic activities would be those in
which the relative strength of human desires would be expressed,
through the allocation of resources, in the visible phenomena of
the market. But this is not the sense in which Marshall wrote that

rnoney measures human motives.
What Marshall had in mind is a means of escape from the dim,

hazy realm of desires and feelings into a sharply defmed world of
quantiUes brought into alear focus, free of the fi__iness of merely
qualitative dit/erences. There is a groping towards the "quantifica-
tion" and the endowment with "objective measurability" of the
numberless subjectively [elt urges and drives. Economic phenom-
ena, we ate to understand, are in the unique and apparenfly
highly-pñzed position of being able to reflect in measurable (and
hence presumably "scientific") terms, at least some part of the
uncharted wilderness of the human mind. Now there is, no doubt,

some sa_on in feeling that not dl human desires remain
submerged within individual consciousness; that some of them at
least zegister delicate, but measurable, changes on some extemal
scale for aH to see. But it is not alear that the inherence of such a

fortunate tn'operff in certain motives and feelings otfers a valid
cri_ _t" a oommon scíentific treatment. As Croce asked Pareto
on a slightly ditferent pint: "%Vhatintrimic co_ection is there
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between this merely accidental attribute, measurability, of the
objects which enter into aja economic action, and the economic
action itself?" 21At least Marshall himself shows appreciation of
the good fortune that the motives measured by money aU admit
of analysis by similar types of reasoning. "The problems which are
grouped together as economics," he wrote, "because tho/relate
specially to man's conduct under the influence of motives that ate
measurable by a mono/price, are found to make a fairly homoge-
neous group."= But surely this homogeneity, under Marshall's
definition, is no more than a happy accident.

Moreover, the whole idea of the measurement of subjective
desires by means of mono/is one that involves señous and contro-
versial problems. It may be readily conceded that human motives,
acting in the market place, exert deñnite effects on mono/F/rices.
It is by no means clear that the resultant prices offer in any valid
sense a means of measuring such motives. Discussions on the pos.
sible conception of a cardinal utility may invite ingenious sugges-
tions purporting to measure such a utility. Mono/has never in
any but the crudest of senses been able to serve as such a measure.
Undoubtedly Marshall's idea of money asa measuring rod is re-
lated to his frequent use of the hypothesis that mono/is exempt
from the "law" of diminishing marginal udlity, but this was never
more than a simplifying analytícal technique. Prices are not meoa-
ured in money; they ate simply amounts of mono/given in ex-
change for goods. Pñces are expressed in temas of mono/, not
because mono/represents any son of "measuring rod," but simply
because it is mono/that is commonly used as the quid pro quo
for goods.n One need not draw attention (as Marshall himself
did) to the violent fluctuatiom in the purchasing power of mono/
in order to feel the force of a characteristic sentence of Professor

I__ight: "Ir we accept the aphorism, 'science is measurement,' as
a definition of science, which is its only intelligible meaning, then
there is no such thing as 'economic' science..." 24

MarshaU's was not the only attempt m see economic science as
essentially a consequence of measurability. Ah interesting point of
view in this regard was presented in an essay in 1893 by ah
eminent American contemporary of Martall, Simon Patten. In
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the classical economic system, Patten explained, economics was
unfortunately divorced from utilitarianism.

Udlitarianism was abstract, and treated of pleasures and paim as
purely subjecdve phenomena. Economics was concrete and treated
of utilifies as material wealth condioned by the laws o[ the objec-
tire world..._

The achievement o[ subjective economics and the development o[
the theory of consumption makes possible their unificaon.

When the basis of economics is broadened by making the unit of
measurement subjective, and the basis of utilitarianism narrowed by
separating it from ethics, the unity of the two, both in the method
they use, and in the field they occupy, becomes apparent... There
is only one science for measuring the welfare of society and its
pmgress through the gaita of losses of those posidve utilifies which
men create of destroy._

The term "positive utility" is used by Parten in contradistinction
to "absolute utility." By "absolute utilities" Parten understands
those which cannot be measured and hence cannot enter into the

utilitarian calculus. As instances of such ab_lute utilities, Parten

cites "water in a desert," "honesty_" and the like. "Positive utili-
Úes" are those which, by their susceptibility to measurement, enter
into the utilitarian calculus.

Economics is the __ience of positive utiliÜes--the realm where no
other motives ate recognized except those resulting from changes in
the amount of our measurable pleasures and paim.ri

It is true that Patten's stress on the measurability of economic
moves refers to the.ir comparison with one another. Honesty is
not directly relevant to economics because it is immeasurable, in
the sense that no finite utilities can reach up to it. It is an absolute
good. m But Patten's position reflects also the felt need fora con-
ception o[ "quantities" of utility. Of course, in a scheme in which
a label bearing for each individual a definite number of "nnits"
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of utilíty is mentally attached to every good, it is dit_cult to treat
in terms of such units those values to whose utility the individual
can imagine no limit to be assigned. This ditficulty led to the
postulation of a difference in kind between "positive" and "ab-
solute" utilities. Economics became neatly identified with the first
of these; and measurement, for Patten as for Marshall, constituted
the decisive cñterion.

But in the absence of a demand to know the "quantity" of a
utflity, the distinction between "positive" and "absolute" utilities
disappears of itself. The modern idea of the role of preJerence
in human action offers a completely adequate view of the matter.
When forced to choose between two altematives, the individual
exercises his preference in a way that remains essentially the same
regardless whether the alternaUves represent "positive" ca""ab-
solute" utilities. In the process of preferring, all possible values
ate placed in an ordered array. "Ir honor cannot be eaten, eating
can be forgone for honor." 29Measurability becomes a criterion of
doubtíul worth simply because any results that ir brings for com-
pañng utilities with one another can be obtained even more easily
without ir. A comiderable number of writers who cite the Mar-

shall-Pigou view of economics have drawn attention to these weak
points in the whole idea of measurement.Se

Money and Price-Economics

In a chapter on the role of money in defirdtiom of economi¢s,
mention should be made of the part that it has played in the
emergence of so-called "price-eamomics." In the literature of the
second and third decades of th_ century there was a lively di_
cussion of whether econa_ni_ should deal with subjective utilities,
with welfare itself, or whether ir should deal only with the ex-
temal manifestation of thme utilities, with objectíve prices. The
"price-economh_s"attempted to avoid reference to the underlying
motives, desires, and satidactiom that ate reflected in market

prices. The,/rejected "explanatiom" of prices that invoked thae
mbjective ¢enceptL They con_ved of ec¢mmn_ u
not with the causes of human behzvim', but with its comequences
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as seen in the patterm of prices. Pareto, Cassel, Davenport, and
Mitchell ate representative of this line of thought. Writers such
as Fetter and Viner in the United States, on the other hand, were
among those who saw price-economics as an inadequate means of
understanding the operadora of the market and insisted on the
need to dig below the surface phenomena of prices for their ex-
planation)_ It is not necessary for present purp_es to go further
into the origin and causes of the emergence of a price-economics.
In so lar as it represents a distinct oudook on the nature of eco-
nomic phenomena, pñce-economics can be largely subsumed
under the catallactic view of the subject, especially under that
conception of the latter that stresses the purely functional rela-
tiomhip between different prices.n

What is of relevance to the present chapter is the degree to
which the presence of a general medium of exchange and the
identification of economic activities with those involving such a
medium may have contñbuted to the pñce-economics line of
thought. Price; are the corollaries of acts of exchange. Every act of
exchange, by defmition, is associated with a definite ratio accord-
ing to which the goods are exchanged agaimt each other. The
phenomenon of price is one with a peculiar fascination of its own,
especially when the whole structure of pñces--the interrelation-
ships between ditferent pñces in the same market and between
pñces at different times---is grasped. It is not difficult to under-
stand the temptation to treat these ratios as "things" in themselves,
moving in accordance with their own "laws o[ motion," rather
than as the manifestations of acts of human choice. The part
played by money in the market has only heightened this temp-
tation.

Money prices make possible a system of rational calculation in
which any economic decision is influenced by all the relevant fac-
toro The producer and the consumer are alike guided by money
prices to adjust their actiom in the most advantageous way to the
real conditiom of the market. In the discusfion over the po_ibility
of rational economic calculaUon of gain and cost in a socialist
economy, one fact has emexged with overwhelming unanimity. It
i, almmt univemU7 coneeded that in ah eumomy without pñces,
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real or "quasi," there is no meam of judging the economic wisdom
or folly of any action. Every prospective buyer or seller, ir he is to
act in a rational way, must be able to compare his prospective
situation at the completion of the transaction with his present
situation. This involves the compañson of innumerable "eco-
nomic quantities" with one another: those actually under his con-
trol ínitially, those to be brought under his control through the
transaction, and those possibilities of control which his initial
position enables him to command through altemative transactions.
The expression of market prices in termso[ money is an inesti-
mable boon to the solution of this complex problem. Asa common
medium of exchange for aU marketable goods, money [uses al1 the
alternatives confronting the marketer into ah immeasurably sim-
pler chain oí decisions. The money price paid for one _ ex-
presses succinctly, and more convincingly than is ever conceivable
in a barter transaction, a preference íor this good over a definite
set of alternative goods.

The implicatiom of these welbrecognized considerations for
the construction of a theoretical "pñce system" in which the rela-
tire movements of different pñces ate to be reduced to all-embrac-
ing "laws" are obvious enough. A conception of a price structure
ultimately depends on the sensitivity of each part of the structure
to changes in other parta. When changes in pr/ces/n one atea do
not generate related price movements throughout the economy
because of undefined "frictional" forces clogging the system, then
the concept of "laws" of price movements becomes less and less
realistic. The introduction of a monetary numeraire to describe
the relationshíps among the pr/ces in such a system is more than
a matter of convenience. The assumption of rational behavior,
guided by prices, which the concept of a system of prices postu.
lates would be almost wholly untrue in a baxter economy. Besides
the extraordinary difliculty that would be entailed in the exposi-
tion of a system of barrer príces, there would be the more g'¢ious
objection that the loosely lmit relatiomhips that would perforce
exist between barrer"prices" would make the recognion oí any
"'system" of such prices of negligible signíflcance.
To present thematter briefly:in a market without money li-ice,
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exchange ratios are of a type almost completely analogous to the
transformation functions under which a Crusoe economy operates.
In a Crusoe economy no analysis is possible without explicit as-
sumptiom regarding subjective categories that pñce-economics is
anxious to avoid. The attempt to see economics asa system of laws
governing the movements of pñces that ate the consequences of
human behavior must depend on a common monetary denom-
inator, ss The possibility, of course, exists that improved means of
calculatíon could enable ratíonal comparison of altematives to
take place without guidance by external market pñces. But this
possibility would destroy the entire field invesUgated by price-
economics. From a point of view that sees economics as essentially
concemed with prices, it has been asserted, for example, that ir
linear programming could set upa system of shadow prices to
guide managers, the borderline of economics might need to be
reviewed.S_In so lar as the signals of shadow prices are not avaib
able and guidance must be sought in money pñces, it is the pre-
occupation of economic activity with money that made possible
the idea of an economics that could be "positive," disregarding
the realm of dim mysteñes of feelings and dealing with defmite,
observable market prices.

Money oz ah Economic Institution

Closely associated with the considerations o[ the previous sec-
tion is the stress that has been laid on the essentiality of money
for economic activity because of its unique tole as an institution.
Economic affairs, on this view, ate monetary affairs, not because
money/s a passive sign of the presence of economic activity, but
because ít plays ah active role in shaping the character of such
actívity. According to Marshall, as has been seen, money char-
acterized economic activity by serving asa measure of certain
motives. The presence of money was not seen in any way as influ-
encing these motives themselves, or at least it was not because of
any such influence that money was taken to be the cñteñon of the
economic. Money was seen as merely expressing the real motives
operative in the phenomena of the market. The f_ct that ir served
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at the ,ame time asa measuñng rod was the reason wh}' economics
carne to be defined in monetary terms.

But it is clear that the use of money is a real factor that has
profoundly affected the entire pattem of economic activity. And
in the literature on this subject attempta have been made to treat
money as the definitive criterion of the economic b}' virtue of the
peculiar influence it exercises on human action. Economic activity
becomes such through its reflection of this influence. Professor
Mises has pointed out that rational economic activity became
possible only with the widespread adoption of a medium of ex-
change,s5As we have seen in the previous section, the recognition
of this fact led m the emergence of the concept of price.

It was Wesle7 Mitchell who stressed the role of mone}' as ma
active institution that has shaped human activit7 in a definite
pattern. Of the writers on this subject MitcheU was perhaps the
most insistent on the necessit}' of contining economics to monetary
affairs. "Money ma}, not be the root of all evil, but it is the root
of economic science." s, Most of all, Mitchell wanted to avoid

discussiom on subjective concepta. "When the defmite and objec-
tire interrelations among money prices have been analyzed it is
time enough to penetrate into the dim mysteríes of our feelings
about utilities..." to But Mitchell paid considerable attenUon
to the positive influence that mone]r has exerted.

Writing within the framework established b}' Veblen, Mitcbell
contrasta his "institutional" view of the economic signíñ¢mnce of
money with Marshall's concept. The latter sees mone? as "ah in-
dispemable tool f_r measuring the force of oppming motives; but
it remains merel}' a tool..." To predict what men wfll do "one
needs m know the motive force of the satisfactiom and sacfifices

promised b}' alternative _ of action. That fmce can best be
expressed in terms of money; but the me of moro7 does not alter
the substantíal character of economic behavior." But, Mitchell

continues, on Veblen's view of the matter, the whole picture
changet.

Money be¢omesa ttmst signifamm thing ñt the etmmmy of sodety,
became it shapes the habits ¢ff thought into whi¢h our native pro.
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pensities grow. Instead of being a machine for doing quicHy and
¢ommodiously what would be done, though less quicldy and comino-
diously, without it, the use of money "exerts a distinct and inde-
pendent influence of its own" upon our wants as consumers, upon
our sl_L1as planners, and upon our idea_ as citizens._

Because of the manner in which the monetary calculus promotes
rafional behavior, the student of economics ¢annot picture eco-
nomic logic without money and without prices._

Now, while the positive h_fluence on economic activity that
money exerts has been rather widely recognized, 4o this does not of
itself provide a valid criterion of e¢onomi¢ activity. Professor
Robbins, for example, has complained that the restriction of eco-
nomics to monetary phenomena confin_ the subject to a particu-
lar institufional setting. 4_The influence that money and monetary
calculation has exerted is not so mucha matter of innovating as
of accelerating and f_¢ilitafing a pattern of activity that, at least
in prin¢iple, could exist without ir. Nevertheless, the tole that

money has played in the conception of e¢onomi¢ phenomena has
been broadened by the "institutional" concept. Money has, in
f_ct, played a role in economi¢ a¢fivity, not merely asa passive
tool, but also as ah active force. The superposition of the ideas on
the money criterion presented in this section contributes to fuller
appreciation of what has been meant by the statement that money
is ah essential element in economic at_irs.
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Economics and Economizing
Before Wicksteed wrote, it was still possible for /ntelligent men to
gire countenance to the belief that the whole strucure of Economics
depencls upon the assumption of a world of economic men, each
actuatecl by egocentric or hedonistic motives. For anyone who has
read the Common Sense, the expression of such a view is no longer
consistent with intellectual honesty.

Lionel C. Robbins

Before Robbim explained the "nature" of economic science, it was
st/li possible for the economist to hold to the so-called "materialist"
definition of e¢onomics, or to similar ones...

• . . Similarly, before Robbins' definítion, critidsm of economics
on the ground of its being "too wide" or "mo narrow" was stiU
understandable. Now, however, such d/scussíons llave become mean-

ingless: economics is a given pie, which the economist is only aUowed
to dress a bit, to cut as deeply and into as many parts as he wishes,
and to eat a¢cording to bis need.

G.- Tagliacozzo

Something of a turning point in discussiom on the nature of
economic science and of economíc affairs ,-'ame in 1930 with the

appearance of Robbins' Nature and Signi[icance of Economic Sci.
ence. Professor Robbim brought to the problema method of
attack that clearly revealed the logical inadequacies of earlier con-
ceptions of the economic sector of affairs. At the same time he set

forth his own positive definition of economics with effective sim.
plicity and persuasive literary charro. The problem of defmion

1O8
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was treated by Robbins as an integral part of the exposition of
his general views on the appropriate tasks and methodology of eco-
nomics. As such, the book asa whole and Robbins' definition of

economics attracted widespread attention. Although Robbins
claimed no originality for his definition, he effectively presented
to the English-speaking world a group of earlier views with a
clarity and a vigor that made them the focus of a newly awakened
interest and unmistakably left his own stamp on the formulation
he espoused. Since the publication of his book, discussions of the
problem of definition have invariably tended to revolve around
Robbim' definition, or at least to take itas a starting point.

The Economics oí Proíessor Robbim

"Economics," wrote Professor Robbins, "is the science which

studies human behavior as a relationship between ends and scarce
means which have alternative uses."

From the point of view of the economist, the conditiom of human
existence exhibir four fundamental characteriscs. The ends are

vañous. The time and the meam for achieving these ends are limited
and capable of alternative application. At the same time the ends have
different importance. Here we ate, sentient creatures with bundles
of desires and aspiratiom, with masses of instinctive tendencies aU
urging us in different ways to action. But the time in which these
tendencies can be expresed is limited. The external world does not
offer full opportunities for their complete achievement. Life is short.
Nature is niggardly. Our fellows have other objecves. Yet we can
use our lives for doing different things, our materials and the services
of others for achieving dJfferent objectives.

Now by itself the multiplicity of ends has no necessary interest for
the economist. Ir I want to do two things, and I have ample time
and ample me2m with which to do them, and I do not want the
time or the means for anything else, then my conduct assumes none
of those forms which ate the subject of economic science...

Nor is the mete limitation of meaus by itselJ sutticient to giveñse

to economic phenomena. II meaus of satisfaction llave no alternative
use, then the,/may be scarce0but they cannot be economised...
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Nor again is the ahernative applicability of scarce meam a com-
plete condition of the existence of the kind of phenomena we are
analysing. Ir the economic subject has two ends and one meam of
satisf'fing them, and the two ends ale of equal importance, Iris
positíon will be like the position of the ass in the fable, paralysed
halfway between the two equally attracUve bundles of hay.

But when time and the means for achieving ends ale limited and
capable of alternative application, and the ends ale capable of being
distinguished in order of importance, then behavior necessalily
assumesthe forroof choice. Everyact which involves time and scarce
meam for the achievement of one end involves the relinquishment of
their use for the achievement of another. It has ah economic aspect.Z

Several highlights stand out in Robbins' conception of the na-
tute of economic affairs. Central to the whole idea is the concept
of scarcity. The limitations that prevent the attainment of the
desired ends fundamentally affect the character of all activity
directed towards these ends. The importance of the tole assigned
to scarcity as a governing condition of realizing ends makes pos,
sible the rejection of the idea that economics is concerned with
specific kinds of ends. Robbins' definition rejects the identification
of economics with ce_ain kinds of behavior; it attempts, on the
other hand, to bring out the econonñc aspect of behavior of all
kinds..4U kinds of behavior that occurs under the shadow of in-

adequate means present such ah economic aspect to the obsercer.
In fact, the recognition that there can be distinguished in hu-

man actions a pattern of behavior that depends for its nniqueness,
not on any one type of end pursued, but on the economizing
aspect of actions directed at ends in general, leal Robbim several
years later to take yet a further step. Having emancipated eco-
nomics from the bonds that tied it to particular ends, Robbim was
led to suggest that the "economic" motive refers precisely to ac-
tions that ate not directed to any Im'doalar ends. By mying

that a man's modve in doing a certain thing is wholly ¢commfir.,
what we really mean is dmply that he regardair only asa way o1
securing meam ]oi"sati_ing bis ouis in ¿venera/.H he doa it with
only one end in mind, we do not rq_ai bis move m economic;
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we regard it as having the character of the end to whích it is specific.
But ir he does ir with the desire to increase bis power to sasfy ends
in general, then we regard ir as economic...s

The core of Robbins' conception is thus the act of economizing
scarce meam with regard to numerous, differently valued ends. A
considerable body of literature has grown up in the past few
decades in which this central concept has been subjected to care-
fui scrutiny by economists generally, and economic methodologists
in particular. The implications of these ideas for the substantive
content of economic science have been thoroughly investigated;
and the minute dissecÚon of Robbim' definition has provided
several disnct topics for debate. In this chapter we shall proceed
to survey the area covered by this literature, aher briefly glancing
at some earlier ideas to which Robbins' defmiÜon owes its source.

Scarcity and Economics

Economists had long recognized, at least to some extent, the
role played in economic phenomena by the factor of scarcity. The
physiocrats had excluded from their subject matter "free goods"
(such as air) because, being abundant, they were not objects of
exchange. Among classical writers, Lauderdale explicitly required
a degree of scarcity for individual Cout not public) wealth; 4 most
of the classical economists succeeded, in one way or another, in
excluding from the scope of the science o[ "wealth" those goods
whose supply was unrestñcted. In the classical use of the "law of
supply and demand," what was relevant was the scarcity of the
supply.s

With the movement away from the objectivism of the classical
science of wealth and with the increasing interest, during the sec-
ond hall of the last century, in man and his behavior, the idea of
scarcity as a factor condioning human action assumed ever
greater importance. Economists who recognized the uniqueness of
the maximization-pattem o[ behavior and the paramount position
of the m-called economic principle could hardly rail to be aware
of the fact that the basic source of both is to be found in the
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phenomenon of scarcity. A c|ear understanding of the _ndamen-
tal character of scarcity asa condition of human action began with
the work of Car| Menger. 6 Menger sti]| considered economics as
concerned essentia||y with __ts, but his definition of "economic
gn_ts" and of "economizing" placed the condition of scarcity in
the fore_ront. The four components of the activity of economizing,

Menger exp|ained in 1872, are ca|led into play only when "Che
requirements of men for many goods ate greater than the quan-
tities available to them." T

It is of some importance that writers such as Menger used the
criterion of scarcity asa refmement of the definition of economics

couched in temas o[ goods. This circumstance throws light on the
relation of the idea of scarcity to the emergence of a clearly rec-
ognized "economic principle." Such a relationship was perceived
very soon. Dietzel, in attacking the notion that the economic prin- !
ciple provídes a valid means of descríbing the scope of economic !

science, remarked that the cñterion of scarcity suffers from the i
same inadequacies as the economic principle, to which it is, in-

deed, equivalent, s It is obvious that conformity to the economic
principle is called forth by scarcity. In fact, what the economic
pñnciple is to economics, considered as the analysis of behavior,

scarcity is to economics, viewed as the analysis of goo&.
Although several German writers, including Schgttle and Cohn, °

had laid stress on the phenomenon of scarcity and its importance
for economics, there is reason to believe that this díd not imply

the recognition of the tole of "economizing" in Menger's sense.
Scarcity can be associated with economic affairs, not necessarily as

a means of genuine demarcation, but merely asa simplib/ing
device for the theorist. Anything appertaining to the satisfaction
of material wants, let us say, may be comidered as economic, but

in order to facilitate analysis it may be necessary to confine atten-
tion to scarce goo_. Determinate solutions of economic pmblems, i

it is found, are yielded only when scarce goods ate involved. And
this property of scarce goods may be employed in marking out the
scope of economic science wiLhout seeing scarcity as atfording any •
real m__ns of distinguishing the economic from other phenomena.
The accident that makes scarce goods particularly amenable to
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theoretical manipu|ation may not lead to the discovery of any

uniqueness in the act of economizing at alL

Something of this seems to underlie Neumann's treatment of

the definition of economics in terms of scarcity. In his survey,

made in the eighties of the last century, of attempts to define eco-

nomics, Neumann rejected the criterion of scarcity on rather sur-

prising grounds, which reveal his limited appreciation of the real
nature of this criterion. Scarce goods, Neumann asserted, ate some-

times used for noneconomic purposes, e.g., for artistic ends. More-

over, Neumann added, there ate cases of economic activity that

involve only nonscarce goods. Thus, when ah entrepreneur ac-

quites sea water, a nonscarce commodity, for the purpose of rent-

ing out sea-water baths, he is surely engaged in economic activity,

even though he is dealing in what, according to Menger's defini-

tion, is a "noneconomic" good. l0 It is fairly obvious that ah under-

standing of the nature of the act of economizing would have

prevented Neumann from offering these objections. In so lar as

sea-water baths ale scarce, their provision surely entails economiz-

ing and is hence ah economic activity, no matter how plentifully

one of the materials may be obtainable in some other situation.

And in so lar as the materials for the expression of artistic im-

pulses ate scarce, their provision is also governed quite as power-

fully by the economic principle.

Outside Germany there were, before the turn of the century,

hr fewer references to scarcity asa possible cñterion for defining

the nature of economic activity. Walras was one of the few writers
who stressed this cñteñon. He required that what he called
riche_sesociaIe be both useful and scarce. It is not an accident that

Walras' term for marginal utility is _'areté. One writer has re-
marked that "Walras' rareté appears to be a truer concept than
the common notion of marginal utility, for . . . he gives clear
recognition to the fact that supply limitatiom ale included and
expre__,d in it." u For the test, the focusing of attention by mathe-
matical economists generally on the role of maximization must be
accompanied by a lively awareness, even ir not explicitly ex-
pressed, of the restñction of such behavior to cases admitting of a
fraite maximandum.
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During the present century scarcity definitions of economics
have become decidedly popular. Precursors of Robbins' formula-
tion in terms of the act of economizing scarce means for the attain-
ment of competing ends include a number of prominent figures.
Besides Menger (in the last century), Robbins himself cites such
wñters as Wicksteed, Mises, Fetter, Strigl, Sch6nfeld and Mayer in
this regard. Moreover, Robbins' formulaon has been described
as in some dcgree akin to ideas expressed by Spann and Oppen-
heimer. Both Voigt and Max Weber paid explicit attention to this
point of view. 12Any number of writers could be mentioned who,
without endorsing Robbins' definition of economics, yet ascribe
the central economic tole to scarcity. In fact, one or two writers
llave felt bound, in reaction to this trend, to moderate the general

enthusiasm Sor the conception of scarcity by asserting the possi-
bility of ah economics of "abundance." ls It must be admitted that
these writers do not demonstrate any partiality to the notion of

"economizing," from the standpoint of which abundance is mean-
ingless in any other than a relative sense.

There was thus a long tradiñon in economic literature in which
the importance of the limitation of resources was recognized, and
there were, moreover, many indications poínting to the possibility
of using the administration of scarce meam as the distinguishing
criterion o[ the econ_omic.14In pressing the scarcity o[ means into
service as the very core of everything economic, and by discovering
in the effects of coping with such scarcity ala economic aspect to
actávity in general, Robbins was crystallizing ideas that had al-
ready been in ferment for some time. Perhaps the most useful
service afforded by the fresh formulanon lay in the dafity with i

which the conception of economic activity as consisting in "econ- !
omizing" was contrasted with the older definitiom. Perhaps never i
before had the notion of the allocation of scarce means among
competing ends been so consciously and vigorously p¢esented as -_

independent of the particular nature of the en& and meam that
ma y be involved.
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Economizing and Maximization

Besides the sources for Robbins' formulation to be found in

earlier references to scarcity and the approaches to the funda-
mental notion of economizing, yet another line of thought that
was historically relevant to the emergence of the new definition
must be recognized. This was the stress on the maximization
principle, the getting of the most out of the least, as the distinctive
mark of economic activity. The appearance and development of
this line of thought has been outlined in an earlier chapter; at
this point the relationship between the two concepts--maximiza-
tion and economizing--must be briefly pointed out.

Maximization as a possible criterion for distinguishing eco.
nomic phenomena had been clearly suggested towards the last
quarter of the past century and even earlier. In its earlier expres-
siom the so-called economic principle usually referred to the
max/mization of some tangible entity such as wealth and thus
bore little resemblance to economizing. However, when maximi-
zation is understood to refer to something less objective, such as
pleasure of satisfaction, then its similañty to the acto[ economiz-
ing becomes fairly close. After all, the economizing of scarce
meam in the face of competing arraysof ends is undertaken with
the purpose of squeezing as much "satisfaction" out of available
resources as their shrewd management will permit. Justas the bare
concept of economizing abstractsñ'om the concrete ends at which
activity is aimed and the specific means utilized to attain them, so
does the idea of getting the greatest return at the least cost. It was
seen in ah earlier chapter, in fact, that the shift in emphasis to the
mayimi_tion pñnciple was dosely associated with the denial of
any specifically economic impulse.

But while the allocation of scarcemeans among competing ends
can be subsumed under the concept of maximization, the converse
is not true. And the ditferences between the two classificatiom of
action, maximization and economizing, ate perhaps even more
significant than their similañties. Robbim himself pointed out in
a foomote that the "maximization of sathfaction" simply replaces
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the array of "ends" of action by ah ultimate goal, viz., satisfaction,
to the achievement of which our "ends" are to be regarded as

proximate) s The scarcity of means then enforces the relinquish-
ment of some of our "ends," at the same time that the task of

maximizing satis_action determines the way in which the available
means ate disposed among the various "ends" chosen. Maximiza-
tion, with one ultimate end in view, is thus the source of econ-

om/zing limited resources among altemave subordinate "ends."
This description of the relationship between maximizing satisfac-
tion and economizing reveals several features of the former cate- !

gory of actíon that restrict its usefulness asa characterization of the !
nature of economic activity and perhaps helps to explain the __

d

limited part played by the concept of maximization in the line of i
thought that led to the allocation view of economics.

In substitut/ng an ultimate end such as satisfaction for the __
intermedíate "ends" chosen as conducive to ir, the conception of
economíc activity as ma_mizing behavior suffers fi,om two weak- _i

nesses. On the one hand, it/nvolves setting up suda ah ultimate
end, with the presumption that it can be meaningfully "maxi-
mi_ed"; on the other hand, it ignores the multiplicity of inter- i_
mediary "ends" and the effects that their very number has on the _

allocation of resources. The first weakness, the postulation of ah :_

ultimate "satisfaction" that can be ma_mized, is brought into ._

relief by the way in which the alternative notion of economizing i_
scarce resources among competing ends avoids altogether this
awkward idea of "quantities" of satisfaction. The concept of econ-
omizing dispenses with the neoes.ity of assuming that men actas

ir the*/were constantly scanning a potential "store" of satisfacdon
and striving to accumulate the largest possible stock. Instead, this
concept recognLzes that men act to change their situation tmdl no
further action promises to lead to a condidon preferred to the

present one. The advance in econonfics írom the stress on maxi-
miz_ng satishction to that on economi_ing thus paralleht the ad-
vance from the older udlity analysis (especially where it involved
cardinal udlíty) to the more recent indifference techn/ques.

The second weaknem of the concept of maximization, that it __

ignores the multiplicity ¢t intermediate "ends," is a comequence
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of the fact that it abstracts too drastically from actual economic
activity. It may be true to say that the economizing of resources is
merely the maximization of a more ultimate satisfaction, but to
speak in such terms is to miss one of the really significant features
of economic activity, the allocation of these resources among the
different uses clamoring for these limited means. The whole idea
of the allocation of limited resources and their economic distribu-

tion among the competing demands for them is hidden under the
facile phrase, "the maximization of satisfaction." The constraint
to administ¢r resources, to apportion them judiciously among al-
temative uses by the care[ul comparison and weighing of relative
degrees of importance--a necessity imposed by the fact that the
intermediate "ends" ate numerous--is overlooked in the maximi-
zation formula. By its stress on allocation as the characteñstic
feature of economic activity, the concept of economizing, on the
other hand, leads directly to the appreciation of the significance
for economics of the idea of price and exchange at the margin.
Hence, this formulation is eminently suitable for characterizing
the subject matter of economics.

These considerations thus clearly set Robbins' definition apart
from the earlier definitions of economic activity in terms of
maximization, despite the undoubtedly important part that the
iatter conception, in conjunction with the literature on scarcity,
played in the emergence of Robbins' view of economics. Robbins'
formulation of this view, which sees the essence of the subject
matter of economics in the peculiar quality of economizing be-
havior, attracted the critical attention of economists to an extent

achieved by no previous attempt at definition. Several waves of
debate were set in motion conceming variousaspects of the freshly
expounded view. These must now be examined more closely, and
their investigation will provide ah opportunity to glance at the
most important of the opiniom inspired by Robbins' work.

The Eharacter o! RobbinY Definition

Robbins wasat some paim to point out that the conception of
economics that he expounded had ah entirely different character
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f_m that of the previously accepted conceptions of the subject.
The earlier definitions had almost invariably been classificatory,
marking off certain kinds of behavior, i.e., behavior directed to :_

certahl typ¢s of ends, as the subject matter of economics. Robbim'
own formulaÜon, on the other hand, is analytical. It "does not
attempt to pick out certain kinds of behavior, but focuses atten-

tion on a particular aspect of behavior, the n'm imposed by the __
influence of scarcity." te Hitherto it had been beHeved possible to !_
describe certain acts and activities as being "economic"; Robbíns' _o%

defmition, however, does not consider the adjective "economic" c
as at all appropñate for the descripon of any actas such, but sees
it as singling out a point of view fi'om which actiom may be ex- _z
amined. Whereas the earlier defmitions of economic atEairs had _;

searched for criteria sut]iciently comprehensive, and yet snflic.ienfly
exclusive, to describe accurately a given c/ass of acts, Robbins'

definiÜon sets forth the particular interests that actuate the s_n-
gling out of the economic aspect of ah act. Ah act pertains to __.

economic science in so fitr asit reveah the consequences of a _

compulsion to allocate scarce resourc_ among conflictin_g ends.
Robbim' formulation thus differs fi-om others perhaps lem in its
choice of a criteñon fa_rdefmiÜon than in its radically di_erent /
conception of the kind of idea that is to be defined.

The criÜcs subjected this feature of Robbím' contñbution to i

clme attendon and expressed a wide range of opiniom concerning
its validity and significance. Wñters who hailed Robbim' book as :_

ah auspidous vaming point in the conception of economic sci-
ence and who viewed hís definition asa final and definitive pro-
nouncement on the particular problem with which it grappled
sawone of its prindpal merits in _ concem wíth ah aspectof
action rather than with a particular kind of actionJ7 Wñter_
asseuing the diference bet_een Robbim' defmition and earlier
attempts _ this aptam_ as one of the mea significant
features of his contñbution:S Those who have _bed (and
deplored) Robbim' defmition as the "dominant academic doc-
trine"llavehad especialIyin mind its lack of cmuama with the __

panic-l_r ends involved and ir, mm on viewia 8 a¢tim __
ñem a given "_" m

¢
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As the essential component of Robbim' definition, this disre-
gard for the kinds of ends pursued in action had certain further
consequences that aroused lively discussion. Perhaps the foremost
of these is the ethical neutrality of the economic point of view as
set forth by Robbins. Ir the economist is, as such, exempted or
interdicted from choosing particular ends of action as his special
concern, then the results of bis researches will be achieved with
ethical indifference towards the data with which he deals. This

consequence of the definition of economics in termso[ a particular
aspect of action is reserved for separate discussion later in this
chapter.

Two implications of this ethical neutrality have led to sharp
criticism of the definition as a whole. On the one hand, the
abandonment of the search for particular ends of action meant
that the range of economic interest is widened to cover the "eco-
nomic aspect" of actiom that had not been able to qualify for
inclusion in the class o[ "economic" acts on the basis o[ any of the
previous definitiom. On the other hand, the lack of concern for
the nature o[ ends facilitated an academic detachment from the
full reality of actions and the cultivation of a "purely formal"
view of the economist's interest in the relationship between ends
and meam.

A. THE "BREADTH" OF ROBBINS' DEFINITION

The [ormer of these two implications led to immediate at-
tacks on Robbim' defmition condenming it as being lar too wide,
i.e., ss bringing within the scope of economics phenomena in
regard m which the economist has no pro[essional competence
and to which economists llave historically paid no attention what-
soever. Some writers llave tended to see in this alleged shortcoming
ah opportunity to indulge their wit in describing the problcms---
whether litera W controversies, games o[ ch¢ss, of even affairs of
the heart--with which Proíessor Robbins, on the basis of his own
de6nition o[ economics, should, as ah economist, be equipped
to deal.S

Ultimately them aua_ and the comequent pronouncements
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rejecting the concept of economi_ing asa criterion for defining
the nature of economic phenomena provide yet another instance i
of the similarities between the conception of economics asa sci. !
ence concerned with economizing and the conception of it as a i
science concerned with maximization. Writers in the eighties of

the last century who had considered the essence of economic be-
havior to consist in the impulse toward maximization had found
themselves vulnerable to the objection that this propensity char-

acterízes all human activities. The fact that economizing, like i
maximization, is ah operation capable o£ being performed in
widely differing situations means that the use of such a concept
asa criteríon for defming the nature of the economic cuts across

traditional boundaries. But clearly if a definition is to beInany

rejected as too wide, some area must be accepted as the standard of __"í.

reference. The stress that economists in the past have laid on the _iphenomena of the market as the atea to which their researches
applied makes suspect a definition that sees ah essential economic
unity existing in activities rangíng lar beyond this area.

Nevertheless, there is an important sense in which the defmition __.
of the economic in terms of economizing is less suspect in this
regard than that couched in terms of maximization had been. The

latter had been used in the forro of the so-called economic pñn-
ciple, which was seen as essentially a principle of explanation. _,
Market phenomena were explained on the hypothesis of the exist-
ence of such ah economic principle. The concept of a forro of
behavíor characterized by maximization was found to yield the
results requirecl to understand the real economic world. From tls _.
point of view, the definition of economics as the science concerned :
with the maximizaUon pattern o[ behavior drew the boundaries
of the subject in such a way as to include aH phenomena that
admitted of explanation on the hypothesis of the existence o[ mch
a principle. Any activity that involved maximi,ation was thm !"

/n/ma fac/e economically relevant. And here the objection was im-
mediately raised that such a criterion embraced all human be-
havior, including aleas in which maximization did not lead to
"ex_anations" such as economist_ had succcsdully provided in -_
whatwasthenacceptedasthedomain of economics.
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Robbins' definition of economics in terms of economizing was
in a somewhat different case. The concept of economizing was not
being used as ah explanatory device at all, but only as a means of
characterizing certain behavior. The fact that such behavior

proved more amenable to economic analysis in regard to market
phenomena than in other cases does not necessarily void the use
of this definition, since the latter is not predicated on its suitability
for this kind of economic analysis. At most, the criticisms aimed
at Robbins' definition could cast doubt on its suitability for

readily characterizing the day-to-day problems to which economic
theory is most [requently applied. Professor Robbins himself has
presented the case for his exemption from this type of criticism. __

B. THE "FORMALISM" OF ROBBINS' DEFINITION

The other implication of the ethical neutrality inherent in
Robbim' definition has occasioned perhaps even warmer debate.
Ir economic theory is seen as focusing interest, not on the actual
ends of acdon, but merely on the bare relationship that scarce
resources have to these ends, then the theory becomes very formal,
very pure indeed. Robbins stressed this feature of his conception
of economics as finally detaching the essentially economic struc-
tute of action ñ'om the clutter of concrete data necessarily en-
veloping ir in the real world. But several critics saw this "formal-
ism" as ah arid scholastic exercise that succeeded only in leaving
out the important features of an economic problem.

This view found its most forthright expression in Souter's bit-
ter essay in 1933 fiercely defending the "Living Classical Faith,"
reverently associated with the name of Marshall, against the "Aus-
tñan" position as set forth by Robbins. Apparently Professor
Robbins carne to be identified as a "juggler with a stadc verbal

logic" and a "profane sunderer of 'forro' írom 'substance.'" Per.
haps the principal target for Souter's scathing denunciation was
the attempt to define economics as distinct from other disciplines
in terms of its attitude towards a sub]ect matter that ir shared in
common with these other disciplines. Souter's attack on Robbim'
"íormalism" arises from bis burning belief in the status of eco-

t
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nomics asa member in a "society" of sciences, each of which can
be sealed in ah airtight receptacle only on the penalty of death.Zt
The issue raised by the "formalistic" approach to economics is
whether the science "/s to enter upon the fatal path of fasddious
wíthdrawal ti'oro organic intercourse with its fellows; or whether
it will llave the courage and honesty to assume its rightíul place

: in the society of sciences." _ As a member of such a society, eco-
i nomics is "necessarily and inevitably dependent upon sociology,

upon psychology, upon technology," _t and progTess in eco-

nomics must derive bom "organic" relationihil_ with the other
discíplines.

All this leads to the almost emotional rejection of Robbim'
conception of ends that the economist treats from the outset
merely as data.Economics may legimately take over from ethics
or psychology the finished results of theír study of the determina.
tion of the concrete means and ends involved in human action.

But any attempt to comider economic analysis or the conception

of ah economic aspect of a problemas possíble without taking
into account such factual information concerning the content of
actíon is "mete hocus-pocus." _ To treat the concrete ends of
action as "given," in the "perverted" sense of not affcctingeco-

nomic analysis, is a display of imtincts that ate "corruptly sophis-
ticated" 2e and involves the bartering of the Mecca of "economic
biology" for the mess of pottage of an illusory "staÜc precision."

Professor Parsom, in a paper _llowing shortly aher that of
Souter, provided a calmly reasoned appraísal of the issues involved
in the Robbins-Souter controversy. Parsmzs pointed out that the
"formalism" that Souter denounces is not quite the same formal-
ism that Robbins is rather pleased to fmd in his conception of
economics.According to Robbim, economics is formal in the Kme
that it is abstract, making use o[ "logic," which is not confined to
specific historical situatiom. Souter, on the othet hand, attacks
Robbim' defmition on the groun& that ir makes econmnia a
"purely formal science of imp]i¢atiom" in the _me oí "having
no reference whatever to empirical facts." Ir exception b taken to
Robbim' view of economks as neceuarily abstract became it in.
volves the me of logical _ then the road i_ epen to a
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complete "empiricisn{'and Historismus._ The only room le[t
for debate on Robbins' formalism is the ñuitfulness of the par-
ticular abstractiom that Robbins requires for tris conception of
economics.

Such criticisms of Robbim' view of economics, objecting to the
degree to which it makes abstraction from reality, have, of course,
been made. One wñter has recently deplored the fact that by
"eliminating economic ends per se, the concept of 'economizing'
has diverted attention from the really signiñcant aspects of be-
havior in modern economy (for example, pecuniary thinking and
acquisitive drives) . . ."29 But there is some difference between
this kind of criticism and that of Souter. In the type of complaint
that is voiced here there is room for recognition of the validity
of an independent category of economizing. There is even room
for recognition of the fundamental and possibly universal char-
acter of the category in its significance for economic problems. It
is only objected that too-exclusive concentration by the economic
theorist on this aspect of action may hinder adequate recognition
of the particular, empiñcal content of a concrete economic prob-
lem. When the economist comes to apply his professional skills to
the understanding of actual economic phenomena, it is argued, his
attempt may be handicapped by the attitude with which he ap-
proaches the tasL His conception of the nature and role of eco-
nomic theory may prevent recognition of the actual facts of the
situaon the understanding of which could explain matters,
whereas treating it purely asa case of economiñng does not lead
to ah immediate mlution. In otber words, this objection does
not necessarily question the validity of the concept of economizing
as a crit¢ñon, but merely condemm it as inadequate in its applica-
tion to the problems of the real world because of the "misleading"
of "unfruitñfl" abstraction that it may make from significant ele-
ments of these problems. Souter, on the other hand, is objecting
to theory, not in this way, as unsuitable for practical application,
but altogt_er. He is opposed to the conception of a theory that
has no reference to the phenomena of the real world. Yet, as Par-
mm pointed out, the altemative to the "aspect" type of defmition
propounded by Robbim mmt comi_tently lead all the way in an
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empiricist direction to the ultimate repudiation of the legitimacy
of analytical abstraction to any degree and for any purpose.

In the last analysis, the attempts to condemn Robbins' deñnition
of economics on account of its "formal" character fall into the

same class as attempts to d/scredit economic theory as such and to
construct an "economics" altogether free of theoretical proposi-
tions. The search for the definition of economíc science in a par-
ticular "aspect" of the phenomena with which it deals simply
brings to the task of definition the analytical attitude with which
economic theorists have always expounded the substantive content
of the discipline.

The Nature ol Ends and Means

Apart from the more general considerations surrounding the
"formal" character of Robbins' definition, couched as ir is in
temas of abstract ends and means, there has been some discussion

of a narrower and perhaps more technical character concerning
the nature and validity of the concepts of ends and means,se

Several writers have seen the relationship of ends and means in
temas oEwhich Professor Robbins defines economic science as ah
artificial schema that does violence to the true nature of human

action. In a book in which the concept o[ ah end oEaction is used
many, many times, Robbins devoted very little space to explaining
the nature of ah "'end" and to elucidating the ditñculties that the
notion involves. Robbim had described human ends as associated
with "tendencies to conduct which can be defmed and under-

stood." This description was seized upon as typical of a certain
"positivism" that critics believed themselves m llave detected in
Robbim' position. Robbins is eager, it is contended, to invest a
study of economizing--which is a subjective notion--with the
objectivity of scienc£. He has sought to achieve this by pressing
human action into a mould involving ends and meam that can be
defmed and understood. Ends are in this respect conceived of as
quite aualogous to the definite "extemal" resources of nature that
consdmte meam. Ends, that la, ate considered as "extemal'" to
the actor. The relatiomhip between the definite meam, on the one
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hand, and equally definite ends, on the other, defines the scope of
economic science. This view of Robbins on the nature of ends has
been severely criticized by severa! writers.

The critics, among whom n_y be narned Souter, Parsons, and
Macfie,pointed to a number of inadequacies in Robbins' schema.S_
The concept of purpose as fundamental to human action seems to
be wholly excluded. Ends ate simply correlates of "tendencies to
conduct"; this draws attention completely away from the con-
scious aiming that pervades economic activity. By squeezing the
element of purpose out of action, Robbins' structure of ends and
means is "timeless" in the sense that it ignores the fact that ends
are never presented to the actor coincidentally with the means. Ir
an economic act ap_rtions resourcesamong desired ends in much
the same way asa pie is shared among a hungry hmily, then the
economic act does not exist. Ends can be conceived as observable
states of affairs only alter their achievement. At the time of the
contemplation of action, ends ate to the actor only antici_tions
of future ho_d-for states of affairs.A/ter an action has been com-
pleted, it can be described as having achieved a certain allocation
of resources among ends, but to characterize an action on these
grounds as having involved the subjective notion of economizing
is to consider the action f_om a merely behavioristic standpoint,s2
This indictment of Kobbins on the cbarge.of "behaviorism" and
"positivism" gains in interest in the light of the contribution of
the praxeologica! conception of economics, to be taken up in the
following chapter.

In addition to the criticisms of Robbins' concretization of ends,

some debate has develoi_l on the very obvious relativity of the
ends-means schema. It has been pointed out that ends may be
comidered as means to further ends, and that means may be
equally well considered as the ends of earlier actions. Conscious-
ness of this ttimsiness in the ends-means dichotomy must neces-
sañly raise doubts about the validity of a category such as
economizing whose claim to a definite status is based exclusively
on the relatiomhip between ends and means,

Ir may be observed that the facile manner in which Robbim
assumes the existence of definite ends, without careful discussion
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ofthehct_bat__ ate,asa tole,setup merelyM int_¿_Imte
totheachievementoffur_erchaímofends,_stosomeextentto

be expected h'om his unconcern with the purposive element in
action,ss We have noticed cñÚcism of Robbins' formuladon on
this score, and there appears to be a direct link between this atti-
tude and the postulation of absolute categoñes of ends and means.
Felix Kauhnann has drawn attendon to the fact that it is because

of the element of purpose in human conduct that immediate ends
are only the means to further ends.u Ka-fmann sees the lack of
agreement conceming the definition of the subject matter of eco-
nomics as arising out of the three possible "levels" of ends that
may be considered relevant: the end of acquisition of goods, the
forther end of consuming them, and the supposed ultimate end
of increasing one's happiness. But what is of momemtin appraising
Robbins' definitíon is not so much the particular "levels" into
which ends may more or less arbitrarily be classified; ir is cather
the fact that ends, in so lar as economic activity is described as
directed towards ends, are such only relatively to the particular
and immediate context of the action,ss

Thís con_sideration of itsel_ would not, of course, seriously
threaten Robbins' conceptualization of action in terms of means
and ends. Parsom,se following upa ch_ssificationof the chaira of
means_nd relaonships into "ultimate ends" oí action, "ultimate
meam," and an intermediate sector (in which actiom involve
both the mean._ to more nearly ultimate en& and the ends of
previous preliminary actiom), has shown how economic action
fmds its place in the interm_i_te sector.

But while the concept of economy and the operaÜon of econ-
omizing does not depend on the "al_lute" status of an "end" of
acÜon, at least one writer has shown the weakness of the ends-
meam dichotomy ím a method of separating the scí__ of eco-
nomics h-om technology. It had been one of the principal merits
¢ñ Robbim' f0ormulationthat it provided ah elegant and concep-
tuaUy neat device for _ bex-'weenpmbleam of eco-
nomics, on the one hand, and problems of technology, cm the
other. Where alteruative defmitiom o_ eammn_ being
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catory in character, failed to provide a satishctory means of ex-
cluding technology, the analytical defmition advanced by Robbins
enabled hito to use Mayer's distinction: "The problem of tech-
nique añses when there is one end and a multiplicity of means,
the problem of economy when both the ends and the means ate
multiple." s_

There will be occasion later in this chapter to review some
criticisms of the validity of this distinction; at this point the objec-
tion must be noticed that the very nature of the concepts, ends
and means, makes the distinction inadequate. In a recent paper
Rivett ss has contended that while Mayer's distinction is valid in
itselL "it cannot be used to separate the science of economics from
the science of technology, pushing some relationships into the first
field and others into the second." This is ultimately due to the
fact that any course of action undertaken to achieve a desired
end thereby becomes itself an end intermediate to the achieve-
ment of the originally conceived end. In Rivett's example, ir a
penál is picked up in order to accomplish the end of wfiting,
there has been introduced an additional, subordinate end of pick-
ing up the pencil. Pursuing this line of thinking, Rivett has no
difliculty in demonstrating that the attempt to attain the single
end--which, according to the Mayer-Robbim view is the problem
of technologp--may involve the intermediate pursuit of various
subordinate ends that may well conflict with one another. The
same problem of securing the single end, a problem of technology
f'rom the point of view in which the subordinate ends ate seen
merely as meajas, thus becomes a problem of economy from the
point of view of a more minute scrutiny in which the harnessing
of any of these means is recognized as itself _ing all the quali-
ties of ah end.

Once again Robbim' disregard of these considerations seems in
consonance with his lack of concern for the element of purpose in
human action. Once ah end has been postulated as the goal of
action, then all the actiom undertaken with this end in view can,
ex _ 1acto, be grouped in a separate class from that of the end.
AII the chaira of subordinate ends and meam leading up to the
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final goal can be telescoped together m forro a homogeneous pool
of "resources"and "means" for the final goal. But from the point
of view of the actor, such a díchotomy is in no sense unique or
even especially significant. To hito these resources, means, and i
subordinate courses of action ate all arrayspointing purposefuUy ]
to the final end, butat the same time and for the same reason con- Ltaining subpatterns of purposefully ordered arrays,within each of
which the ex post/acto dichotomy betweens ends and means could
be distinguished with equal validity.

These criticisms of Robbíns' formulation in terms of ends and

means may perhaps be most illuminatingly s__mmed up by re[-
erence to the very interesting discussion by Tagliacozzo._ In the
course of ah exhaustive analysisof the nature of economic "error,"
i.e., of "uneconomic" behavior in failing to resist,the temptation
of the moment, Tagliacozzo points out that in full reality action
necessañly involves the complete identity of ends and meam.
Tagliacozzo's work has especial relevance for the praxeological
view of economics and will be discussed more thoroughly in the
succeeding chapter. At this point we note Tagliacozzo's contention
that when the economic agent succt_mbsto a fleeting temptation
(e.g., the purchase of wine) at variance with a prearranged eco-
nomic program,bis "error" exists only as relative to the arbítrarily
postulated goal of the program. To judge his action as "uneco-
nomic," became ir involves ah inappmpriate disposition of
"mearm," is to ímpose írom the outside an end_means schema
that does not conform to the real situation. Seen f_romthe stand-

point of full reality, the purch__ of wine, as an autonomous act,
involves the full identity of the end and the meam. Without be-
coming involved at _ point in the signiticance of the_ ideas _r
the concept of economíc "rationality," th discusion foou_
attention very clearly on the weakness of Robbim' ends-means
_rmulation. En& and meam are clearly imposed categories arfi-
ficiaUy dissecfing the elemenu of action; recognition of the rela-
tivity of these categories leads to the demand for their lar more
careful use in attempts to define the nature of economic activiff
and the _:ope of eomomk _ience.
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"Given'" Ends and Meam

Implicit in the formulation of the nature of economic activity
in terms of the allocation of scarce resources with regard to a|ter-
native ends is the assumption that the ends of action ate merely
"data" for the economist investigating economic activity. This
property of Professor Robbins' definion, that is, its treatment of
wants as given (and, for the purpose of a given economic prob-
lem, constant), has been accorded considerable attention. It has,
of course, a|ready been noticed in this chapter that ah important
and widely discussed characteristic of Robbins' definítion was its
identification of the economic by sing|ing out ah aspect of phe-
nomena. This, too, is close|y re|ated to his treatment of ends and
wants as data. Where ear|ier definitions had identified economic

activity with action directed toward certain more of |ess we|l-
defined ends, Robbins cu|tivated ah unconcem for the nature of

the ends ínvolved in action. Necessarily this meant the removal
of these ends from the range of phenomena to be studied and
their relegation to the rea|m of given information upon which the
problem to be investigated is based. All this, of course, gave rise
to criticism on the _ of those wishing to see the economists, in
close collaboration with students of the neighboring disciplines,
pay more attention to the realities of concrete action. 4o

But apart [roto the complaint that the treatment of ends as
mete data is an unholy attempt to extrude from economics the
contribuom of the psychologist and the sociologist, this notion
o[ ends implies a pro[oundly important outlook on the very nature
of human action and the possibility of its scientific explanation. In
the [uU reality of human action the values of men and the ends to
which they direct their energies are continually changing, con-
tinually becoming modified under the impacto[ outside changes
as well as through the effect of changes wrought by the very acuon
aimed at the original ends and by the ver}, ef[ort of pursuing those

ends. The attempt to introduce scientific explanatory analysis into
the study o£ human action has involved the isolation, from the
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tangled intñcacies of the web of action, of ah element in it that !
we call its economic aspect. According to Robbins' concepfion of i

the precise nature of this element, its isolation involves the analysh i
of action in terms of its relation to the array of ends as the), are
esteemed at a given moment in time. Any proposition deduced
from the fundamental concept of the economic act will thus have ,
relevance only within the particular frame of reference relatively
to which the economic aspect o_ action has meaning--i.e., the
en& whose respective values were the data of the problem.

This víew of the nature of the assumptiom implicit in economic
theory involves two important corollañes. First, eoonomic theory
can only analyze the ímplicaom of given wants; it cannot as such
explain or det_imine change$ in wímU;then_elves (although, of
course, its explanaÜom can throw enormom light on these ques-
tions). Second, economic theory has validity only on the ímump-
tiom of the constancy of wants throughout the duration of the
problem under comíderation.

The danger in the conception of ends as data has already been
commented on in thb chapter. "Id construct a model of action in
terms of ends so conceived may well lead one unwittingly to dis.
regard the fact that to the actor him_lf ends ate not data at all,
but llave been purposefully chosen and ate comtanfly in danger of
being supplanted by newly # ends.e In viewing economics as
concerned with preselected ends that ate the ultimate bame of
reference £or a particular economic problem, one mmt exercise
comtant care not m tramfi3rm these chmen ends inm objective
"pul.W' similar to physiologically condifioned "needs," íor
would mm economic activity into a _ries o_ reflexes _mive to
quasi-bioiogi__.

Several wñten have pointed out th_ ñ_nn the economic point
of view it ii not only the ends that ate data, but aho the meanL
The economic element is the ¢oordination of _ven en¢h and
meam whme sulntance economic analym do_ not and cannot at-
tempt to explore. _ Knight _pecially has deplored the
unfortunate habit of _ing eo3nomiot as _ with
meam, but not with ends. In any _me in which ends ate data
f_r economics and are thm not the _ of the economis_
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meam ate no less "given" and beyond the range of the economic
problem.a

In this respect ir is interesting to examine the formula with
which Max Weber attempted to distinguish between economics
and technology. The problem of expressing such a distínction
seems to have exerted some f_cination, as attested by the recur-
rence of passages in Weber's writings discussing this question.
Weber brought the disdnction flato alear relief by asserting that
"economic action is primarily oriented to the problem of choosing
the end to which a thing shall be applied; technology, to the prob-
lem, given the end, of choosing the appropriate meam." A gen-
uinely economic character is that which "takes account of altema-
tive ends and not only of mean_ fora given end." _ This way of
expre_ing the distinction may at first give the impression that in
economic action the meam are given, and the ends ate stil! to be
selected, whereas in technology the ends ate given, and the meam
ate to be selected._ It would be an error, however, to draw the
conclusion that Weber in any way dimgrees with the writers who
stress that in economics the ends as well as the meajas ate given.
Weber too recognized that the economic view of action takes the
actor's valuation of ends asa datum. Aíter all, ir is this idea that
is the cornerstone oí the concept of Wertfreiheit that Weber
championed as the proper setting for the analDis of economic
activity. Weber too is thinking of a given array of ends ordered
by the (not-to-be-studied) valuatiom of the actor. What he has in
mind, of course, in de_ribing economic action as the choice of
ends to which given meam ate to be applied is simply the fact
that a given ordering of ends will necessitate the allocation of
meam among these ends in a manner peculiarly consistent with
this given order of estimation. Ends are to be "chosen," not in the
sense of being mTanged in order of relative esteem, but in the
sense of their receiving allocaÚom of r_'__ources.With alternative
ends competing for given meam, these me_ns must be allocated by
"choosing" [or each resource an end such that its allocation is in
harmony with the (already) adopted ordeñng of ends.

The conception of the ends of economic action as data involves,
we have noticed, two coroUañes. It is implicit in this concepdon L
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that the selection and ordering of ends do not constitute an eco-
nomic problem; and it follows that for the duration of any eco-
nomic problem its analysis must assume constancy in the relative
urgency of the wants that economic action seeks to satisfy. Both
these implications of Robbins' formulation are revealing. Ir re-
quires no great insight into the affairs of the world with which
economists largely deal to realize that ii the economist is m work
under the restraints imposed by these implícations, he must, in
his capacity as an economist, renounce interest in perhaps the

most fascinating and important aspects of the data with which he
works. The economist qua economist (and this phrase of Robbins
has been used by critics wíth characterisÚc, but hardly deserved,
sarcasm) must ignore the fact that tastes and values are swiftly
changing variables and must avert bis eyes from the.intensely in-
teresÜng and important processes whereby men arrive at their
judgments of value.

These limitations on the scope of the economist's arca of com-
petence have, of course, been condemned again and again by his-
torically-minded and institutionally-conscious critics of economic
theory. The fact that the validity of these limitations follows ñgor-
ously from Robbins' defmition of economics reveals the close
faithfulness with which this defmition of the subject mirrors the
procedures that economic theorists have, in fact, been foUowing
all the time. What the explicít recognition of the fact that the

phenomena with which the economist de.als are data does achieve
is the appreciation that self-restraint by economic theorists does
not spring from blindness to the facts of economic life. The "ab-
stractions" of the economists, against which realiscaLly-minded
critics llave so vigomusly rebelled, are ínherent in the nature of
the problems to which they addreu themselves. Their subject
matter forms a distinct field precisely because there exists ím ele-
ment in action that is distinct f_om the nature of the ends of

action and at least concetxually independent of the processes
whereby ends are selected and ordered. It must surely be rcgantcd
as a merit of Robbim' definition that it isolates _is element with

clarity. A 8rasp of the dsaracter of this element in action makes ir
imm¢dJately cvident that the severely _bed applicabili_
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o[ the propositions enunciated by the economic theorist, lar from
being the necessary result of a crudely unrealistic methodology, is
but the properly incomplete contribution of the specialist whose
skills have been developed by a judicious and ñ'uitful divisíon of
labor. Specific policy recommendations on economic affairs may
require long and careful study of the actual attitudes of human
beings, their wants, valuations, and expectations. Crucially im-
portant though such information may well be, the research and
scholarship involved in its compilation is different írom the al>"
plication of economic reasoning. Robbins' defmition brings this
distinction into sharp focus.

Single End and Multiple Ends

One of the basic components of Robbins' formulation of the
nature of economic activity is its assumption of the presence of a
multiplicity of ends to which the scarce resources can be applied
and among which they must be judiciously allocated. It has been
seen that Robbins hímself pointed out that where a single ultimate
end, such as "utility," is considered as the goal of action, then the
process of economizing resources among competing ends reduces
to the operation of maximizing this ultimate encL It has been
shown earlier in this chapter that the superiority of the defmition
of economics in temas of economizing over the definitions couched
in temas of the m_ximization principle has its source in the more
penetrating analysis of action that is made possible by the recogni-
tion of numerous competing wants whose satishction is conducive
to the ultimate end of utility.

It was the conception of economic activity as involving numer-
ous ends that enabled Robbins to adopt Mayer's distinction be-
tween economics and technology. Technology involves selection
among means for the attainment o[ only a single end, whereas eco-
nomics necessitates comparing the urgency of several competing
ends.e At this point attention must be tumed to the question of
the actual multiplicity of ends which, it is alleged, are m be [ound
in economic action, and, on the other hand, of the extent m which
the idea of aja underlying single ultima te end is to be considered
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essential to the Mayer-Robbins conception of economizing. The
problem arises partly from the very premise from which the
Mayer-Robbins formulation starts--the existence of a given
ordered array of vañously prized en&.

It was seen in the previous section that given wants in Robbim'
sense implied ah ordering of ends separate ti'oro the economic act
itself. Ir is on the assumption of previously ordered ends that the
process of aUocation of resources _n proceed. Professor Knight,
among others, has repeatedly stressed, however, tb_t the compari-
son of ends as to their importance and the allocation of resources
consistently with such a compañson imply "quantitative compara-
bility in the final results of aU uses of any 'resource' "; they im-
ply, in other words, that "there is really only one end." 4eIt would
have to be admitted, ir this argument be accepted, that "economic
action too is merely a matter of techníque in so hr as the ultimate
(single) end of action is concemed.

Ir must be noted that the reservatiom that these consideratiom

inspire concerning the validity of the notion of a multiplicity of
ends are rather different from those expressed by Souter and
Parsons on the same topic. The latter writers too laid stress on the
unified character of systems of ends, whether of the individual of
society; but their criticisms fix-usedchiefly on Robbim' exposition
of the ends of individual economizing in terms of psychological
"pulls" that, when unified/nto a "system," seem to contradict the
very concept of economy.4_The points raised by Knight, on the
other han& do not at all Ic6e their force even i£ the nature of the

ends of action is set forth in leas "positivist"'terms. I[ ends can be
compared and arranged in order, it is argued, there must be reme
common denominator relating them to one another. However re-
vealing and significant ir may be to break down this sin81e ultim_te
end of maximi_,_tiort into the n_rmerom intermediate eflds of

economizing, the elegant Mayer-Robbim distincticm between eco-
nomics and technolo8y seems dil_-ult to udvage.

It is interesting to draw attenÜon at _ point to a mmewhat
different characterization of economic activity as directed to a
single end, which was developed by Robbim himself, and which
has bcen used wi_ grea__t_ by Hayek. This is the view tha_
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recognizes the economic motive as "merely desire for general 013-
portunity, the desire for power to achieve unspecified ends." 48
Money has come to be linked with the economic motive, according
to this view, because it offers the means to enjoy the widest choice
of goods and services that we may desire. (One is remindecl of a
century-old definition of wealth that saw it, notas particulargoods
and services, but as the "power" m command goods and services
in general.) o

The relation between this understanding of an economic "end"
and the economic aspect of activity in general ís clear. We have, in
the description of the economically motivated actas one directed
at gaining the power to achieve unspecified ends, the view precisely
opposite to the older notion of economic activity as directed to a
single, sharply defmed end (such as material goods and the like).
The first step taken by Robbins away from the older type of
definition was the recognition of ah economic aspect to activity in
general, regardless of the concrete nature of the particular ends
involved. With the adjective "economic" freed of positive associa-
tion with specific ends, Robbins is now able to press still further
and identify the economic motive with acvity disth3guished pre-
cisely by the lack of any specifically selected ends.

h is unnecessaryto examine the doubts that have been expressed
whether Professor Robbins has in fact been able to salvage a
scienfically acceptable notion of an "economic" objective distinct,
let us say, from military and political objectives) ° What is of inter-
est in the present connection is the significance of the ver,/
conception of an activity distinguished by its orientation to ends-
in-general rather than to particular ends. The view of economic
activity as the effort to gain power to obtain ends that ate to be
selected only later represents an analysis of action that is in-
tñguingly parallel to that which ignores ahogether the muhi-
plicity of ends in human action. We have seen that acÚvity, as
analyzed h-oro the economic aspect0may be described in termso[
one oí two patterm. Either it may, with Robbins, be seen as the
allocation of meam with regard to numerous, ordered ends; or it
may, with Knight, be _ as the technique of maximizing, with
given restantes, the _ ultimate end, "satisfaction," in terms
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of which alone the numerous intermediate ends can conceivably
be compare& The concept of an activity directed at ends-in-gen-
eral involves the isolation of one kind of activity, which is, indeed,
related to numerous, desired ends, but in which the latter have
been superseded by a single end, notas their resultant, but as the
preliminary to theír attainment. Action was entirely deprived of
its economic aspect, in the Robbins-Mayer view, when the ends of
action were replaced by the end of "satisfaction," to which they
ate conceíved as being subservient. Where many ends were sup-
planted by a single end, viz., the resultant of them all, activity be-
carne merely a question of technique with regard to this single,
ultimate end. Now, on the other hand, we have isolated ah activity
in which numerous desired ends ate supersededby the síngle inter-
mediate goal of attaining power in general to command the as-yet-
unspecified further ends.

The recognition that a large part of human activity, that di-
rected at gaining general purchasing power in the forro of money,
does, in fact, conforto to this pattern is highly revealing. The
maximization of money income, of "wealth," as the essence of
economic activity was one of a group of concepts underlying many
older defmitiom of economics. The maximization of some less

specific entity, such as satisfaction, utility, welfare, and the like,
came to be identiñed with economics as a result of the introduc-

tion of subjective thinking into the discipline in the latter part d
the previous century. Robbim' formulation of the economic as-
pect of activity in temas of the allocation of scarce means among
numerous altemative ends is now seen to occupy a very special
position in respect to these two types of maximization. It begins
by pressing on to the multiplicity of ends of action that lie behind
the quest for wealth. It sees the economic aspect of action to exist
precisely in the circumstances brought about by this muhiplicity
of real goals and action. But it is, on the other hand, able to retain
its grip on thís economic aspea of action only by deliberately re-
ñ-aining ñ'om submerging the multiplicity of these ends into a
single, more ultimate end. The ¢conomic aspect of affairs,as seen
by Robbim, is predicated on aja interpretation of action that,
while reaching beyond the falte homogenízau'on of ends implicit
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in the defmition of all economic activity as the maximization of
the single end, "wealth," is able to resist the parallel homogeniza-
tion of ends in terms of their resultant that is implicit in the
characterization of action as the maximization of "satisfaction."

Economics and Ethics: the Positive and the Normative

Mention has already been made in thís chapter of one im-
portant implication of Robbins' formulation of the nature of eco-
nomic activity, viz., the necessary ethical neutrality of the
economic point of view. The highly controversial consequences
that have been drawn from this principle and the profound effect
that adherence to it must have on the tole of the economist and on

the nature of his analysis demanda more detailed account of this
aspect of Robbins' definition as well as the criticism with which
it has been confronted.

The demand that the economist preserve a scientific neutrality
with regard to the desirability of particular situations explored by
his analysis has been maintained with a hir degree of consistency.
Nineteenth-century economic methodologists had stressed the dis-
tinction between the science of political economy and a possible
art of political economy. "Almost all leadíng economists, from N.
Senior and J. S. Mili onwards" had made pronouncement "that the
science of economics should be concerned only with what is and
not what ought to be..." __By the turn of the century the rela-
tionship between economics and ethics had become a lively topic
for discussion in the German literature. Heated controversy over
the place of the Werturteil (value judgment) in economics cul-
minated, at the famous Vienna meeting in 1909 of the Verein fr
Sozialpolitik, in what Schumpeter describes as almost amounting
to a row.s2 It was at this time that Max Weber was vigorously
campaígníng for professional and academic Wertfreiheit in the
social sciences. What Robbins injected into this time-honored issue
was the claim to have demomtrated that such ethical neutrality on
the par of the economist follows with ngorous necessity from the
very defmition of ah economic problem.

Previously. the question of freedom from judgments of value
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on the part of the economist had been debated chiefly from con.
siderations of scientific propñety. Weber had devoted great pains
to demonstrating that investigation into the "cultural sciences" is
not incompatible with an attitude of detachment. Now Robbins
had attempted to make it clear that ethical considerations can,
by defmition, in no way affect the economic aspect of affairs. The
economic point of view is concerned with a concept of the act in
which the ends of action have been previously determined and
for the duration of whích those ends ale not permitted to change.
The content of these ends is completely irrelevant to the economic
aspect of the act and hence to economic analysis. Introduction of
judgments of value into the consideration of the economic come-
quences of acfion thus constitutes deliberate transgression of the
proper scope of economic inquiry.

In Robbins' exposition, this point of view found its expression
in the emphasis on the distinction between "positive" studies, on
the one hand, and "normative" studies, on the other.SS Between
these two fields of enquiry Robbins saw a "logical gulf," and it is
this unbñdgeable chasm that separates economics from ethics. The
two fields of study ate "not on the same plane of discourse."
"Propositiom involving the verb'ought' are different in kind from
propositiom involving the verb 'is.' .... Economics deals with as-
certainable facts; ethics with valuatiom and obligations." s4

Several years before the publication of bis Nature and Sig-
nificance of Economic So'ence, Professor Robbim, in objecting to
Hawtrey's postulaon of the ethical character of economic propo-
sitions, had been able m declare that Hawtrey's position was con-
trary to the general agreement of economists.ss However, Rob-
bins' more extended discussíon in his Nature and Signi/icance and
especially his postulation of the gulf between the positive and the
norm2tive met with lar from general agreement. Two streams oí
sharp dissent may be distinguished in the subsequent literature.
The one group of critics, with Souter, denied the validity of Rob-
bins' positive-normative dichotomy on the ground that ir is a part
of a wholly unacceptable view of the nature of economic activity
and economic science. Their condemnation of this díginction fol-

lowed txmsistently ñma _andamental _ent with Robbim'
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principal theses. On the other hand, several writers, with Macfie,
have built solidly on the general framework constructed by Rob-
bins, but have reached conclusions on the possibility of a norma-
tive economics that are sharply at variance with those developed
by Robbins himself._

Souter's' rejection of Robbins' characterization of economics as
a "positive" science is closely connected with his previously cited
condemnations of Robbim' entire position as "positivist." The
treatment of the ends of action as abstract might indeed justify a
distinction between two levels of inquiry: one concerned with the
concrete ends of action taken as the "norms," and the other wtih
the "positive" disposition of means with regard to these ends
considered in the abstract. But the norms themselves may be
studied quite as "positively." The rules of logic, for example, offer
a field of study altogether as "positive" as does the "psychology of
reasoning," even though the former deals with how ,,ve "ought"
to reason (with truth as our norm), and the latter with how we
do?7 The distinction between positive and normative levels of
discourse is thus seen to be only a relative one, not at all neces-
sarily warranting the withholding of the name "science" from
normative disciplines._ Moreover, as we have seen, Parsom force-
fully pointed out that Robbins' conception of a positive end in the
abstract, free of any normative tinge, contradicts the very nature
of ah end, which necessañly involves the notiom of effort and
purpo_. While the circumstance that men do try to economize can
be described and analyzed in "positive" terms by abstracting from
the normative aspect of action, such ah abstraction must neces-
_rily pass over the essential quality of purposive action._

The Souter-Parsom critique of Robbim' dichotomy and espe-
cially of its application to problems of economy thus has its source
in a fundamental disagreement with the conceptual framework
into which Robbins has fitted the economic act. Of quite a differ-
ent character is the position taken up by Madie with regard to
the Ixnsibility of a "normative" economics. Maclie vigorously

pursues Iris theme, which leads hito to the conviction "that eco-
nomics is fimdamentally a normative science, not merely a positive
a:ience like r lwmi_try." m But Madie arñves at this conclusion,
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diametrically opposed to that of Robbins, by enthusiastically ac-
cepting Robbins' general framework and building solidly upon it
as the foundation for his own position. In acknow|edging his in-
debtedness to the work of Robbins, Macfie expresses the belief
that Robbins' essay is final, "within its chosen scope." Macfie's
own contribution he regar& as a "superstructure" erected on it.el

But the superstructure that Macfie has erected would turn the
concept of economy and the entire science of economics in a di-
rection completely different from that envisaged by Robbins.

Macfie accepts the analysis of economic action as the allocation of
means with regard to given alternative ends. He endorses with
fervor the rejection of the view linking the concept of economy
with specific types of ends. He, too, relies heavily on the notion of
economy as ah aspect of aU kinds of human endeavor: Although :
Macfie stresses the purposive character of human action lar more
than Robbins does, he too stresses the essential homogeneity of
the economic element in action regardless of the particular type '
of motivation involved. Where he parts company with Robbim
and attempts to embark on the construction of his own "super- ,
structure" is in his elevation of the idea of "economy" into a

"value" in its own right._2
With earlier writers the concept of economy was treated simply

as the neutral expression of the concrete purposes of action. Where
given ends were the motives of human endeavor, the desire to
encompass these ends in the face of inadequate resources enforced
the application of "economy," of careful compafison of en& and
means, simply in order to fulfil the given goah of endeavor as

completely as circumstances would permit. The practice of econ-

omy fulfilled only the oñginally selected goals of action; the con-
tent of these goals having been selected before the economic act,

analysis of such ah economic act could be "positive," i.e., uncon-
cerned with the nature of the ends of action.

What Mactie intnxiuced into this schema was the idea that, with

given competing ends of action and with scarce r'_g_ources,econ-
omy/s enforced on the economic agent as ah e.mi ana final value
in itself. By acting rationally to achieve the optirm_m satish¢on
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of bis previously selected desires, economic man is reaYizinga rea-
sonable objective. "And the realisation of ah objective which is
reasonable is in some sense good in itselU' 8sThe principle "that
scarce means should not be wasted, of should be used to the best
advantage" is seen asa universal human value that fundamentally
affects all kinds of endeavor, whether singing, writing, of activity
in the market. Ir this view of the nature of economy is accepted,
then the economic act becomes immediately more than merely the
allocation of limited means in order to achieve specific competing
ends. Economy, the fitting of scarce means to ends, is imposed not
merely by force of the originally selected ends, but "under the
persuasíveness of a value, to maximize total satisfactions." Eco-
nomics does not "just accept human desires, and give them back
unchanged. The pñnciple of economy itself transmutes them
through its criticism." The choice that emerges from subjecting
competing desires to judgment in terms of the value, economy, is
something quise different from the oñginally selected ends. Ends
cannot remain "constant" throughout economic action because
such action in itself injects a new "end" into the system of the
agent's desired ends._

Economics as Macfie conceives it thus emerges as an essentially
normative discipline, analyzing the impact on numerous desired
ends of a new end, viz., the value, economy, which is introduced
through the presence of scarcity. This view has found favor with
l'rofessor Knight,¢ among recent writers, but the basic thesis is
not new. Macfie's value, economy, is strikingly reminiscent of
Veblen's "instinct for workmanship." In Veblen's view there is in
the hl_mancharacter "a taste for effective work anda distaste for

futile effort.., a sense of the merit of serviceability or dticiency
and of the demerit of futility, waste, or incapacity..." _ Man is
"possessed of a discriminating sense of purpose, by fox,ce of which
all futility of life or of action is distasteful to hito... It is nota
proclivity m effort, but to achievement--to the encompassing of
ah end.... Within the purview of economic theory, the last analy-
Lisof any given phenomenon must run back to this ubiquitous
human impulse m do the next thing." o In this discussion of what
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he calls the "pervading norm of action," Veblen, in what, coming
h-oro his pen, must be considered a remarkable passage, is clearly
coveñng the same ground as Mactie.

The Nature of Economíc Science and the Signi[icance of
Macroeconomics

In a chapter devoted to the discussion of Professor Robbins'
defmition of economic science, attenÜon mmt be paid to the com-
plaint that Iris formulation excludes from the subject the entire
field of the "consideration of the general level of economic ac-
tivity." es In ah era in which investigation into the causes of gen-
eral unemployment of resources has assumed the most prominent
place in the work of economic theoñsts and policy-makers, such
a complaint, ir well founded, would be a serious limitation on the
practica1usefulness of Robbim' definition.

The point at issue has been raised by several writers. Robbim' ]
definition is predicated on the necessity, imposed by the scarcityof _i
resources, to economize in order to satidy most £ully ahemative l
human wants. The concept of economy depends on the necessity [

oí comparing alternative ends. This is so because the allocation of ]
resources for any one selected end involves the necessary with.
drawal of these resources fxom possible allocaÜon to another, I
ahernaÜve end. Where, for example in the case of a resource that
is a h_'e good, the devotion of the resource to a particular use does
not require its withdrawal from an ahemative use, no economy
is called for and no concept of economic "etiicíency" can be ap-
plied. What criÜcs of Professor Robbim have pointed out ii that
the _me absence of "economy" that characterh_ the me o[ a free
good may quite as certainly characterize the me of a "scarce"
resource ir there is, for any reason, a demand ins_ent tO

the resource into employment. "Etñciency in the use of underem-
ployed scarceresources is as irrelewantas ir is in the admini$tlaÜon
of free remurces..." e0"The problem of utilizing these [i.e., idle]
resources ñdly is nota matter of deciding whether they should be
devoted to me A or me B, but of how they can be med at alL"_
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Parallel to the use of this criticism to deny altogether the ade-
quacy of Robbins' definition of economics is the view that the

prevalence of idle resources renders inapplicable the conventional
economic analysis of which Professor Robbins" formulation is the
(correct) detinition. It carmot be too strongly emphasized, Barbara
Wootton has declared, that the absence of scarcity (through un-
deremployment) of resources "renders inoperave, irrelevant and
unreal the whole corpus of economic studies as defined by Pro-
fessor Robbins andas embodíed in the classical analysis and its
contemporary elaboratious and refinements." _t

The question that is bere being raised relates, of course, to the
impact that the demand for the recomtruction of economics im-
plicit in Keynes' General Theory must have on the conception of
the very nature of economic analysis. On the basis of the "classical"
concept of the economy, according to which the idleness of re-
sources could be only a temporary phenomenon of disequilibrium,

economic science as detined by Professor Robbim could ade-
quately analyze the economic problems of the real world. In the

real world the use of a resource for any one purpose does, in fact,
mean its withdrawal from some altemative purpose. But the eco-
nomics that Barbara Wootton has in mind takes serious account

of the Keynesian proposition that resources may be unemployed
for reasons other than the fact that too much is asked for their use.

This would certainly undermine the whole assumption of scarc-
ity _ and casta defmite shadow on Pro[essor Robbins' definition
of economics. It would be inconvenient indeed ir the validity of

a definiÜon of economics were to be made dependent on the par-
Ücular view taken of a proposiÜon advanced by an economic
theorist, no matter how controversial that proposíÜon might be.

The identification of Robbim' conception of the nature of eco-
nomic science wíth "classical" economics and its assumpon of

fuU employment mmt be considered, moreover, fi-om yet another
angle. As expounded by Robbim, the analysis of economic athirs
proceedj exclmively fTom the comideraon of economizing by
individuals. A problem is economic because it involves the neces-
sity for ah individual to reconcile bis numerom desires with the
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limited resources available to him. A social problem has an eco-
nomic aspect only in so lar as it affects the conditions in the líght
of which individuals ate constrained to economize. The considera-

tion of the general level of economic activity and the degree of
employment of a nation's resources would thus be excluded by
definition f-com ah individualistic endsœmeanseconomics. Eco-
nomics, as Professor Robbins conceives it, must, ir would seem,
remain exclusively a microeconomics.

Despite these misgivings concerning the problems falling within
the scope of Robbins' conception of economics, ir has been shown
by Rivett that ir is quite sufliciently elastic to embrace the prob-
lems of idle resources. In the relevant sense, it is pointed out,
unemployed resources ate scarce. While they may be abundant in
relation to effective demand, the), ate most ceminly scárce rela-
tívely to desire. The doctñne that a deficiency in the effective
demand for services is a result of a lack of purchasing power asso-
ciated with low prices for that factor of production does not neces-
sañly deny that idleness would be removed by sutñciently low
prices. "Ir labor were not scarce relative to demand and were
expected never to be scarce again, wages would be nil and.., aU
labor would soon be employed." 7s

The point is, of course, that it is precisely from the perspective
of microeconomics that problems of unemployed resources are
most obviously seen to be economic problems in Robbim' sense.
Ir it is ah economic problem whether to devote resources to use A
or to use B, this is not because the uses A and B are valued, but

because they are diSerently valued. Where thé problem is how idle
resources can be utilized, not for one or another use, but at all,
then society is facing the u-agedyof total waste of the meam that
could be applied to secure desíred ends. What seems a resource
robbed of its scarcity is clearly a valuable meam, which, imtead
of being allocated to the most prized purpose, has been allocated
by a breakdown in the economic system to no end at all. From the
point of view of the ends of the members of society, a resource
involuntarily idle represents, nota quasi-[ree good, but gm1:e
meam unprofitably withdrawn [roma potentíaUy [ully.employed
economy.

I
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The determination of the circumstances tending to bring about
the tragic misallocation (of rather nonallocation) of precious
resources must, of course, be one of the principal tasks of a disci-
pline dealing with the way in which the members of society,
through the division of labor, concertedly economize the resources
at their disposal, with respect to their desired ends.
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Economics as a Science of

Human Action
I

We must regard industrial and commercial Hfe, not as a separate ]
and detached region of activity, but as an organic part of our whole ]
personal and social life; and we shall find the clue to the conduct I
of men in their commercial relations, not in the fu,st instance

amongst those characterisUcs wherein our pursuit of industñal ob-
jects differs from our pursuit of pleasure or of learning, or our eíforts
for some political and social ideal, but rather amongst those under-
lying prindples of conduct and selection wherein they all resemble
each other...

Philip H. Wicksteed

The whole subject matter of conduct . . . comtitutes a different
realm of reality from the external world...
The first fact to be recorded ís that this realm of reality mtists or "is
there." This fact cannot be proved or argued or "tested." Ir anyone
denies that men llave ínterests or that "we" have a ¢omiderable
amount of valid knowledge about them, economica and aH ira worim
will simply be to such a person what the world of color is to the
blind man. But there would st/li be one di_erence: a man who h

physicaLly, ocularly blind may still be rated of normal inteU/gence
and in his ñght mind.

Frank H. Knight

Thus lar we llave #ven an account of a nnmber of different
conceptiom of economic science, ear__hof which reflea, a funda-
mentally distinct undemanding of what ir to be meant by the

146
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economic point of view. In the present chapter we bñng our sur-
vey to a close with an exposition of yet another conception of the
point of view taken by the economist. In its completest form this
defmition of economics, by virtue of which the discípline emerges
as one of the group of sciences oí human action, embraces an en-
tire and unique epistemology of the branches of knowledge com-
monly subsumed under the cultural and social sciences. As such,
the view of economics asa science of human action deserves a close

and full discussion in its own ñght, together with a clear exposi-
tion of its points of contact, both of agreement and of conflict,
with the views treated in previous chapters.

Such a discussion is all the more in order since it has been long
overdue in the methodological literature on economics. The con-
cept of a science of human action, or, to use the terna applied by
Professor Mises, the praxeological view of economics,l has been
singularly umuccessful in gaining the degree of attention thato in
its significance for economic methodology, it unquestionably de-
serves. Although isolated aspects of the praxeological point of
view llave been perfunctoñly treated in the literature, litde at-
tempt has been made to understand them as integral parts of a
complete epistemological system of the social sciences. The result
has been a tendency to replace the system asa whole, in the public
view, with specific controversial propositiom concerning such con-
cepts as apriorism, rationality, and the like. Taken out of context
and discussed agaimt the background of radically different episte-
mological ideas, these propositions could rarely command the
seriom consideration to which they were entifled. Especially un-
fortunate has been the consequence that the praxeological view
has come to be even more profoundly neglected.

It is therefore the task of the pr-_ent chapter to outline in some
detail the conception of the nature of economic science as viewed
from the perspective of praxeology. In addítion, an attempt will be
made to relate this view to several of the alternative defmiÜom

treated ha earlier chapter& In particular, its points of contact with
that discmsed in the previom chapter will require careñd exam-
ínation. Ir will be shown that, side by side with the em_ of
the view of emnamia aa the a:ience concern_edwith the allocation
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of scarce means, which culminated in the work of Professor Rob-

bins, there has, for over sixty years, existed a stream of thought
that has recognized the praxeological aspect of economics. The
view of economics as concerned with scarce means will be seen to

take its place naturally as ah example of a limited application of
praxeological ideas; many of its apparent inadequacies ate seen
to disappear when it is related explicitly to the broader concepts
of a general theory of human action. !

Coming at the end of a book setting forth a series of widely ]
diverging views on the nature of the economic in human affairs, Ithe subject of the present chapter throws a revealing light on the
sources of this remarkable range of disagreement. The exposidon
of the praxeological element in social phenomena will help to
explain why it so long succeeded in eluding the attention of so
many brilliant thinkers. The recurrent and unfortunate ídendfica-

tion of this economic aspect with so many of the actual facets of
social history with which the praxeological element is intimately
connected will gain in intelligibility, it is believed, by ah under-
standing of the nature of social phenomena as viewed from the
vantage point Of praxeology itself.

I

The Sciences o1 Human /lction

The descripÜon of economics asa praxeological science must
necessañly be preceded by a rather detailed exposition of the
praxeological poínt of view in general. This wíU readily be seen
to embrace a lar wider range of phenomena than is considered
in conventíonal economics. At this point it h sufl_cient that the
praxeological view sees economicaffairsasdistinguished solely by
the fact that they belong to the larger body of phenomena that
llave their source in human actíon& The core of the concept of

human action is to be found in the unique property pmsessed by
human beings of engaging in operaÜom designed to attain a state
of _ that ís preíerred to that whích has hitherto prevailed. A
pemm perceive_ the posbility of an ímprovement in his position,
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perhaps through possession of an additional commodity, perhaps
by the abandonment of an unwanted piece of property, by a
change in physícal location, or through some other alteration in
the conñguration of matters that might affect his sense of weU-
being. The recognition of any such opportunity for improving his
well-being sets in motion the actions that the person will take to
secure the improvement. The pattem of action taken will be
broadly defined by the circumstances surrounding the desired al-
teration of affairs. Sound logic will, in a given situation, point to
one or several courses of action that gire promise of most success-
fully secuñng the desired change. In so lar as human behavior is
guided by logic, then, conduct will follow a path that has been
selected by reason. This path of conduct is what is known praxeo-
logically as human action.

The concrete forrosthat human action may take ate as innumer.
able as are the ways in which men can achieve relief kom states
of relative dissatisíaction. The particular form that ah individual
human action takes is determined by factors that include those
making up the specific environmental conditiom as well as those
that have shaped the character and values of the actor. The con-
ception of sciences of human action recognizes that the form of
action as it unfolds in its histoñcal reality is the result of influ-
ences that range from the physiological to the religious, the social
to the geographical. Ah explanation oí human action can be ade-
quately undertaken only with full awareness of these varied in-
fluences. The histoñan seeking to understand what men have done
in particular imtances must draw on the disciplines whose task it
is to explain the sequences of cause and effect in the physical,
physiological, or psychological influences upon action.

The contribution that the praxeological point of view has made
to the scientific explicatíon of action in history is the isolation of
ah element in action the explanation of which is not exhausted
by even the most complete application of the scíences concemed
with the concrete mani[estatiom of human action. This residual

element is that of the operation of human action itselL which
neither is explained by physical, physíological, or psychological
theoñes nor requíres the assistance of these doctrines for its own
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exposition. A praxeological science, using the rationality of
human action as its foundation, is able to derive theorems describ-

ing the path of action under given circumstances. The reasoning
that constructs these theorems mirrors the reasoning that is im-
plied in action itselL New links in the chain of knowledge, in
the form of praxeological theorems, ate forged from the con-
straint that human pu_fulness imposes on acÚon, namely, that
it be taken only with the sanction of reason.

Given aU the physical, physiological, and psychological influ-
ences on the setting of ah action, action of a speciñc form might
be predicted with assurance. But such prediction is conceivable,
not because these influences in themselves determine action, but
because action is subject to the mandate of reason, which guides
the act into the path that is to be prderred among those indicated
by these external influences. A complete knowledge on the part
of ah observer of these extemal influences might aUow predic-
tion of the forro to be taken by action only became the logic of
the observer enables him to know with certainty the path that the
actor's own logic will select. When aman is about to perform a
mathematical computation upon given data, ah observer of the
data may attempt to predict the results that the computer will
arrive at. But for such a prediction to be successful, it is not sutti-
cient to rely on the fact that these results are "determined" by
the data; it is necessary that the observer with Iris own logíc be
able to reproduce mentally the logical OlXUatiomperformed by
the computer in arriving at his results. There is, of course, a
definite meaning to the statement that the results of a mathe-
matical computation are determined by the relevant data. Aja at-
tempt at the computation by a human mathematician, however,
yields these "determined" results only in so lar as his logic con-
straim hito to conforto to the objectively correct computational
operatiom. The case with human action in general is rather closely
analogous to this example.

At the root of the noÜon of human action h the simple assump-
tion that hnman reason plays a role in every action. Although,
of cca.n_, by no meam nniv_y acceptable, this amumption
remaim a _imple, andat lemt _, plausible one. No mar-
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ter how compelling the physíological or physical factors that crave
action may seem, it is within the power of reason to resist them.
No matter how strong the psychological pressures on man may be,
his actions llave necessarily passed the scrutiny and gained at
least the tacit assent of his reason. These pressures may well be
overwhelmingly powerful, and, of course, in sanctioning of pro-
hibiting actíon, men's reason is operating with the comciousness
of these impeñous, often contradictory £orces. The concept of
human action depends, however, on the introspectively valid fact
that there is a forro of conduct that is specifically human, i.e.,
conduct that is accompanied by the consciousness of volitíon, of
something more than a bundle of reflexes responding to specific
stimuli. The nature of these various stimuli and the directions
towards which they variously tend to guide action are completely
independent of the desires and will of the actor. As such they are
part of the subject matters of the physical, physiological, and psy-
chological sciences. Were action taken simply in instinctive obedi-
ence to these stimuli, it could be conceived as objectively deter-
mined by the data consUtuting its setting, in the same way as the
results of a mathematical computation ate determined by the
data of the problem. But because man possessesthe power to reject
one course of action for another, to arrange the satisfaction to be
derived from obeying specific impulses within a wider ordering
of values, the physical, physiological, and psychological sciences
do not exhamt the facts of action that are capable of scientific
explanation. The element in conduct that is the reflection of
man's power to weigh, arrange, and choose among courses of be-
havior is the specifically hum_n element in action. The investiga-
tion of this element of human action and of its manifestation

in various particular situatiom forros a field of study unique by
virtue of the nature of human action itselL Sciences of human
action will be distinct from other sciences in that the former
begin where the latter end, viz., in the implicatiom of the ration-
ality that goverm pu_ behavior.
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The Emergence oI the Praxeological View oÍ Economics

Postponing fox"subsequent discussion the further demils of
the praxeological view and the consideration of the controversial
points involved in it, we shall proceed to outline the development,
during the past three quarters of a century, of the stream of
thought to be regarded as the praxeological view of economic sci-
ence. Since its emergence, the praxeological point of view has been
most fruitful, not in the extensive exploration of new sciences
of human action, but in the consequences of its recognizing the
theorems of economics as being the propositions of a science of
human action. The possibility of theoretical statements concern-
ing economic activity was seen as notat all due to afiy supposed
uniqueness in the phenomena of wealth or material welfare or
money or any of the other numerous críteria that had been used
in defining economics. Ir was perceived that economic theory
derives from precisely that element in human behavior which we
have described as human action. The particular forros of action
that have been traditíonally ínvestigated by economists ate, in.
deed, distinguished by close association with varíous institutions
such as money of with specific pattems of action such as interper-
sonal exchange. But if there is any meaningí'ul underlying unity
in the theorems of economics, ir is to be found only in the con-

cept of human actíon. Seen from this vantage point, economic
theory acquíres immediately a position unique wíthín the range
of human knowledge. It ii the díscipline that has alone success-
fuUy sought to harness the element of human action to the scieh-
rifa: explanation of social phenomena.

The earliest £ormulatiom of the praxeological view of eco-
nomics in anything appmaching a complete statement appeared
about the turn of the century. Before this there had beca several
penetrating attempts to elucidate the nature of eeonomic science.
Several of these, especially flzme seeking to dístinguísh a specific-
ally "economic principle" in action, have been cited in earlier
chapters. But the uniqueness o[ human actíon as seen by praxe-
ology, that is, as making possible a characterisdcally distinct con-
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tribution to the understanding of social phenomena, had not

been expounded. Aside from isolated statements by several writers,
who seem to have caught a glimpse of such a possibility, 2 it was
not until the nineties that economics was clearly identified with

the logic of conscious choice.

Perhaps the first discussion of the role of economics as a science
oí human action in this praxeological sense is that of ah Ameñ-
can, Sidney Sherwood. Writing in 1897 on the "philosophical basis
of economics," s Sherwood declared that a general science dealing
with "consciousness in action," a "science of practical life," was
the intellectual necessity of the time. Hitherto special disciplines

such as history, law, politics, and sociology had groped forward in
this direction. Buta "master science" was required to gire a com-
mon starting point and method to these special inquiries. Sucia a
science "must explain all the conscious activities of men by reduc-
ing them to terms of the motives and choices of the individual
consciousness." To Sherwood it seemed that economics is the sci-

ence outstandingly fitted to play this tole. "Economics deals with
wants consciously felt, resources consciously perceived, and con-

sciously directed to the end of gaining conscious satisfaction..."
Any restríction of economic reasoning to the sphere of material
goods is completely artificial. Ir seemed "inevitable" to Sherwood
that economics must ultimately include all human values. "AII
pleasures, all values, all choices, all teleological activities, are, in
fact, chosen and followed upon principles which economics alone
has explained in a scientific manner."

AII human self.directed conduct, Sherwood pointed out, pro-

ceeds from choices that are simply the valuations of certain courses
of actíon. The motive power in the practical activities of man is to
be íound in his consdously felt desires. Sherwood sharply criti-
cízed the temptation, to which several sociologists of the peñod
had succumbed, of applying physical and biological concepts to
psychical phenomena. The ñtness that survives, according to the
biologieal nodon of evolution, is an unforeseen fitness, an adjust-
ment wrought out in consequence of the struggle. But psychical
activides are essentially purposeful; the flmess that survives in

social adjustments is prearranged. Sodologists ate guil_ of un-
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scientific procedure when they group the phenomena ¢ñ economic
adjustments together with those of unexplained and fortuitous
biologicalchange.*
Shcrwood'spcrceptionofthenatureofhuman actionand ofthe

praxeologicalcharacterof economicsisunmistakablyclcar.The
adjective"conscious,"which he constanflyusesto describethe

typcsofconductdealtwith by cconomics,and bisexplicitrela.
tionofsuch conductto human motivesidentiíythe"mastersci-
ence"forwhich Sherwvod issearchingasan all-embracingpraxe-

ology.That Sherwood'sdefinitionofeconomicsrepresents,in this
rcspcct,ah advanceover thatof _ contemporaricsbccomes al>-

parentfrom theoriginalityof hisattitudetowardstheuseof the
"cconomicprinciple"asthe definingcriterion.Itwas secnin ah
carlierchapterthatseveralwriters,suchasDietzeland Neumann
in Germany and Hawley inthe UnitcdStates,had been deterred
from usingtheeconomicpñncipleasa critcrionfordefmingcco-

nomics on the ver/grounds that make the principal significant,

namely, that it characterizes all kinds o[ human activity. These
writers recognized the importance to economics of the rational
element in economic activity; indeed, this element played so
obvious and dominant a tole in economic analysis that, as the

"economic pñnciple," it suggested itself to them as the natural
mark identifying the phenomena with which the disciplíne dealt.
This suggestion they _und themselves forced to reject on the
ground that all human activity displays the very _rne hallmark
of rationality, that the economic principle govems aU the con-
sdous acfivities of man. And this left them no choice but to seek

for some other quality in economic phenomena that they, among
all other social phenomena, might uniquely p¢mess in common.

Sherwood, starÜng ñ,oma position substantially similar to that
of these writers, was able to reach a quite different conclusion.
Once ir had been suggested that economic phenomena ate sus-
cepdble of analysis by virtue o[ their rational quah"W,
found it impossible to discard this idea. Imte_ _ btdng
at fmding a similar p_lnem, a dm/lar mtionalityand ad-
herence to the economic principle, throu8hont the mnse o[ human

actívies, Sherwoodwm awakenedtherebyto a new aplaeciati¢m
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of the role of economics. Instead of impelling him to look for
other characteristics by which to delineate the scope of economic
science, the realízation of the all-pervasive influence of the eco-
nomic principIe convinced Sherwood of the futility and artificial-
ity of erecting ñgid boundaries purporting to separate economic
activity from human action generally. The conscious direction of
resources to the end of gaining conscious satisfaction was so funda-
mental to the very conception of economics and was at the same
time so obviously a factor decisive in all action, that Sherwood
could see economics trans[ormed into a spearhead of a new "mas-
ter science" that might investigate the consequences in activity
generally of the consciously motivated element in action. Hitherto
economics had been confined, to be sure, to specific kinds of phe-
nomena, buz this restriction was an artificial one and in no way
corresponded to a unique field of knowledge.

This statement of the nature of economics seems to have passed
unnoticed in the literature. Happily, similar ideas were being
formulated at about the very same time by the celebrated Italian
philosopher, Benedetto Croce. His views were set down with rather
greater painstaking precision and expounded against the back-
ground of a fully articulated general philosophical and epistemo-
logical system. As such, Croce's position has attracted the attention
of a number of subsequent writers. It has not always been ap-
preciated, however, how closely Croce's view of economics mirrors
the praxeological outlook. This feature of Croce's ideas on the

nature of economy and economics is brought clearly into focus

by their ]uxtaposition with the radically dit_erent views of Pareto,
with whom Crece conducted an elaborate exchange of opinions on
the subject. A brief review of Croce's opinions as expressed in
this publíshed correspondence will at the same time provide a
remarkably clear, ir not complete, statement of the view of
economics as a a:ience of human acon.

The root of the _nce between the outlook of Croce and
that of Pareto, and the source of their celebrated debate_on the
nature of econom_, ii to be fi_und in their attitudes towards

teleology. According to Pareto, the act is a subject fvr science
only in m lar a$ ir yields "facts and concrete tases." Accordin_
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to Croce, on the other hand, the act is aimed at a purpose, and
economics obtains its distinctiveness and íts homogeneity from
this characteristic of the act itself. Croce's crusade against the
behaviorism of Pareto s took the forro of a vigorous rebellion
against the la_ter's injunction to economists to confine their at-
tention to the "result of action" and to leave the "nature" o[

action for the metaphysicians?
Pareto's position, Croce complains, itsel[ involves an implicit

metaphysical postulate. It is implied that the facts of man's ac-
tivity ate of the same nature as physical facts; that in both c.ases
regularities can be observed and consequences can be thereby
deduced, but that the "inner nature of the íacts" can never be

exposed._ Upon the testimony of experience, however, Croce
insists on the fundamental distinction between the physical and
the mental, between mechanics and teleology, between passivity
and activity. From this point of view, it is of the utmost relevance
(Pareto's statements to the contrary notwithstanding) to recognize
that the choice with which economics is concerned is not simply
"the fact of choice," but the fact of conscious choice. And because
the economic fact ís a fact of conscious choice, a fact of will, its
"ínner nature" is not at all obscure. The nature of economic ac-

tivity is grasped as immediately as is the nature of the operation
of willing. Ah act is economic in so lar as it is the consistent ex.
pression of a man's will, of bis conscious aíming at a perceived
goal ?

From Croce's position on the nature of economic activity flows
immediately his praxeologica[ conception of economic science.
The purposefulness of human action--a category to which nothing
in physical __'ience corresponds---is the unique element that in-
vests economic science with its individuality. The propositions o|
economics relate to the effective execuon of the purposeswilled
by the actor. The,/ate not _ptiom, but theorems in the sense
that the), follow rigoroml 7 and necemfily from the postulated
systen_ of ends and moa_.m."Economic Science... is a mathe-
w_ti_ applied to the concept of human action... It doet not
inquire what human action is; but havin 8 pmited certain conce_
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of action, it creates [ormulae for the prompt recognition of the
necessary connections." 9

Croce's ideas will have been perhaps more fully set forth when
we shall have considered his contributions to several points of
detail in the praxeological conception of economics. Although his
stature asa thinker drew more academic attention to these ideas

than had been given to those of Sherwood, Croce's impact on the
development of economic methodology has to this day not reached
its full potential. Wñtings duñng the last hall century on the
proper conception of economic science could in many instances
have greatly benefited from familiarity with Croce's work in this
field. One author whose writings do deserve a place in any discus-
sion of the evolution of praxeological ideas, although his contribu-
don in this respect scarcely approaches that of Croce, is Max
Weber.

Max Weber and Human Action

The great sociologist's views on the nature of economics and,
in particular, the signiñcance of bis ideas for the development of
praxeology ate closely related to his views on the social sciences
in general. These in tum revolve around the concept of Vemehen,
which is the epistemological tool that Weber used to distinguish
the Geisteswissenschaften from the natural sciences. It is of some
interest to compare Weber's way of achieving this disncdon with
the method used by Croce.

Like Croce, Weber sees purpose as the most conspicuom feature
in action, and, because it is the foundadon for the notion of

Verstehen, as the source of the possibility of separating the social
from the physical sciences. A motive is "a meaningful complex
•.. which appears to the actor himself or the observer to be an
adequate.., ground for his attitudes or acts." The significance
of pu_¢ne in the scientific analysis of acUon is its introduction
of a new notion of causality. Ir permita the grasping of the cause
of ah acdon thmugh the understanding (Veraehen) of its motive.
A correct causal interpretation of concrete action implies that
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"the outward course and the motive ale each correctly grasped and
that their relationship to each other is 'understandable.'" le And
it is the possibility of making this kind of statement regalding the
causation of a phenomenon of interest to the Geisteswissenschaften
that malks these disciplines as distinct from the physical sciences.
In the latter, events can be only "externally" observed, while the
teleological oñentation of social phenomena permits their being
grasped completely.

Economics, like verstehende Soziologie in general, becomes in
this way, for Weber as for Croce, a science of human action. That
which is understood is purposeful human action, n But it is here
that Weber and Croce palt company and that Weber's progress
in praxeological thought becomes diverted. Croce had not under-
stood the economic aspect of human action to consist merely in
the simple fact that action is aimed ata purpose. In perceiving
the economic aspect, Croce recognized the comtraint that pur-
posefulness imposes on action, i.e., that action actuaUy tend to
achieve the purposes that serve as its impiration. Economics, for
Crece, is the science that investigates the extensive implications
and consequences of precisely this tendency. But this aspect of
purpose in action plays no tole in Weber's conception of eco-
nomic activity or of the nature of economic science. Weber's
science takes notice of the teleological character of human action
merely because this purposive feature opens a window on the
"internal" nature of the act, not at all because ir implies that
the acon is constrained to foUow a specitic path. The fact that
hllman actions ale motivated is in itself sutticient only to invest
them with the property of being "understood"; ir is not sulñcient
to set up a category of "economy," still less to establi_ ah eco-
nomic science.

Weber, indeed, is able to extend the concept of Verstehen to
grasp the behavior of the most unreasonable or emotional human
beings. To approach the construction of an economic science, it
is necessary ñrst for Weber to introduce the notion of the "ideal
type," i.e., the formulation of abstract, arbitra_rymodeh of acting
man. Only one of Weber's [our ideal types fin& a place in his
concept of economics. This is the ideal type of rational action, the
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model of a coldly calculating human being conscious of ends
and meam. Within the range of actions that can be intuitively
grasped because of their motivations there exist patterns of action
that ate distinguished in that they are in fact suited to the attain-
ment of the chosen goals. Among these patterns are to be found
the materials to be studied by the economist as Weber conceives
hito.

The necessity that Weber felt of introducing rationality into
economic activity as a specific assumption limiting the general
concept of human action reveals the limited extent to which he
appreciated the praxeological content of action. For Weber, the
common denominator of all human actions that are "understand-

able" ís not theír conformity to a rational pattem of utilizing
given means towards a desired end, but simply their conscious
"direction" towards an end as such. We can understand an action,
not necessarily because we ourselves would, under similar circum-
stances, act likewise, but because we can seme and appreciate the
possibility that such ah action could be induced by the agent's
mental posture of desire towards the end. For Weber, there is
no presumptíon that the action so induced will at all hasten the
attainment o£ the end concemed. Aman seeking a desired object
may, in bis anger at being thwarted, or in the excitement of pur-
suit, act in a manner that, in the judgment of both the cool ob-
server and subsequent history, is supr¢mely capable of frustrating
the attainment of the sought-for end. Such a conception of action
is, of course, incapable in itself of serving asa foundation for
economic science. Only by imposing ah artificial abstraction of the
ideal type is Weber able to reach economics. And it is apparent
that when conformity to ah ideal type must be assumed [or the
deduction of the propositiom of economics, these propositions
cease to be the logical implicatiom of human action, and eco-
nomics ceases to be a branch o1_praxeologT.m

dcting Man and Economizing Man: Mises and Robbins

In the decades following the age of Weber, praxeological
ideas developed in two directions, yielding two related, but sig-
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nificantly distinct, conceptiom of economic science. On the one
hand, there developed, partly under the influence of Max Weber,

the conception of economics that has been treated in the previous

chapter. Here the ends-means dichotomy carne to serve as the
ñ-amework for the construction of an economic science that took
as its foundation the idea of economizing. The previous chapter
has described the culmination of this stream of thought in the
work of Professor Robbim. This must now be clearly related to

another direction of praxeological thought, to the influence of
which, indeed, the development of the first must in some degree
be ascribed.

This second line of praxeological thought has been led by the
work of Professor Mises. It is in this direction that we find the

most complete and consistent development of the praxeological
concept, and it is this development that the present chapter set
out to describe. Mises' explicit enunciation o[" the character of
economics asa science of human action, the most highly devel-

oped of the potenal praxeological disciplines, represents one of
his most seminal and original ideas. It may be reasonably asserted
that most, perhaps all, of Mises' characteristic contributiom to
the various branches of economic theory are, in his eyes, simply
the consistently worked out corollaries of this fundamental thesis
conceming the nature of economics. _s Ir economic theory, as the
science of human action, has become a system at the hands of

Mises, ir is so because his grasp of its praxeological character im-
poses on its propositions ah epistemological rationale that in itself
creates this systematic unity. It is uníortunate, but not ditlicult to
understand, that disagreement with some of Professor Mises' eco-
nomic theories on the part of his critics has induced in them a
tendency to ignore, ir not to disparage, the epistemological basis
from which Mises' conclmiom seem to follow so ñgorously. The

truth is that the comprehemion of economics as a science of

human action provides a basis broad enough to support widely
diverging conclusiom. The validity of the praxeological approach
must be tested on its own merits and by its intemal epistemological
adequacy.

Although praxeological ideas already appear in germinal forro
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in Mises' first book, The Theory oí Money and Credit (1912),
it was not until the twenties that they became explicitly formu-
lated. By the early thirties Mises' ideas on the nature and scope
of economics had reached their full development) 4 and some of
these ideas attracted the attention of writers on the methodology
of economics in ,_ number of countries, t_ The works in which

Professor Mises has most fully presented the case for praxeology
are his Grundprobleme der National_konomie (1933), Nationat-
6konomie (1940), and its English counterpart Human .dction
(1949). A vigorous restatement of the position of the sciences of
human action anda spirited defense of their epistemological as-
sumptions ate to be found in Mises' recently published Theory
and History (1957).

In comparing the two views of economics represented by the
works of Mises and Robbins, it is necessary to notice carefully
their points of similarity and to observe even more carefully the
degree to which they differ from one another. Writers have tended
to group Mises and Robbins together as continuators of Weber
in their stress on the ends-means dichotomy and its importance
for economic activity. _eBut the two views place economic science
in two quite distinct positions.

Economizing consists in the allocation of scarce resources among
competing ends. Acting, in the praxeological sense, consists in
selecting a pattem of behavior designed to further the actor's
purposes. Of course, the particular allocation that, in any given
situation, will be made of scarce means in respect of ditterent ends
will constitute a course of action, a pattern of conduct designed
to further the achievement of as many of those goah (in their

preferred order) as possible. But the concept of action is wider and
at the same time more fundamental than that of economizing.

Ahhough action may be described in terms of ends and meam,
such a description is quite different from that of an operaÜon
of economizing. In the concept of economy, ends and meam
constitute a scheme more or less artificially imposed on action
m that the relative valuations of ends can be reflected in the

specífic pattern in which resources ale allocated. The essential
idea becomes, not the intent pursuit of a set purposeo but the
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almost mechanical translation of the scale of "ultimate" ends into
appropñately apporoned shares at the level of means. "Means"
are required for the notion of economy because they ate the
entities that must be "allocated"; it is in the comparison of dif-
ferent ways of utilizing resources that economizing finds its place.

With the broader notion of action, on the other hand, we are
not primarily interested in the particular pattern in which re-
sources will be apportioned among ends. Such an aHocation, if
carñed out, will be of interest as one of the possible implications
of action and will, of course, as such, find a place somewhere in
the science of h_lman action. But on the basis of Robbim' concep-
tion of the nature of economic science, economics can achieve
homogeneity and individuality only by virtue of its concern with
the existence of such operatiom of compañson and allocatíon of
means. The praxeological approach, on the other hand, finds a
basis for the homogeneity and individuality of economics at a
deeper level, which does not necessarily require a clearly recog-
nizable pattern of allocation. This basis is _und in the ñmda-
mental characteristic of action, viz., that it is conduct directed at
the achievement of a purpose.

In this characteristic, praxeology finds a suflicient source o[ ex-
planation for the specific patterns of action, among which the judi-
cious disposal of scarce meam appears asa fxequent example. But
a really unique criterion for the definition of economics is not to
be found in the idea of allocating scarce resources, nor can this
concept serve as an adequate foundation on which that science
can be constructed. The key point is not that acting man ponders
the comparative etñcacyin dífferent uses of certain given "meam,"
but that he behaves under a constraint that he himselí has ira.

posed, i.e.0 the necessity o[ acting in order to achieve what he
wants to achieve, so that bis behavior tends to conforto to the
pattem implied by bis scale of ends. "Meam" existas suda f_r
actmg man only o]ter he has tumed them to his purpose; acting ii
not apportioning, but doing--doing what seems likely to ñm_er
one's purposes.

The remainder of this chapter, which attempts to set f_rth
several detaih of the praxeological view and to comider variom
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criticisms levelled against it, will serve at the same time asa
commentary on the similarities and distinctiom between ah eco-
nomics built around horno agens and one centered around econo-
mizing man.

II

Praxeology and Purpose

We shall begin the more detailed dissection of the category
of human action and the discussion of its suitability to serve as
the focus of the economic point of view with a survey of the tole
of purpose in action. It has aiready been noticed in this chapter
that it is purpose that endows the behavior of men with the unique
properties that praxeology finds in human action. The views of
Croce and Weber have been cited in this connection as expressions
of the discovery, in the act, of a phenomenon unlike anything
coming within the range of observation of the physical sciences.
Stones dislodged from a hillside by the elements and hurtling
down on the unsuspecting traveller in the valley are part of a
different "event" than stones hurled with intent by men waiting
in ambush. The latter ate hurled with purpose; they are--in this
case literally---aimed by human beings. Stone-throwing by human
beings is something that the scientist can in part "explain" by
reference to ah element not present in natural phenomena, viz.,
the conscious aim of the thmwer. Praxeology takes this very ele-
mentas its point of departure; it fmds human actions amenable
to analysis in that they bear the imprint of a con_straintimposed
by chosen goals.

Now, the recognition of purposeñ_lness in economic activity
did not begin with the emergence o[ praxeological ideas. It is, of
course, true that the older conceptiom of economic science, which
saw it as concerned with ah objective entity such as wealth or
goods, dial not require reference to the purpose[ulness o[ human
action. The scope o[ their discipline was described completely by
the character of the objects whose "laws" it investigated. But even
here it was dilñcult to avoid the implication of purposefulness in
men's attitude towards these objects. This imph'cation was given
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tacit recognition in the substantive analysis that the cl____cal
economists employed, and ir tended to be brought into the open
in the more sop_isticated of the classical attempts to define
"wealth."

With the tendency, during the nineteenth century, to place
manat the center of economics, the recognition of the ro]e of
purpose became almost a matter of ¢ourse. Political economy
was, in fact, the extended expositíon of the consequences of one
of man's many purposes, the acquisition of wealth. Discussions
of the character that was thrust upon horno oeconomicus could
hardly avoid the central fact of his purposcfulness. Towards the
close of the century economics carne to be idcntified explicitly as
a "teleological" discipline. 17 Wealth carne to be endowed with
a "teleological nature." Discussions of the assumption of ration-
ality made by cconomists ncccssarily involved the notion of pur-
posive behavior, of "cnds" and "means," and consequently pointed
to the distinction that this characteristic conferrcd on any human,
as against physícal, phenomcna. The emergence, during the carly
decades of the present century, of the concept of Ferstehen brought
the teleological character of human acÚon still further into the
forefront.

However, ir is of some importance to appreciate the quite di[-
ferent tole that praxeology assigns to human pu_fulness in
economic activity from that assigned by othcr points of view.
Wesley Mitcbell could point out that economists cannot under.
stand what men do if they treat them as molecules, leaving their
purposes out of account. He and other economists could draw
attention to the new element of causality introduced by teleology
in human affain. They could recosnize a chain of cause and effect
in whích the usual temporal relation is revencd0 the present
being "caused" by the goah set up for the future, le But all this
does not necessarily lead to a praxeological potion. The economic i

point o_ view could be held m imply any arbitrary criterion that i
míght be ímagíned, without in any way ruling out recognition
of the causal element introduced by the teleological chamcter
of economic activity, Mitchell, for example, gaw economic ac-
tivity as euentiaUy connected with phenomena of money. _
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was perfectly consistent wíth his stress on the usefulness of refer-
ring to purpose in providing the economists with "explanations."
The phenomena of the real world are the products of a number
of diverse chains of causes and effects. The investigation of any
group of phenomena in the real world must take into account as
many such causal relatíons as possible. In the class of phenomena
constituted by "economic alLairs,"there exists a causal relation,
the consequence of human purposefulness, that is absent among
phenomena of the physical world. But no attempt need necessarily
be made to state explicitly the distinctive qualities of "economic
affairs" in terms of this purposefulness of of the causality to
which it is admitted to gire ríse.

The part played by purposefulness in the praxeologícal con-
ception of economic activity is a lar more important one. Pur-
pose is not something to be merely "taken into account": it pro.
vides the sole foundation of the concept of human action. When
Engli_ defined economics asa teleological discipline, he was
attempting to place his finger on the ver,/ nerve center of the
subject. 19There is place fora distinct science of economics only
because the teleological quality of acon makes possible a unique
kind o£ "explanaon." The theorems of economics ale derived
for praxeology exclusively on the basis of the purposefulness oí
human behavior. Other determinants of behavior--heredity, en-
vimnment, and the like--are on a completely different level of
"explanation"; as such, they belong to other disciplines; they have
no place in a "pure" economic science.

The crucial posion that purpose fills in the praxeological sys-
teta is intimately connected, of course, with the conception of
human action as rational. Rationality in human behavior con-
sists, after all, in the consistent pursuit of one's own purposes; in
selecting the means that appear best adapted to the achievement
of one's goals; in reñaining from courses of action that might frus-
trate their achíevement of promise only the attainment of less
valued, at the expense of mon_ highly prized, objectives. The
place of the raonality of actíon is sutticiently important for the
praxeological point of view to deserve separate discussion in a
subsequent sectíon of this chapter. It is sut]icient at thís point, for
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the appreciation of the praxeological importance of human pur-
posefulness, to emphasíze as muchas possible that a concept of
rationality exists for praxeology only as the expression of human
purposes30

Emphasis of this kind is called for, perhaps, in order to disas-
sociate the praxeological approach from what may be called the
"positivist" conception of rationality in human action. It was
seen in the previous chapter that Proíessor Robbim has been
charged with employing the ends-means dichotomy in too po6i-
tivistic a fashion. An "end" in Robbins' scheme, ir has been
alleged, is set up by ah external observer as something positive,
asa "correlate of a tendency to conduct'; ir is used by Robbim
in a way that abstracts from the conscious aiming and striving
that characteñzes human actions before they have been com-
pleted. "Rationality" in the disposition of means with regard to
such denatured ends becomes simply the mechánical ordeñng and
shañng of resources according to a given pattem.

Without our enteñng here into a discussion concerning the
justice oí this objection to Robbins' system, it is worthwhile to
make explicit the quite different kind of rationality that is central
to the praxeological view. Action is not described as rational be-
cause it involves the automatic manipulation of resources into a
pattern hithfully rettecting a given hierarchy of ends. Rationality
consists rather in the trans£erence, to conduct involving mean_,
of those features in behavior that accompany the direct pursuit
of ends. Rationality involves the conscious effort to make one's
conduct conform to a given path; it calls for the same aiming and
striving by the economic agent towards necessary intermediate
goals as he displays towards the "final" goah themselves. It is
only from the "outside" that such ratíonality can be described
merely in terms of a particular pattern of resource allocation. The
hfll praxeological grasp of human action perceives ira rationality
as completely pervaded by the "aiming" qualíty bestowed cm
action by its teleological character. This aspect of purpme lead_
in fact, direcfly into the more detailed exposifion of the praxeo-
logical view of rafionalitT, which is the subject of the Jmx:eeding
section. -_
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Praxeology and Rationality

Few features of the praxeological position seem to have been
more señously misunderstood than the very special significance
that it attaches to the rationality of human action. In the praxeo-
logical view, action is rational by defmition; and this has been
attacked from two directiom. On the one hand, it has been
branded as palpably false and contrary to the facts of experience? l
On the other hand, it has been interpreted asa vicious misuse
of language, in which the word "rational" has been emptied of
all meíming, so that its use to describe action, while not false,
conveys no information whatsoever. The insistent descñption of
action as rational is thus a misleading attempt to appear to be
saying something, without, in raer, doing anything of the sort.n
To say that aman acts rationaUy, it is complained, tells us noth-
ing more about what it is that he does than that he does ir. Both
these types of criticism test on a quite incomplete apprecíation
of how the rationality o[ action is used in the praxeological system.

The concept of rationality in human behavior has long been
a topic for discussion in the literature on the methodology of
economics. Attacks on the undue reliance which economic theory
has been accused of pladng upon human reason ate as old as
attacks on the very notíon of ah economic theory. Histoñcally-
minded critics of theory long ago discovered that man is possessed
of "instincts," that he is a creature o[ "habit," that he is capable
of beíng carried away by mass hysteria and other psychological
aberratiom. Economic theory, it was [ound, had blindly ignored
the realides of life. Where ir had not explicitly endowed eco-
nomic man with ah exclusive thirst for "wealth" of with ah utterly
selfi_ eharacter, economics had apparently proceeded on the
quite gratuitom assumption that men behave semibly f'rom the
point of view of their own interests. It was easy to demomtrate
how lar ti,oro the truth economics must be; it was easy to point
out the true charaaer of men with their full array of impulses,
imUncta, and stupidies. On the other hand, it was not diflicult
fDr economista to deíend their theorems as hypothetical construc-
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tions with a definite, ir límited, applicability to the real world, or,
alternatively, as providing norms for the appraisal of actual per-
formance. And debates on these lines abound in the economic

joumals of the decades around the tum of the century and later.
In all these discussions the assumption of rationality made by

traditional economic theory was treated in a special sense; and
what is chiefly respomible £or the misunderstandings mentioned
above is the coníusion of this traditional conception of rationality
with the conception oí it employed in praxeological discussions.
The point at issue in the earlier discussiom conceming the em-
pirical validity of economic theorems that treat menas reasoning
beings f:reeof imáonal impulses and instincts was the ñ'uitíulness
of a particular simpliÚring abstraction. The social phenomena of
the real world ale the consequences of human actiom in which aU
types of inltuences have played a part. One of these influences
stems hom man's reasoning powers, which urge him to pursue
a selected goal with a steadfastness and tenacity unperturbed by
human weaknesses and passiom. Economic theory, it was believed,
investigates social phenomena on the assumption that this influ-
ertce of cool reason is, in fact, sufliciently powerful to make man
pursue unwaveringly a goal once chosen. And this assumption,
introduced in order to make analysis possible, was criticized of
defended in respect to ita justifiability, in the light of the realities
oí human nature.

It was quite natural [or the conception o[ rationality that was
made central to praxeological ideas to be discussed in a similar
fashion. When these ideas are made to hinge on a conception of
rationality as a pervasive quality of all human action, they of
course invited criticism as being in contradiction to the facts.
And when ir is pointed out that in the sense in which the praxeo-
logical view sees human actiom as rational, no sucia contradiction
exista, then the praxeological postulate of rationalitT ii criticized
asa misleading and empty use of words. It is explained, for ex-
ample, that aman who is swayed from the pursuit of his own best
interesa by falling prey to a fleeting temptation is yet acting "ra-
tionalllf' in the praxeological seme. In the praxeological view, the
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man has simply substituted a new set of ends, represented by the
fleeting temptation, for the previously chosen ends. The fact that
in the eyes of ah outside observer, of even in the eyes of the man
hirnself at a cooler moment, ir is the oñginal set of ends that con-

stitutes the man's "best interests," is not sutticient to justffy our
labeling the man's pursuit of his newly selected goal as "irra-
tíonal." The selection of an end can never, as such, be judged in

regard to its rationality; and there is no reason to question the
rationality with which the man pursues his newly chosen end.

Ir is this kind of explanation that provokes the annoyance oí
the critics and incurs the charge of using the word "'rational" in
a viciously misleading manner. These strictures are, in fact, quite
undeserved; and it ís worthwhile to devore attention to clearing

up the confusion on this point. We can perhaps best succeed in

this by comidering in some detail the contribution of Tagliacozzo,
mentioned in the previous chapter, to the clañfication of the
notion of "economic error" or "uneconomic behavior." Taglia-
cozzo deals with the "Rhine-wine" situation which had been in-

volved in the Pareto-Croce correspondence cited earlier in this

chapter at the tum of the century.
The "Rhine-wine" case concemed the man who does not wish

to indulge in gluttony, who has in fact budgeted all bis money for
other, more highly valued purposes, but who, yielding to the

temptation of the moment, buys and drinks Rhenish wine. Croce
had written that by so acting the man has placed himself in con-
tradiction with himsel[ _s and that his sensual pleasure will be
followed by a judgment of reprobation, an economic (to be care-
fully distínguished from a moral) remorse. 24 The man is guilty
of what Croce has elsewhere called "economic error": the "failure

to airo direcfly at one's own object: to wish this and that, i.e.,
not really to wish either this or that." 25 By contrasting this con-
cept of economic error, as ah error of will, with a technical error,
which is an error of knowledge, Croce was enabled m criticize
Pareto's distinction between logical (i.e., rational) actions, which
are economic, and illogical actiom, which are not. Action, Croce
explaim, is a fact of will, not of knowledge. The will presupposes
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reasoning, it is true, but action, which is the expressíon of will.
cannot itself be qualified by adjectives such as "logical" or "il-
logical." which pertain only to the application of reason)e

It was with this example of an economic error, the consumption
of wine in defiance of a previously chosen program, that Taglia-
cozzo dealt at length. Tagliacozzo pointed out that the purchase
of wine can be appraised from vañous vantage points. From the
standpoint of full reality, no distinction between means and ends
need be made at all. Wine has been purchased because such a
purchase was desired, and that is all. There/s no recognition of
any "program" against which the man's action is m be compared
and in temas of which it can incur disapproval or excite remorse.
There is, consequently, no notion of an "end" separate ñxnn the
means that might "bring about" the realization of the end.

From the point o£ view of the man's own budget plan, however,
the case is very different. Here a yardstick has been set up by the
man himsel_ against which the "economic" correctness of bis
actions can be measured and found wanting. The artificial creation
of a "plan" in the £orm of a prior selection of ends necessarily
carries with it a "point of view" from which it is possible to
appraise the wine purchase and to convict it of economic error.

Finally, the man's action can be contemplated with the realiza-
tion that any one yardstick in the forro of a program will neces-
sarily be quite arbitrary; that the span of time over which such
a "program" is to have validity may be as long of as short as we
please. From this point of view it is clear that what is a "tempta-
tion" from the standpoint of a long-range program becomes itself
an independent "program" in its own ñght in relation to a suit-
ably brief span of time taken as a frame of reference. The con-
sumption of wine has now become the desired end; the m_u's
actions can still be appraised, but only for their comistency with
this newly adopted "program."

The distinguishing of these possible attitudes towards the wine
purchase and the recognition of the relativity of the notion of ah
economic error en_able Tagliacozzo to purme _'s theme m
its ultimate praxeological onclmion, In a real action, taken
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as an independent event, there is no room for any discrepancy
between the conception of a program and its realization; the
two concepts coincide completely. But this understanding of the
situation does not at all exhaust its significance. Actions can be
"judged" with regard to the faithfulness with which they con-
forro to "programs." And there can exista complete range of
mch "programs" against which any action may be appraised, de-
pending on the particular frame of reference selected. The im-
portant fact is that the ver,/conception of an economic "judgment"
implies a particular tendency on the part of human beings mch
that deviation from it incurs (economic) "disapproval." This
tendency is one that makes for an identity of means and end,
comparable to the íntrinsic coincidence oí meam and end that is
present in any real action comidered as ah independent event
with no frame of rcference other than itsel[. It is this "tendency"
that demands "that given programs be respected; that wine not
be bought, ir the program does not provide for such purchase;
that given means go as lar as they can in the fulfilment of the
ends."

Together with the conscíousness of a chosen set of ends that
compñse a program there is an inevitable consciousness of aja
inclination to reduce all the meam and resources required for
the attainment of the program to the same rank as the chosen pur-
poses themselves. Failure to achieve such a complete coordination
of ends and meam, which spells susceptibility to the distractions
of "temptatiom of the moment," can be sustained only at the ex-
pense of fighting free of this consciom inclination--a struggle
that makes up the sense of economic error. Now in so lar as all
human action is teleological and is the expression of purposes
consciously chosen, ít is clear that all action must necessarily be
part of the operation of the tendency toward the identification of
meam and end. Tlíe man who has cast aside a budget plan of
long standing in order to indulge in the fleeting pleasure of wine
still acts under a constraint to adapt the meam to the new px_
grana. Should a fit of anger impel him to forgo this programas
well and to hurl the glass of wine at the bartender's head, there
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will nonetheless be operative some constraint_let us say the
control required to ensure ah accurate aim--which prevents his
action from being a|together rudderless. It is here that praxeology
has grasped the possibility of a new scientific range of explanation
of social phenomena. Precisely because man's actiom ate not hap-
hazard, but are expressiom of a necessity for bringing means
into harmony with ends, there is room for explanation of the
content of particular actions in terms of the relevant array of
ends._

During the course of this discussion of the nature of economic
error, the sense in which praxeology sees human action as "ra-
tional" will have become abundantly clear. It wiU also have be-
come clear how the praxeological use of the concept of rationality
is quite unaffected by both types of cñticisms that we noticed _
to have been levelled against it. Its description of all human action
as rational constitutes a proposition that is, in fact, incapable of .
being falsified by any experience, yet does, nevertheless, convey
highly valuable informadon. Action is necessarilyrational because,
as we have seen, the notion of purpose carries with it invariably
the implication of requiring the selection of the most reasonable
means for its successful fulfilment. _ Suda a proposiÚon cannot
be proved empiñcaUy false because, as we have seen, programs can _i
be changed, so that evidence that aman no longer "follows his best i
interests" proves only that he has chosen a new "program" the
necessary requirements of which no longer permit hito to follow--
what used to be identified ac. his best interests. Despite the im-
possibility of its empirical contradiction, this proposion yet con-
veys highly usefial information because the insight it provides
makes possible the derivation, in l'egard to whatever program is
relevant in given circumstances, of highly developed chaira of
theorems. The kind of knowledge that sucia theorem8 can convey,
their dependencx on the praxeological postulate of rationality, and
the implicatiom of the italicized qualification in the previous seu.
tence will become more easíly comprehensible in the subsequent
_ons Of this chapter.
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The Assumption of Constant Wants--the Praxeologica! Context

Closely related to the preceding definition of the sense in
which praxeology depends on the rationality of human action is
the £urther clarification of the relevance of such rationality fora
praxeological science, and especially of the character of the asmmp-
t.ion of a constancy o£ wants. A praxeological theorem becomes
possible became of the quality of purpose in action. This quality
enables the praxeological theorist, by resorting to his own reason,
to predict the path that a given person will íollow under the re-
quirement of using h/s reason in order to fulfil bis purposes.

The apprecíation of the character of a praxeological theorem so
derived throws immediate light on the notion of "given ends"
ah4 the assumption of a constancy of wants, both of which ate
inevitably involved in mcha theorem. The previous chapter
dealt in some detail with Robbins' conception of ends as data for
economics. Ir will be noticed that the praxeological view places
equal emphasis, and £or substantially similar reasom, on the no-
tion o[ given wants and purpmes. The point at issue hinges on the
ver,/possibility of knowledge acquired through praxeological ex-
cogitatáon.

A great city is served by altemative meam of transportation; one
of these means of transportadon has been crippled by an accident.
It will be obviom to the observer of the effects of the accident that

the altemative meam of transportation will tend to be employed
in larger than normal volume. In making this prediction the ob-
server has made a simple application of bis reasoning powers to
a problem ¢ff human aetion; he has applied a theorem o[ praxe-
ology. The knowledge that he has so acquired is a piece of in-
formation different from the data írom which he began, but which
wm, nevertheless, implied in the assumptions concerning human
purposes that the observer felt entitled to make. Because he was
able to assume that many people desíred transportatioa with suf-
ñcient urgency, the observer was able, írom his own knowledge
of the altematives open to them, to predict the course of action
that they would take. It is clear that this newly acquired knowledge
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was gained only because of the existence of given purposes, and it

is only in relation to these given purposes that this praxeological
knowledge has significance.

Analysis of human action can proceed only by the treatment of
given purposes as data; the effects of a change in surrounding
circumstances can be deduced only on the assumption that these
purposes are adhered to with constancy, that no new "program"
has been substituted for the old. These restrictions on the defiva-

tion of praxeological knowledge follow ti'oro what has been said
in the previous sectíon concerning the rationality implicit in the
concept of homan action. It was seen that the rationality of action
on be appraised relatively to vañous mutually inconsistent pro-
gratas that a person may, under different sets of conditions, have
chosen. Because this is the case, it is essential, for the defivation

of a praxeological theorem, that it be [ormulated in reference
to one such program, whose dominance and relevance must, along
with other information, be supplied by the data. Once the data
llave been supplied, theorems may be deñved that will possess
necessary truth, but their validity remains strictly dependent on
the data; their truth is limited to the "programs" to which they
are relevant.

It is a cuñous fact that critics o£ economic theory have time and
again seized on thís feature as a central and damning weakness.
The applicadon of economic theortms to the explanation of con-
crete histoñcal situadom requires careful scrutiny of the data on
which such theorems are to be grounded. The data will vary, of
course, from one concrete case to another. The correct use of

economic proposiUom in particular real simadom presup[m, es,
asa matter of course, adequate factual information regarding
change, in the data. The writers who llave from time to time
disparaged the work of economic theorim altogether and urged
economista to devote thetmelves more of le_ exchaively to the

descripóon and dasdficadon of thme changing facto themselves
have pointed to the "relativity" of theories. They amsidered the
necessary limimtiom on theoretical compota, whích ate
imposed by v/nue of the fact that they ate valid only in _Aation

t
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to given programs, as grounds for believing that economic knowl-
edge can be deñved more etticiendy by simple reference to the
changing programs themselves. Ah economic theory might be ah
elegant source o[ intellectual satishction, but the severe círcum-
scription of its applicability made ir of only academic interest.

It seems worthwhile to point out that, as our discussion of the
foundations of praxeological knowledge makes clear, the ac-
knowledged relativity of a praxeological theorem to a given pro-
g'ram as its frame of reference is, in fact, nota weakness at all,
but is, on the contrary, a reflection of remarkable scientific achieve-
ment. Contemplation of the raw data alone presents a range of
sochal phenomena that seem to defy orderly explanation alto-
gether. It seems impossible to develop chains of cause and effect
that can bring any semblance of determinacy hato the data. Cer-
tainly mete analysis of the masses of empirical figures cannot yield
any stable "laws" and relationships. The very fact of changing
programs, changing tastes and prejudices, makes for ah area ha
which no logical necessity is visible at all and in which everything
seems to be ha a condition of haphazard flux.

It is into this bewildeñng mass of empirical data that the eco-
nomic point of view throws a ray of light. It enables us to grasp
an element that does introduce a measure of explanation into
social phenomena. This element is laicl bare by subjecting the
empirical data to a systematic abstraction, made possible by recog-
nition of the character of human action. By taking a cross sectíon
of social phenomena ata particular instant in time, by consider-
ing the programs that members of society have chosen at that
instant and by mentally arresting program changes, one can apply
praxeological theorems to these various programs and deduce the
consequences. The conclusions so derived ate valid in relation to
the assumed programs, and provide an explanation of the con-
crete phenomena of the real world in so lar as there is a tendency
formen to adhere to programs once they have been initiated.
Moreover, once the possibility of this type of explanation is
grasped, ir is clear that aU historical phenomena admit, at least
in principle, of being trea_od ha such terms. It becomes merely a
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matter of feeding the suitable assumptions and data into the
theoretical system and extracting the appropriately complicated
chains of reasoning.

The crucial poínt is that the perceptíon of any kind of explana-
tory framework has been made possible only by prescinding from
any conceivable change in a given set of programs.The introduc-
tion of any kind of order into the jungle of empírical data has
been accomplished by abstracting from full reality and accepting
a hypothetical state of affairsas a frame of reference. It is the out-
standing achievement of economic theorists to have been able to
recognize determinate causal chains within the tangles of sta-
tistics; they were able to succeed in this only by treating social
phenomena as the systematic working out of the praxeological
consequences of gíven programs that were adhered to. A particular
progTammay not necessaríly be adhered to, but the emergence
of human action at all presupposes the existence of some program
that wasadhered to, and it is in reference to this that praxeological
reasoning provides the explanatory key.

An economic proposition referring to a given set of circum-
stances, a particular configuration of demand, a specific techno-
logical context will provide information concerning this defmite
situation. Changes in the data, a revolution in tastes, the acquisi.
tion of new habits, the discovery of more efficíent techniques will
all make upa situation to which a new praxeological solution will
be relevant. To deny the applicability of economic reasoning
because of the change in conditions is to deny that the old set of
conditions díd set up specific "'forces" constraining action; it is to
deny that these "forces'" provide an interpretation of action that
goes beyond a mete cataloguing of observed events. "But," as
Professor Knight has commented, "this fact certainly cannot be
dcnicd."

The position that the praxeological element occupies within
the whole class of social phenomena has been set forth by variom
wríters. Professors Mises and Knight have devoted considerable
attention in their writings to the elucidation of this point, ss
Within narrow limits man can be observed and Iris behavior

explained purely mechanicaUy. At this level of interpretation
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human behavior is considered only in the positive temas of
stimulus and response; it is completely "'caused" in the seme that

the problem-solving elements in humau conduct ate ignored. On
higher levels of interpretation, however, the conduct of men in-

volves recognidon of their putting íorth effort, of their attempt to
solve problems in short, of their human actions.

Here again various levels of discussion are possible. Unques-
tionably the most "interesdng" and, for the business of living,
the most important is the consideration of the ways in which men

have acquired their particular interests; the development of par-
ticular program_ th,,t men believe worthy of undertaking; the
forces that determine people's value judgments and the emergence
of their sense of absolute moral appraisement. The level of inter-
pretation on which praxeology has a contribution to make is,
however, a more modest one. It is willing to accept the interests
and program_ of men as data and seeks to understand, in temas of
these interests and programs, the chains of consequences that can
be deduced. The principles of human action make it possible to
ascribe and refer back historical events to such interests and

programs as "final causes" that can be ac'cepted without fizrther
explanation.

Praxeology, ,4priorism, and Operationalism

The comideratkms set forth in the previous section ate suIfi-
cient to make clear what writers have had in mind when they

llave characterized economics as ah a prioñ science. This descrip-
tion of economic knowledge has been repeatedly misunderstood;

it has been repeatedly taken out of context and held up for ñdi.
cule.n But the matter is essentially logical and clear.

Professor Mises in particular has stressed the a priori nature
of praxeological knowledge. A theorem of a praxeological science
provides information that has been derived by sheer reasoning;

ir is the product of pure logic without the assistance of any em-
piñcal observaÜon. As such, a praxeological theorem is congeneñc
with a theorem of geometry; being the ñgorously deñved conse-
quences of given assumptions, it partakes of the "apodictic cer-
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tainty" that is necessarily possessed by such an exercise in logic.
Disagreement with thís approach has been vigorously expressed

by a number of wríters. Dissatisfaction has arisen h,om several
points of view. On the one hand, it is pointed out that ana pñori
theorem, being derived by sheer logic [rom given axioms, is neces-
sax/ly circular, in that it merely tells us in a d/fferent way what
we already know by our knowledge of the axioms themselves. AU
the information provided by economic reasoning is thus merely
extended circumlocution. So long as economics was not acknowl-
edged as a praxeological science, it is argued, this objection could !

not be raised. So long as it had been necessary to introduce specific i

postulates about the way in which people actually behave, an eco- l
nomic theorem did tell something new. Ir, for example, it was i
postulated that men behave "rationally" and rationality was de-
fmed so as to possess defmite empirical content, such as a pattem
of behavior that max/mized money profits, and the like, then the
consequences of this assumption do provide new ivíormation. De-
duction h'om the specific assnmption made has yielded a thcory,
against wh/ch the assumption could, in fact, be tested for its i_
faith[ulness to the facts. But with the emergence of the view o[
economic knowledge that saw it as completely independent o[ par-
ticular empirical assumptiom, the situation became completely
altered. A theorem describing the comequences of human be-
hay/of that does not take into account the concrete content o[

that behavior must remain, it has been repeatedly asserted, simply
a different way of saying that people behave as they behave, n

Closely connected with this criticism of economics a pñori ate
the objections ra/sed against its su_osed rnisuse of a method o[
doubfful respectability, viL, introspection. Implicit in much of
the unfavorable disa_ion of apñorism in economics is the current
belid that only "operationally m_ningfur' proposiom ought to
find a place in science._ A theorem which makes 110direct ref-
erence to observable facts, and which thereáne cannot be "tested'"

agaimt observable facts,/s one the/nterpenonal validity of whida
must remain in doubt and to which "scienfiñc" _ is to be
denied.

Now, these are ames that concern basic epistemolosical prob.
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lems lar wider than the 1-ange of this book. Closely though they
relate to the praxeological view of the nature of the economic
aspect of affairs, they themselves are concerned with inquiries
into the nature of science and knowledge that would carry us lar
away from our own subject. Professor Robbins has gone so lar
as to relegate completely to philosophy all such discussions con-

cerning the a pñori character of economics.SS Mises, Knight, and
Hayek llave most vigorously justified the kind of introspection
that is necessary for the conception of economic knowledge as

"scientific" without being empirically "testable." se We are not so
much concerned here with the scientific validity that may be at-
tributed to a pñoñ economics as with the clarificaon of the pre-
cise sense in which the praxeological conception of the economic
point of view does, in fact, imply a strictly a pñoñ position.

The concept of human action is sufficient, in the praxeological
view, for the deductíon of complex chains of reasoning concern-
ing the choices men will make, the alternañves from which they
will be _orced to choose, and the like. Human action relates to

real entities, goods, or services; ir develops against the background
of objectively measurable pñce relationships. Economic science
seeks to provide ah explanation of these real phenomena; ir seeks
to explain the consequences of given changes in data, to relate
market phenomena to the underlying human motives. Praxeology
envisages the successful attainment of these goals through the
scrutiny of humart af[airs from a speciñc point of view that recog-
nizes the teleological and rational nature of human action. This
point of view makes possible the construction of chains of reason-
ing that are purely formal, in the sense that they refer to goods,
services or factors of production only abstracdy; they depend for
their validity not on the specific objects with which human action
may be concretely concerned, but only on postulated attitudes of
men towards them. The proposiom that can be deduced in this
manner may thus, of course, include the analysis of situations
that may be quite trofea1. And in order to be of service in the
understanding of reality, praxeology must direct its attention ex-
clusively to the analysis of sítuations that correspond to the actu-
alities of the extemal world. Ir would be possible, for example,
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to examine the consequences of a world in which labor was pre-
ferred over leisure. Economics could certainly deduce theorems
conceming pñces, incomes, and production in such a world. But
this would be intellectual gymnastics of a fruitless kind.s7

To maintain contact with situatiom that do in £act require
explanation, economics must thus resort to experience for guid-
ance. Ir must take the facts as they are and apply to them the a
pñori logic of human action. "Ir adopts for the organized presen-
tation of its results a forro in which apñoristic theory and the
interpretation of histoñcal phenomena ate intertwined." _ Ir is
clear that the exposition of economics as ah a prioñ science has
never implied that ir can dispense with references to factual ob-
servation in the final statement of its results. Particular economic
propositions will concem human attitudes and conventions that
do conforto to those of the real world. The sense in which it is

maintained that economics is ana priori branch of knowledge
is a much narrower one. Ir concerm the contribution that the

recognition of the concept of human action makes to the explana-
tion of social phenomena.

The observation of facts provides useful knowledge. This is the
procedure of history. But observation does not exhaust the knowl-
edge and understanding that we can attain concerning these af-
fairs. The economic point of view injects ah immediate sense of
order into these affairs,ah order that brings with it a large measure
of explanation. This explanation is achieved by subjecting the
observed data to a specific scientific procedure, praxeological rea.
soning. This procedure is in itself quite independent of the facts
to which it is applied. Ir could be applied to conditiom that are
nonexistent. Ir is itself the contñbution of human logic and
reasoning alone. In _ r_mse the theorems of economics, closely
though they refer to concrete reality, ate to be described asa
prioñ. They ave deñved purely ti-oro the knowledge that the
human mind possessesof the category of action.B

The separation that is thm emphasized, between the facts and
their logical analysis through economic teasoning, is a fimitful
one. It stresses the quite distinct operatiom that ate being per-
formed in the observation of economic _ and in the devel-
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opment of economic theorems. It focuses attention on the new
source of knowledge that is provided by our understanding the
nature of action. It illuminates the striking fact that pure reason
can convey knowledge concerning brute facts of the real world.
Because men actas reasoning beings, it is possible to explain
their concrete pattems of behavior by applying to their attitude
the theorems that our own reason has supplied.

All this does not prevent the praxeologist from maintaining a
becoming modesty with regard to his own contribution. He does
not in any way believe that bis theorems can exhaust all that can
be known about social phenomena; he does insist on the unique
assistance he can provide. He does not deplore close attention to
market data, to masses of statistics, and the like; but he does
deprecate the view that this kind of scrutiny can be a substitute
for economic reasoning of that it needs to be resorted to as a
"test" for the correctness of such reasoning. His recognition of the
category of human action does impress upon hito most forcefully
the utter helplessness with which the masses of facts must be
faced without the illumination provided by a procedure of analy-
sis that itsel[ owes nothing to these facts---the application of eco-
nomic reasoning.

The Economic Point of View and Pr.axeology

Our discussion thus lar in this chapter has made no attempt
to distinguish a specifically economic point of view from the gen-
eral praxeological outlook. We set out, in this book, to examine
the various points of view held to characterize eeonomic science
and through which ah "economic" aspect of social phenomena has
been distinguished. Our search has led us in this chapter to con-
sider the filiation of ideas that have found the specifically eco-
nomic point of view to be merely part of a broader perspective,
the praxeological view. The economic aspect of affairs is simply
the praxeological; a theorem of economics is simply a praxeological
propositíon.

To be sure, the praxeological perspective embra.ces a range of
human ac_on far w/der than that usually treated in economíc
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theory. All human actions, motivated though they may be by the
entire range of the purposes that have inspired and fircd men to
act, come within the sway of the ideal praxeological discipline.
The constraint that men íeel to fulfil their purposes in spite of
obstacles pervades all aspects of life. It is the position of praxe-
ologT that the common category that embraces the entire range
of human efforts ís the key to cconomic science. We have seen at
various points in thís book that economists have again and again
searched for something in economics that should di_erentiate
it ñ'om the rest of human action. These thinkers were deterred

from expounding the praxeological character of economics for
the very reason that this character is common to other aspects of
social life.

The praxeological view sees economic science as the branch of
praxeology that has been most highly developed._ Perhaps other
branches will one day attain a similar stage of development. The
important point is that distinctions between various "branches"
of praxeology must be arbitrary. Economics is a "given pie"; ir
is not a pie that every economist can make at will or for which
he can prescribe his own recipe. Economic theory has a "nature
of its own" that must be respected; certainly it must be recognized
ir its dístínctive contribution is to be made at all. But the pie
that ís the economic aspect of affairs is bigger than that tradi-
tionally treated by economists; ir embraces all human action. The
slice that makes up economic theory ma)- :o long as it is cut
from the correct pie--be cut in any arbitrm-y w'ay. "It is impos-
síble to draw a clear-cut boundary around the sphere of domain
of human action to be included in ¢conomic science." 41 "The
scope of praxeology, the general theory of human action, can be
precisely defined and circumscribecL The specifically economic
problems . . . can only by and large be disengaged from the
comprehensive body of praxeological theory." 42

Economic theory has traditionally dealt with the phenomena
c_ the market, pñces, production, and monetary calculation. In
these spheres of human activity, theorists llave developed construc-
tions that help to explain the regulariti¢s these phenomena evince
and to bring intO clear focus the tendencies for chang_ in these
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phenomena consequent upon given autonomous changes in the
data. Writers on economics have striven to present precise deñ-
nitions of the scope of this discipline. From the point of view
of praxeology, the earlier attempts suffeved from their tendency
to seek for the defining critería in the nature of the specific a[-
fairs with which market phenomena ate concerned. The conse-
quence of these searches was the series of formulations examined
in the earlier chapters of this book. The subject matter of eco-
nomics carne to be connected with the material things that ave the
objects of tratñc in the market; it carne to be linked peculiarly
with the use of money in market transactions or with the spe-
cific social relationships that characterize the market system. Where
writers carne dosest to the recognition that these criteria were
only accidental characterístics of the affairs upon which economic
analysis could be brought to bear, where they were able to glimpse
the congenerousness of the specifically economic type of analysis
with the underlying actions of men, they were unable to follow
this clue to the conclusion to which ir pointed. Pvecisely because
those features in action that made it susceptible of economic analy-
sis seemed common to all human activities, these writers weve

driven back to look for some other defining characteristic. And

this meant again the search for some arbitrary quality to justif 7
selecting the particular slíce of pie that made up economic theory;
but ir meant in addition the relegation yet further into the back-
ground of the true recipa of that larger pie from which their
conception of economics was being arbitrarily hacked.

From this point of view the formulation of the nature of the
economic in terms of the allocation of scarce means among

competing ends occupies a rather special position. This definition,

discussed at length in the previous chapter, differs ti-oro the rest
in its approach to the problem. It defines an ozpect of human ac-
tivities in general; it does not look for the key to economic phe-
nomena in the specific/dnds of activity with which they ave mostly
concemed. In ñnding the economic aspect of activities in general
to consist in contero with the ends-means relationship, this cov-
ception too includes within its scopa kinds of actions with which
economim has had traditionally líttle to do. From the praxeological
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standpoint, in fact, the idea of economizing scarce means in al-
locating them among alternative ends, when used asa criterion for
defining the domain of the economic, is nothing but a convenient,
thougah artificial, framework in which human actions can be ana.
lyzed. The allocation among competing goals is a technical con-
comitant of a good deal of purposeful behavior. Human action
does frequently call for carefully apportioning scarce means among
competing projects. In a formal sense it is even possible to consider
aU human action as consisting in such allocation; but this involves
the kind of artificiality in the conception of ends and means with
which Professor Robbins' deñnition was charged. The principal
merit of the latter is thus its implicit dependence on the concept of
human action; its apparent inadequacies stem from its attempt
to consider action as conforming to a particular technical paf-
teta. Much of the criticism Robbins' definition received will be
seen to dissolve when his conception of economics is related more
clearly to the idea of human action. The allocation of scarce

means among alternative ends simply signifies the consistent pur-
suit of ends, the consistent pursuit of the more highly valued ends
taking precedence over the fulñlment of the less highly esteemed
ends. It means, in fact, the exercise of the human faculty for
purposeful action.

It ís not to be denied that the ends-means formulation seems

to fit wíth remarkable neatness the phenomena treated by eco-
nomic theory. But this neamess has been achieved at the cost of
a failure to press on to the very crux of the economic point of
view. We are not thereby appfised, as the expression of this eco-
nomic point of view able to apprise us, how an analysis of
human affairs by economic science is made possible by the ver,/
perspective from which the economic theoñst views them. The

ends-means dichotomy does not show how the recognition of the
principle that govems the aUocation of meam conduces at the
same time to a recognition of the possibility of scientiñc analysis
and explanation of economic phenomena. Only when the eco-
nomic point of view is conceived as focusing attention on the
nature of human action is ir able to provide the key to economic
tcience. And in this sense it can indeed be contended that the
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definition of economics in terms of the economizing of scarce
means (like others before it) "fails to convey an adequate concept
of its nature," 4s until this definition is superseded by the fully
developed ¢onception of economics to which it logically leads,
viz., the praxeological point of view.

"Economists would agree," Cannan wrote, "that 'Did Bacon
write Shakespeare?' was not an economic controversy .... On the
other hand, the), would agree that the controversy would have

an economíc side ir copyright were perpetual and the descendants
of Bacon and Shakespeare were disputing the ownership of the
plays." 44This is so, Professor Robbins explains, _5because the sup-
posed copyright laws would make the use of the plays scarce and

would in turn yield their owners scarce means of gratification that
would otherwise be differently distributed. Of course, Professor

Robbins is correct, but the same explanation can be given in terms
that make it immediately clear how the economic side of such a
controversy is able to yield mateñal for the economic theorist.

It can be explained, that is, that the controversy has aja eco-
nomic aspect because the assumed copyright laws affect the con-
ditions of human action in either or both of two ways. In the

tirst place, as they tender the use of the plays scarce, the laws will

have altered the pattern of action on the part of prospective pro-
ducen. An additional obstacle has been placed in the way of

persons desiring to produce the plays; and it wíll be obvious

that a prospective producer will be constrained to forgo some less
highly prized gratification in order to fulfil his dramatic pur-
poses. On the other hand, it will be clear that this st,ate of affairs

opens up a new avenue by which the legal owner of the plays
may possibly be enabled to fulfil his own purposes more com-
pletely, through taking advantage of the producen' attitudes.
Either of these two influences of the controversy on human actions
is sutticient to invest it with interest for the economic point of

view. This way of expressing the nature of this point of view,
however, reveals at the same time the very nature of the analysis
that it makes possible.
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Keynes, The Scope and Method o1 Political Economy (4th ed.; 1917),
p. 100. Jevons and Marshall made free use of such terms as "the laws
of wealth" and the "smdy of wealth." W. S. Jevom, '_I'he Future of
Political Economy," Fortnightly Review, November, 1876, reprinted in
bis Principles of Economics and Othrr Papers (London, 1905), p. 193:
A. Marshall, Principles of Economics (8th ed.; London, 19"¿0), p. !.
When Mr. Norman, a veteran member of the Political Economy Club,
tose at the club dinner in 1876 to expreu hi# sentiments, he was not
fighting an uphill battle when he asserted that the "real ____nce of
Political Economy" i# the explanation of wealth phenmnena; Revised
Report of the Proceeding$ at the Dinner of 31st May, 1876, held in
Celebration of the Hundredth Year of the Publication of the "Wealth
o1 NationY" (Political Economy Club: London, 1876), p. 26.

47. Rderence; to writers in Getman who detined economia with q__d
attention to Gter or $achgter include: G. v. $ch6nberg, "Die Volh-
wirtschaft," Handbuch der politischen Oekonomie (4th ed.; Tbingcn.
1896), p. 15; IL Knies, Die politische Oekonomie voto geschichtliche
Standpuncte, (Braunschweig, 188S), p. 158; C. Menger, U_/tungen
(1883), p. 232 n.; E. v. PhiHppovich, Ob¢r Aufgabe und M¢thod¢ dev
politischen Okonomie (Freibutg, 1886), pp. 20-21; E. Sax, Dm Wesen
und die Aufgab¢n drf National_l(onomie Olienna, 1884), H. DietzeL
Ueb_ das F¿'rhaltn d¢r Folk__lu¢ha[tsleh_ z_r &Tzduñtt_¢_t_.
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lehre (Berlin, 1881), p. 9; see also Dietzel "Beitrage zur Methodik der
Wirtschaftswissenschaft," Conrads ]ahrbucher, 1884, p. 18.

48. See J. K. Ingram's Preface to Ely's Introduction to the $tudy of Political
Economy (quoted by Ely in bis Introduction to the enlarged edifion of
Ingram's A History of Political Economy [London, 1915], p. xvii); and
Cliffe Leslie, "On the Philosopbical Method of Political Economy,"
Hermathena, 1876 (reprinted in bis F__saysin Political £conomy, p. 189).

49. Cliffe Leslie, op. c/t., p. 212.
50. Besides the references to Dietzel's works in note 47 above, see also bis

"Der Ausgangspunkt der Sozialwirtschaftslehre und ihr Grundbegrif[,"
Tbinger Zeitschrilt , 1883; and bis arÚcle "SelbsÜnteresse" in the
Handw_rterbuch de_ Staatswissenschalten (3rd ecL; Jena, 1911), vII,
435 ff.

51. H. Dietzel, Theoretis¢he $ozial_konomik (Leipzig, 1895), p. 182.
52. R. T. Ely, The Past and the Present of Political Fconomy (Baltimore,

1884), p. 20.
55. E. de Laveleye, "Les lois naturelles et l'obiet de l'économie politique,"

Journal des économistes (Apñl, 1883), p. 92. French writers of thi$
period stressing richesses include: Arendt, Limousin, Landry, Beau-
regard, Herve-Bazin, Courtois, Worms, and Levasseur.

54. For an interpretation of classical economics generally as seeing the
central economic problem in the struggle of man against nature, see
M. Dobb, Political Economy and Capitalista, pp. 19 L; H. Myint,
Theories of Wel]are Economics, pp. 2 f,

55. H. Storch, Cours d'économie politique (St. Petersburg, 1815), I, ii.
56. See W. E. H. Lecky, History of the Rise and Infiuence of the Spirit

of Rationalism in Europe (1865; Ameñcan ed., 1955), pp. 335 L On
the possible influence on Lecky exerted by Comte, see Hayek, Counter-
Revolution of Science, p. 187.

57. For pamages in his writings in which the ,4ussenwelt is stressed, see
A. Schlflle, Die National6konomie odet allgemeine Wirtschaftslehre
(Leipzig, 1861), pp. 2, 24; Das gesellschaftliche System der menschlichen
WirtschaTt ($rd ed.; Tbingen, 1873), p. 2: "Die ethische Seite der
National6konomischen Lehre voto Werthe," Gesammelte Aufs_tze
(Ta_ng_, 1885).

58. On Mangoldt's and Sax's position, see F. Sax, Das Wesen und die Auf-
gaben der National6konomie (Vienna, 1884), pp. 14-15. On Cohn's
posion, see Menger, Untersucñungen, p. 243. Julius _hr in bis Grund-
begri_e und Grundlagen der Volknvirtschaft (Leipzig, 1893), p. 67,
imtead of referring to Gter, speaks of "die Dinge der Aussenwelt."

59. C. A. Tuttle, '_l'he Fund__mentíd Economic Principle," Quarter/y Jour-
na/of Econom/cs, 1901, p. 218.

60. On the existence of a line of subjective development in economics after
the death of Ricardo, _:e M. Bowley, Nassau Senior and Cla_ical Politi-
cal Economy, ch. H.

6L S¢e A. SchAfl_ "Memch und Gut in der Volkswirtsd_t" (1861) in bis

G¢sammelte Aulstitz¢, pp. 158 ff.; Droz's very strongly, held position is
¢ited by ah American economist, Stephen Colwell, m a pre]iminary
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essay to an edition of F. List's National System of Political Economy
(Philadelphia, 1856), p. xxxvii; see also P. Cauw_s, Pr¿cis du cour$
d'économie politique (Paris, 1881), p. 6.

62. R. T. Ely, An Introduction to Political Economy (New York, 1889),
p. 105.

68. This continuity between the classical conception of economics asa
science of wealth and the later emphasis on welfare gains in signifi-
cance if classical economics is interpreted as "welfare analysis at the
physical level" on the grounds that the classical economists implicitly
assumed "that quantities of satisfaction of given wants are roughly
proportional to quantities of physical products." H. Myint, Theories
of Wel[are Economics, p. xii.

64. E. Cannan, A History o1 the Theories of Production and Distribution
in English Political Economy ]roto 1776 to 1848 ($rd ed.; London,
1917), p. 312. The quoted pa_age first appeared in the second ediÜon
(1903).

65. On the distinction between "classificatory" and "analyticar' definitions
of economics, see L. Robbim, Nature and Signif_cance of Economic
Science (2nd ed.), pp. 16 f.; A. L. Madie, An Essay on Economy and
Value, p. 2; L. Fraser, Economic Thought and Language, pp. 26 L

66. "Welíare was like a fluid or a gas which, although perhaps diflicult
to measure, was in principle measurable . . ." I. Litfle, A Critique o/
Wellare Economics (OxIord, 1950), p. 9.

67. Dugald Stewart, Political Economy, ed. Hamilton (1855), I, 9. The
passage was written about I810. Cf. Bonar, Philosophy and Political
Economy (London, 1922), p. 152.

68. J. C. L. Simonde de Sismondi, Nouveaux principes d'économie politique
(3rd ed.; Genera, 1951), p. 66.

69. See W. $. Jevons, The Principles oJ Economics (London: Macmillan
& Co., 1905), p. 49; H. H. Powers, "Wealth and Welfare," Publications
oF the American Academy o1 Political and Social Science (April 4,
1899), p. 16.

70. Among French writers of the period who exprexsly eondemned the
objectivism of the definitions formulated in terms of richesses were: H.

Dameth, Introduction ¢1 i'étude de l'économie politique (París, 1878),
p. 89; A. Girault, "Les grandes divisions de la science économique,"
Revue d'économie politique, 1900, p. 796; E. Villey, Principes d'dcono-
mie politique (Pañs, 1894), p. 5; C. Gide, Principles of Political Econ-
omy (2nd Ameñcan ed.; Boston, 1905), p. $ n.; G. Tarde, Psychologie
économique (París, 1902), I, 127.

71. See L. Robbins, Nature and Significance, p. 4 and foomotes.
72. Fora more detailed discuson of Marshall's conception of the economic

point of view, see below, chap. V. See also T. Parsom, "Wants and
Activities in Marshall," Quarterly ]ournal of Economics, Novembero
1931, pp. 106 ff. For a discuuion of the limitatiom circumscribing
Marshall's adoption of the welfare formulation, see also F. Fette_,
'?rice Economics Vmm Welfare Economics," dm¢r/can F.conom:

Rw/_, 1920, p. 721.
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75. E. Cannan, review of L. Robbin$' Natur¢ and $ignifu:ance in £conomic
]ournal, September, 1932, pp. 424427.

74. F. Fetter, "Price E¢onomics Versus Wel[are Economics," ,4merican
Economic Review, 1920; W. C. Mitchell, The Backward Art of Spend-
ing Money and Other Essays, p. 381.

75. For an informative survey of these problems, __e Streeten's Appendix
to his translation of Myrdal's The Political Element in the Develop-
ment of Economic Theory (1954).

76. D. H. Robertson, "Utility and All What?" Economic ]ournal, Decem.
ber, 1954, reprinted in bis Economic Commentaries (London: Staples
Press), pp. 57-58. Robertson has coined the term "edare" to denote the
specific area of human welfare which is of concern to the economist.

77. $. Bailey, "On the Science of Political Economy," in his Discourses on
Farious Subjects Read Be]ore Literary and Philosophical Societies (Lon.
don, 1852), p. 125. This essay was written about 1855.

78. On the disrepute in which the "economic virtues" had been held, r_e,
e.g., R. H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise o1 Capitalista (London,
1926), cla. IV.

79. In his Inquiry into the Various Systems of Political Economy (translated
by D. Boileau, New York, 1812), Ganilh devoted some thirty pages to
a survey of classical and modern civilizations, attempting to show that
in the latter the desire for wealth bears no gimi]arity to its objectionable
counterpart in the former.

80. See R. Whately, Introductory Lectures on Political Economy (4th ed.;
London, 1855), p. 25; M. Longfield, Lectures on Political Economy
(Dublin, 1834), p. 3.

81. R. Jennings, Natural Elements of Political Economy (London, 1855),
p. 41.

82. W. Bagehot, Wodts (I-Iartford, 1889), V, 224.
83. See W. S. Jevons, The Theory of Political Economy (1871); (4th ed.;

London: Macmillan & Co., 1911), p. 26; F. Y. Edgeworth, Mathematicai
Psychics (London, 1881), pp. 52-53.

84. See W. S. Jevons, "Future of Political Economy," reprinted in Principles
of Economics and Other Papers, pp. 197-199.

85. See F. A. Hayek, The Road to Ser[doro (Chicago, 1956), pp. 88-89, for
an interesting commentary on the possible sinister comequences of the
belief that economic affairs pertain to the more mrdid sides of life.

I¢OTF_TO CHAFrEIt HI

1. J. Ruskin, Unto Th Last, Preface, sec. 5, note.
2. H. T. BucHe, History of Civilization (New York, 1871), II, M3. See

aho W. H. Hutt, Economists and the Public (London, 1956), p. S01,
n. 2.

& Milr$ emy was published originally in the October, 1836, number al
the l.ondon and Westminster Review. The essay had been written ser.
egal years previomly. On this point see j. eonar, Philosophy and Po.
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litical Economy ($rd ed.; London, 1922), p. 2S9; see also Ashley,
Introduction to his 1909 edition of J. s. Mill's Principles of Political
Economy, p. xvi.

4. J. S. Mili, "On the Deñnition of Political Economy," reprinted in
Essays on 5ome Unsettled Questiom of Political Economy (1844),
p. 127. (AH references ate to the 1948 repñnt by the London School
of Economics and Political Science.)

5. Ibid., pp. 129-152.
6. Ibid., p. 137.
7. Ibid., p. 140.
8. The earlier ehs_ical economists had med the concept of "economic

man" but had not felt the need to define his namre, to state expl/citly
the degree of abstraction of which he is the product, or even to say
whether he exists at aH. This is easily undersmndable. In a science of
wealth ir is ah obvious simplification to take Luto account only those
aspects of human nature that seem to bear most directly on the phenom-
ena of wealth. It is only for a Mili, for whom political economy deals
exclusively with the "laws of mLud," that it becomes imperative to de-
marcate those areas in human nature that pertain specifically to the
Luvestigafiom of political economy. For ah analy_ of the role of eco-
nomic man in clasdcal political economy, see A. Fe,/, D_r Horno Oeco-
nomicus in der klassischen Nationali_konomie, und seiner Kritik durch
den Historismus (Limberg,1936).

9. J. S. Mili, System oJ Logic, Book VI, ch. 9, sec. $. A pmition remarkably
similar to that of Mili seems to llave been taken Ludependently by
Samuel Bailey, the author of .4 Critical Dissertation on the Nature,
Measures, and Causes of Falue; Chiefly in Re]erence to the Writings of
Mr. Ricardo and His Followers (1825). Ir is unfortunate that Baíley's
other wñtLugs, especíally his essay On the 5cience ¢q Political Economy,
llave received less attention. This emay was published as Discoune IV
in S. Bailey,Discourse$ on Variom Subjects Re,ad Before Liwrary and
Philosophical $ocieties (London, 1852); a footnote on p. 112 decla_
the _o_uy on pofitical economy to llave been wñtten in 1835 (that i&
about ayear before the publication of Mill's emy). Bailey objects
forcefully to the usual defmition of the subject in terms of wealth (pp.
107 L). Like Mili, Baile,/ is concerned with distinguishLug between the
technical laws of production (which involve the physical Kiences) and
the economic laws relevant to political economy. Baile,/ tmequivocally
ddfted the conception of economiQ from that of a _ience of weahh to
that of a science of man and, in so doing, seems to have been tempted
to create somethLug euL_pidou_ resemblLug Míll's economic man.

10. R. Whately, lntroductory Lectures on Political Economy (4th ed.;
London, 1855), p. 16; N. Senior, tln Outli_ o? the $cience ol Politíml
Economy (London, 19S8), p. 27; fin" $en_ior'sview of Mill's emnomíc
man, s¢e M. Bowley,Nauau Senior amJ Clauical Political Eco_my,
plx 61L

lg_.$)_ Is 17& Edgeworth was awa/_ d _s dm__! of the Ii_msity
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of self-interest for economics. See Edgeworth's review of the third edition
Of Marshall's Principles in Economic .lournal, V, 586. On Cunningham,
see his '*The Perversion of Economic History," Economic ]ournal, II,
498. For a fuller discu_ion of the place of self-interest in neoclassical
economics, see W. H. Hutt, Economists and the Public (London, 1936),
dL XIX. See also F. H. Knight, "Professor Parsons on Economic
Motivat/on," Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science,
1940, pp. 461 L

12. See especially M. Bowley, Nassau Senior and Classical Political Economy,
ch.H.

13. N. Senior, An Outline of the 5cience of Political Economy (George
AUen & Unwin), p. 26.

14. Henry George, The Science of Political Economy (New York, 1898),
p. 88.

15. F. Hermann, StaatswirtschaItliche Untersuchungen (2nd ed.; Munich,
1870), pp. 67-68. See especially p. 68 n., where Hermann cites from a
review that he wrote in 1836 ideas dosely similar to those written at
the same time by Mill and Bailey.

16. W. S. Jevons, The Theory of Political Economy (Macmillan & Co.),
p. 23. See also the quotation from Jevons in Cliffe Leslie, Essay: in
Politícal Economy, p. 101.

17. See A. Sch_fl]e, Das gesellschaltliche System der menschlichen Wirth.
scha[t ($rd ed.; Tbingen, 1875), I, 46, cited in C. Menger's Unter-
tuchungen, p. 242.

18. See A. Wagner, Grundlegung der politischen Oekonomie, Vol. L Grund-
lagen der Volkswirtschaft (2d e¢L; 1879), p. 9; and (3rd ed.; 1892),
p. 81.

19. See H. Dietzel, "Der Ausgangspunkt der Sozialwirtschaftslehre, und
ihr Grundbegriff," Tbinger Zeitschrift fr gesamte Staatswissenschaften,
188S; H. Dietzel, Theoretische Sozial6konomik (Leipzig, 1895), p. 81;
F. J. Nenmann, Grundlagen der Volkswirtscha_tslehre (Tbingen, 1889),
pp. 4 |; see also F,. V. Ph/lippovich, Grundriss der poliKschen Oekono.
m/e, VoL I (1915), p. 2, and W. Sombart, "Die Elemente des Wirtsc_fts-
lebens,'" Archiv fr Sofialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik, 1913, XXXVII,
|or similar expressiom. For Sax's views on the usefulness of the eco-
nomic principle for definition, see bis Das Wesen und die Aufgaben
der National6konomie (Vienna, 1884), p. 12.

kq). Ir á of interest to note that Robbim has in fact used an argument
almost identical with that of Dietzel to reject the material-weffare
criterion towards which Dietzel was drawn. To the material-welfare
economists Robbins points out the peculiar accident that generaliza-
tiom valid [or material-welfare activities prove to have equal applica-
b/I/ty to other acv/t/es as weU. L. Robbim, "Robemon on Utility and
Smpe," _, May, 195& p. 105.

21. A. T. Hadley, W,mnomic Laws and Methods," in Se/ente F_onomic
D/s¢__on (New York, 1886), p. 93; for other United States writers of
the period who _i____l the economic principle, ,ee J. B. Clark,
Pk//mep/sy o/ Waz/_ (Bmton, 1892), lx 57; R. T. FAy, lntroductíon
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to Political Economy _ew York, 1889), pp. 58-59; E. IL. A. Seligman,
Principles of Economics (10th ed.; 1923), p. 4.

22. F. B. Hawley, Enterprise and the Productive Process (New York, 1907),
p. 73.

23. H.J. Davenport, Outlines of Economie Theory (New York, 1896), p. 32.
24. See, however, K. Kautsky, Die materialistische Geschichtsau_assung (Ber.

lin, 1927), I, 3-6, for the denial of this.
25. Of course, where maximizaÜon is itself expressed in terms of wealth,

ir leads back to the old notion o[ a specifically economic impulse (see,
e.g., B. M. Anderson, Social Value [Cambridge, 1911], pp. 144-145).

26. James S. Early, "the Growth and Breadth of Theoretical Economics,"
in Economic Theory in Review, ed. C. L. Christenson (Indiana Uni-
versity0 1949) p. 13.

27. W. Roscher, Geschichte der National.Oekonomik in Deutschland
(Munich, 1874), p. 1033.

28. P. Wicksteed, Common Sense of Political Economy, ed. Robbins, I, 165-
165. For some later views on the sub]ect see Z. Clark Dickinson, "rhe
Relations of Recent Psychological Developments to Economic Theory,"
Quarterly ]ournal o1 Economics, May, 1919, p. 388; see also bis book
Economic Motives (I-Iarvard, 1922); T. Parsons, "The Movation of
Economic Activie_" Canadian ]ournai o1 Economics and Political
$cience (1940).

29. Among the writers who rejected the economic principle as a meam of
definion of the economic point of view, see especially the disctmion
by Oswalt of a paper by Voigt in Yerhandlungen des ersten Deutschen
$oziologentages, published in $chrilten der Deutschen Gesellschalt fr
$oziologie, 1911, p. 270; H. Halberstaedte_, Die Problematik des wirt.
schaftlichen Prinzips (1925), p. 76; F. Zweig, Economics and Tech.
nology (London, 1936), p. 19. Compare aho P. Wichteed, The Common
Sense of Political Economy, ed. Robbim, I, 159 L

SO. J. viner, "Some Problenn of Logical Method in Polical Economy,"
]ournal 01 Political Economy, March, 1917, (Copyright 1917 by the
Univerdty of Chicago), p. 248.

$1. K. E, Boulding, The Skilis o1 the Economt (Cleveland: Howard
Alleu, 1958), p. 179.

&2, A. L. Macfie, Ah Essa_ on Econom_t and Yalue (London, 1936). For
further dhctmion of Madie's podtion, see chapter VI of _ e_ay.

SS. See Profeuor Robbim' Introduction to his edition of Wichteed't Com-
mon 8eme, p. xxi.

$4. Wicksteed's "non-mism" was noted by Roche.Agussol in bis Etude bibli.
ographique deJ sources de le psychologie économique (1919), p. 61,
n. 1. Roche-Agmml alto points out the dmilarity of Wickateed's "non.
_" to the ideas of Hawley (tee especially "A Pmitive Theory of
Economía" O.uarterty ]ournat of &onom_, 1902, pp. 2SS f; and ha
Ent_p,e and the Producth, e/'rocen [New York, 1907]).

_. P. Widutteed, Common 8ense o1 Political Economy, ed. Robbim, p. 175.
se. p. W_chteed,"__peand_tethodof PoUtical_- _ted in
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$7. P. Wid_teed, Common Sense, p. 182.
$8. To be compared with Wicksteed's position is that of Viner, "Some

Problems oí Logical Method in Political Economy," ]ournal of Political
Economy, March, 1917, (Copyright 1917 by the University of Chicago),
p. 249: %. . the economic transaction becomes non-moral in the seme
that each party excludes the other [roto his moral situation."

$9. N. Senior, Ah Outline o] the Science of Political Economy (London:
George Allen & Unwin, 1958), p. 28. One recalls, in connection with
this analogy, Gossen's claim to qualify as the Copernicus o[ economics.

40. M. Pantaleoni, Pure Economics (1889; English translation, London,
1898), p. 5. (The term "mathematical economics" thus had for Pan-
taleoni an unusual meaning, for he gave it the task of solving "the
problem o£ inscribing in a given triangle a rectangle oí maximum
dimensions, or that of circumscribing a given sphere with a minimum
corte.') See also I. Little, Wel]are Economics (1950), p. 21.

41. See Pantaleoni, op. cit., pp. 7, 19. See also M. Pantaleoni, "An Attempt
to Analyse the Concepts of 'Strong and Weak' in their Economic Con,
nection," Economic ]ournal, 1898.

4,2. See B. Croce, "On the Economic Principle I," in International Economie
Papers, No. $, p. 177.

45. See J. Schumpeter, Das Wesen und der Hauptinhalt der theoretisch¢n
National6konomie (Leipzig, 1908), p. 86, for the explicit view that the
economist must consider the changes in "economic quantities" as if
they were caused automatically, without paying attention to the human
beings who may have been involved in the appearance oF sucia changes.

44. Sc.humpeter's outlook on economics may be related to the influence
which Mach in Vienna was exerting at the time on scienfific thought.
For a characterization of mechanics parallel to Schumpeter's view of eco-
nomics, t_ze Ernst Mach, The Science o] Mechanics (Chicadgo, 1919),
pp. 256 L Ir is to be remarked that Schumpeter was surprisingly reticent
about precisely what he understoo_l under bis gter. (See op. cit.,
p. 80 n.) At least one oFIris critics seems to have understood Schumpeter
to indude all that is meant by "utility." (See A. Amonn, Objekt und
Grundbegriffe der theoretische National6konomie, 1911, p. 129.)

45. J. Sc.humpeter, Wesen und Hauptinhalt, pp. xvi, xvii, 47, 64.
46. See, e_., Schumpeter's paper "Ober die mathematische Methode der

theoreth_en Okonomie," Zeitschri]t ]r Volkswirtzchaft, Sozialpolitik,
und Verwaltung, XV (1908), $0-49.

47. For the similarity oF Pareto's position to that oF Schumpetcr, see hís
"On the Economic Phenomenon," in International Economic Papo's,
No. $, p. 184, and his "Anwendungen der Mathemak auf National-
6konomie," in Eno¡clop#xlie der mathematischen Wissenschaften, 1902,
pp. 1107-1108. For a recent example of the hardiness of the Schumpetcr
view, see Boulding, The SkiUs o] the Economist, pp. 28-29.

48. B. Carece, "On the Economic Pñndple II," in International Economíc
Pa_per¿ No. $, p. 197.
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N_ TO CHAPTERlV

1. T. Malthm, Deíinitions in PoUtical Econoray, pp. 70 L MiWs pmition
is in bis C,ommerce De_ended (1808), p. 22; McCulloch's, in his Prin-
ciples of Political Economy (1825), pan L p. 5. Paralle1 to the exchange-
abil/ty condit/on reqtñred for wealth by these wñters ia the requirement
that itetm of wealth be capable of appropriation and alienatiom (See,
e.g., S. Read, Political Economy [Edinburgh, 1929], p. 1.) Sismondi ex-
pl/c/tly denied that exchangeability is a prerequisite for wealth (Nou-
veaux príncipes d'économie politique [Genera, 1951], p. 71).

2. Count DeSmtt de Tracy, d Treatise on Political Economy (Englhh ed.,
C_-orgetown, 1817), "Of Action," pp. 6, 15.

$. 1L Whately, Introductory Lectures on Politi¢al Economy (4th ed.; Lon-
don, 1855), p. 4.

4. Ibid., p. 5. See N. Seníor, Outline o_ the Science oJ Politícal Economy,
p. 25. Torrens, apparently, was in disagreement (ibid.). See alto
E. C_nnan, Theories of Production and Distributien, 1776-1848, p. 7.

5. On the exhtence of a Dublin "school" in economics dudng _ period,
see R. D. Black, '_/'rinity CoLlege, DubHn, and the Theory of Value,
1832-1863," Economica, New Series, XII (1945), 140-148.

6. The Whately professon who endoned the catallactic view were J. A.
Lamon, Five Lectures on Political Economy, delivered be]ore the Uni-
versity o/ Dublin, 18_3 (London and DubLin, 1844), pp. 12 L; and
W. N. Hancock, ,4n Introductory Lecture on Political Economy (Dubñn,
1849), p. 7. The wñter who wrote under the pseudonym Patrick Plough
(and was noñced by Seligman in his "On Some Neglected British
Economísts,"Economic]ournal,1908),bestowedon hisbook (London,
1842) the following Útle: Letters on the Rudiments of a Science, mlled
]ormedy, impropevly, Political Economy, r¢cently more pe_nently,
Catallactics.

7. Among write_ who cond_mnned the muTownem of the catallactic view
were F. W. Newman, Lectures on Politiml Economy (London, 1851),
p. 19; J. Cazenove, Thoughts on a Few Sub_ecLs of Political Economy
(London, 18_), p. 70. See aho W. E._Hearn, Plutolo_ (London and
Melbourne, 1864), p. 6. For later criticism of the narrownem of Whately's
position, see W. Rmcher, C_,escñicñte der National-Oekonomik in
Deutschland (Munich, 1874), pp. 844, 1072; P, Cauw_, Précis du cours
d'économie politique(Parb 1881), p. 7; P. Leroy.BeauIieu, Trattd
thdorique ¢t pratique d'dconomie politique (Paria, 1896), L le.

8. H. D. Macleod, The £lement:o1 Political F_onomy OLondon, 1858),
p. 5. Macleod _ bis independ_t azrival at the ca_l_cO:_ pmitíon.
In bis notion of exchange Madeod is narrower than reme of hij pre_
curmrs. _ he d/mm_ ___/on ñora pottcal eummay on the
grounds that it is not the subject of exdmnge. Whately exptm01y coa-
•;deml taxation a. _ (I_ l_¢twa, F 7 .._
mo (otau_ of the Scimueol l_a _onomy, p, eTjviewed"all
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that is received by the officers of Government as given in Exchange for
Services...." In bis History of Economics, published some forty years
later, Macleod carefully collected favorable references to bis own work
by later writers and cites the American Perry, about whom more below.

9. J. A. Lawson, Five Lectures on Political Economy, pp. 12-13.
10. A. Sm/th, Wealth of Nations, ed. Cannan (Modern Library edition),

p. 13.
11. See J. A. Lawson, op. cit., p. 26. (A similar ambivalence seems visible

aho in Plough's work cited above, n. 6.)
12. A. L. Perry, Elements of Political Econorny (14th ed.; New York, 1877),

pp. 1,54.
15. F. A. Walker, Political Economy (New York, 1883), p. 3. Henry George's

cñt/cism is in Iris The Science of Political Economy (New York, 1898),
p. 130.

14. Albert S. Bolles, Political Economy (New York, 1878), p. 3.
15. Franklin H. Giddings, "The Sociological Character of Polical Econ-

omy," read at the second annual meeng of the associaÜon; published
in the association's Publícations, III (1889), 43. Ir is of some interest
that Giddings, who here castigates the "absurdity" of the Perry posi.
on, has elsewhere (Essays in Honor of ]. B. Clark, 1927) gratefully
cited Perry'$ book m having been bis own first textbook in economics.

le. See, e.g., A. Amonn, Objekt und Grundbegri_e der theoretische Na-
tional6konomie (2nd ed.), pp. 160 L, for Max Weber's position; Felix
Kaufmann, "On the Subject Matter and Method of Economic Science0"
Economica, November, 1933, pp. S84 f; H. Halberstaedter, Die Prob-
lematik des wirtschaftlichen Prinzips (1925), p. 76. Schumpeter's posifion
is discussed later in this chapter.

17. A. L. Perty, ,4n Introduction to Political Economy (New York, 1877),
p. 12.

18. P. Wickstee_ '.The Scope and Method of Political Economy," Eco-
nomic ]ournal, March, 1914, reprinted in Cornmon Sense of Political
Econorny, II, 781.

19. See S. Newcomb, Principles of Politieal Eeonomy _ew York, 1886)0
p. é; F. B. Hawley, "A Positive Theory o[ Economics," Quarterly
lournal of Fxonomics, 1902, pp. 2S3 £

20. A. ManhaH, The Present Position of PoUti¢al Econorny (London,
1885), pp. 22-25.

21. See espedally G. Tarde, Psychologie économiqtw (París, 1902), pp.
IM £, for the me of this aspect of exchange to disnguish between
economics and potitictOn Weber's pos/t/on, see above, n. 16; see also
Shih and Finch, ed_, Max Weber on the Methodolo¿,y of the Social
8tienta (Glencoe, 1949), p. 63; M. Weber, Gesammelte dufslit_ zur
W/uenscfiaftsleñre (Ttibingen. 1922), pp. S6,5-S66.

22. Schumpeter's definition of economics in terms d exchange was set
forth in bis Dm Wesen und der Hauptinhalt der theoretische National.
Okoaom_ (Leilnig, 1908); _e especially pp. 55, 582. For Schumpeter's
matm_ view oí ea£hange, see bis History of Economic Analysis (1954)0
p. 911. _ what _ to be a dmnge in Schumpeter's appraisal of
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Whately's stress on catallactics, see Wesen und Hauptinhalt, p. 50 n.,
and History of Economic Analysi,, p. 536 n.

25. See A. Amonn, Objekt und Grundbegri_e der theoretischen National-
6konomie (lst ed., 1911), p. 128; L. Robbins, Nature and Significance
of Economic Science (2nd ed.), p. 21 n.

24. E. R. A. Seligman, '*SocialElements in the Theory of Value," Quarterly
1ournal of Economics, May, 1901, p. 327. See also L. Mises, Socialista
(English ed., London: Jonathan Cape, 1936), pp. 114, 117.

25. J. A. Schumpeter, Wesen und Hauptinhalt, p. 53.
26. Op. cit., p. 49.
27. Carl E. Parry, "A Revaluation of Traditional Economic Theory,"

American Economic Review (Supplement, 1921), p. 125.
28. "Ir economic theory is interpreted asa critique of the compedtive sys-

teta of organization, its first and most general problem is that o[ de-
termining whether the fundamental tendencies of [ree contractual
relatíorm under compedtive control lead to the maximum production
of value as measured in price terms." (F. H. Knight, "Fallacies in the
InterpretaÜon of Social Cost," Quarterly Journal o1 Economics, 1924,
repñnted in The Ethics of Competition, p. 218.)-

29. J. E. Calmes, "BastiaL" reprinted in bis Essays in Political Economy
(London, 1873), pp. 312 L

SO. F. Basdat, Harmonies ¿conomiques (8th ed.; Paria, 1881), pp. 25-28.
$1. R. G. Hawtrey, The Economic Problem (London: Longmam, Green

& Co., 1925), p. 3.
$2. F. A. v. Hayek, "The Trend of Economic Thinking," Economica, May,

1933, pp. 130-151. For similar passages ,tressing the economic organiza.
tion for the pu_ of definition, see R. T. Bye, "The Scope and
Definidon of Economics," _ournal oI Political Economy, October, 1939,
p. 626; K. E. Boulding, The Skill, of the Economi, t (Cleveland, 1958),
p. 8. See also F. Oppenheimer, "Alfred Amonn', °Objekt und Grund-
begriffe,'" Weltwirt, chaflliches Archiv. Bd. 27 (1928), I, Literatur,
p. 170.

$$. For samples of the literature on _ point_ see C. Menger's ffnt¢r-
:uchungen (Appendix I, "'Ueber das Wesen der VoJkJwirthschaft'_;
G. Schmoller, "Die Volkswirt_haft, die Volkzwirtschaftslehre, und ihre
Methode" (1895), reprinted in his "_ber einige Grund]rag¿'n der $ozial.
politik und de_ Folkswirtschafldehre (Leipng, 1898).

$4. For one ev_mple of German iniluence in th/s regard, see Ely's approving
rderence to the definition of economics as the "'science of nadonal
housekeeping," an idea which he relates to that of a "Volkswi_h.rhah"
(Introduction to Political Economy [New York, 1889], p. 95).

_í. See G. Schmoller, t)b_ einige Grund#agen, p. 217.
$6. See G. Schmoller, Grundriu d¢r allgem¢in¢n Volkawirt_hafldehre (llth

and 12th ed.; 1919), L 1.
$7. W. Ro6cher, $ystem der Vollc_ivt, chaft, I (Berlin, 1906), 42.
$8. F. Kleinwachter, "Wesen, Au[gabe und System der National&konomie,"

Conmds ]ahrbuch_ (1889), p. 659.
$9. SeeapeciaUyA. amonn,Ob#_ u_ C,_,mbe_g¢ (_d ed.),lp. 15SL
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40. See especially the article by Oppenheimer cited above, n. 32.
41. See, e.g., D. Raymond, The Elements of Political Economy (2nd ed.;

Baltimore, 1823), p. 35; Patrick Plough (pseud.), Letters on the Rudi-
ments of . . . Catallactics, p. 4; R. Whately, lntroductory Lectures,
pp. 16, 33 [.

42. On this _e T. Suranyi-Unger, Economics in the Twentieth Centur_
(English ed., New York, 1931), p. 78. See also the n¢xt section in
this chapter.

45. For J. s. Mill's emphasis on the social character of economic affairs,
see his.Essays on 8ome Unsettled Questions of Political Economy, pp.
133, 135, 137, 140. Amonn, in his sharply critical review of Mill's posi-
on (Objekt uncl Grundbegri_e, 1st ed., pp. 55-S6), does not seem to
take notice of these passages. Gehrig (in an essay introducing his 1922
edition of Hildebrand's Die National6konomie der Gegenwart und
Zukunft, p. lx), ascribes it to the credit of the "new" economists to
have first recognized the social character of their discipline.

44. See Comte's C,ours de philosophie positive (2nd ed., 1864), IV, 194 f.;
see also the works cited above, ch. I, n. 24.

45. On this see above, ch. II, n. 48. Compare Parsons' view that Mar-
thaU's conception of economics turned it into aja "encyclopedic soci-
ology," so that any separate identity of economic theory asa discipline
ii destroyed. (See, e.g., T. Parsom, The Structure oI Social Action
[Glencoe, 1949], p. 173.)

46. See, e.g., A. Amonn, Objekt und Grundbegri_e (Ist ed.), p. 154 n.
47. It comes as not altogether a shock to discover at least one writer who

advanced a view precisely opposed to that of Amonn. A. Schor (in his
dissertation Die rein 6konomische Kategorie in der Wirtschaft [K6nigs-
berg, 1903]) can find the purely economic aspect of affairs only by
abstracting completely from the social element.

48. IL T. Bye, "rhe Scope and Definition of Economics," Journal of
Political Economy, October, 1939, p. 625; J. F. Hayford, "rhe Relation
of Engineeñng to Economkz," ]ournal ol Political Economy, January,
1917, p. 59.

49. See above n. 42. See also B. M. Anderson, Social Value (Cambñdge,
1911); L. H. Haney, "The Social Point of View in Economics," Quar-
terly ]ournal o1 Economics, 1913; T. Parsons, "Some Reflections on 'The
Nature and Significance of Economics,'" Quarterly ]ournal of Eco-
noraics, May, 1934, pp. 518 L; Alec L. Macfie, Economic EOiciency and
Social Wel]are (London, 1943). The justification for what might seem
the perfunctory treatment of the matters touched on in this paragraph
must be that, important as they are in other connections, they have
lar leu relevance--and that of a chiefly negative character--¿or our
own discussion.

50. On _ see Talcott Parmm and Neil J. Smelser, £conomy and $ociety
(Glencoe, 1956), p. 6.

61. lbid. Parsom and Smeher ascribe the original suggestion to Pro[essor
W. W. Rmtow. See alto P. A. Sorokin, Society, Culture and Personalit 7
('New York. 1947), pp. 7 f.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER V

1. See, e.g., E. Cannan, ,4 History of the Theories o1 Production and
Distribution in English Political Economy from 1776-1848, ch. I.

2. J. Dupuit, "On the Measurement of Utility of Public Works" (tranl_
lated in International Economic Papers, No. 2, p. 89).

$. W. Bagehot, Works (I-lartford, 1889), V, 324.
4. R. Lowe, "Recent Attac.ks on Political Economy," Nineteenth Centur],

November, 1878, p. 864.
5. For passages in which Bagehot consistently refers to economics _ the

"science of business," see bis Works (Hartford, 1889), III, 269; V, 243,
259, 324. See III, 44 fora pauage in which Bagehot writea of Cairnes
that he defined "the exact sort of science which political economy W'
better than any previous writer.

6. The use of money as the cñterion for detining the nature of economic
activity, on the grounds that human action directed towarcb comumer
goods is first channeled into a search for general prchasing power in
the form of money, bears a close similarity to a distinction med later
by Robbins and Hayek. In the following chapter we dmil noÜce the
idenÜficaUon by these writers of the economic motive with the desire
for general opportunity, the ability to achieve umpecified encb. On
point see also L. Robbins, Nature and Significance (2nd ed.), pp. $0-31.

7. For examples of writers who have fairly recently mught fora detining
criterion in this divísion between man's money-getfing actiom and Iris
other actions, see K. Rivett, "The Definition of Economics," Economic

Record, November, 1955, pp. 221, 229; E. Heimann, "ComparaÚve
Economic Systems," in Goals o1 Economic Lile, ed. A. D. Ward (New
York, 1953), pp. 122 L

8. Parsons has minimized the importance to Marshall of bis cHterion of
measurabHity (Structure o[ Social Action, p. 154). Robbim comhtently
associates the criterion of money asa measuñng rod wíth Pigou rather
than wíth Marshall. See aho J. N. Tewari, "What Is Economica?" Indian
]ournal oÍ Economics, Apñl, 1947, [ora similar implication of a dif.
ference between Manthall and Pigou with regard to the idea of money
asa measuring rod.

9. A. Manhall, The Present Position of Economics (London, 1885).
Passages from this lecture appear again in the Principles; in particular,
several passages havíng reference to _ chaptex reappear verbatim
in Appendix D (in the 8th edition).

10. A. Marshall, Principles of Economics (8th ed.; Macmillan & Co.), la. 1.
11. A. Marshall, The Present Position of Economics, pp. 22 L
12. Ibid.,p.28.
1_. Ibid., pp. 22-25.
14. Ibid., p. 29.
15. Ibid., p. $1.
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16. A. ManhalL Principles, p. 38. Similar passages ate to be found on
pp. 15, 27, 57.

17. A. C. Pigou, Wealth and Wel[are (London: Macmfllan & Co., 1912),
p.$.

l& Ibid., p. 8. See also Pigou's inaugural Cambñdge lecture, published as
Economi¢ Science in Relation to Practice (London, 1908).

19. A. C. Pigou, The Economics of Wel]are (4th ed.; London: Macmillan
& Co., 1932), p. 11.

20. See G. Tarde, Psychologie économique _aris, 1902), p. 77.
21. B. Croce, "On the Economic Pñnáple II," in International E¢onomi¢

PapeTs, No. $, p. 197.
22. A. Manhall, The Present Position of Economics, p. 27.
23. See the artide by L Mises in Studium Generale, VI, No. 2, 1953.
24. F. H. Knight, "rhe Nature of Economic Science in Some Recent Dis-

cussion," American Economic Review, June, 1934, p. 236.
25. S. Patten, "The Scope of PoliÜcal Economy," reprinted in S. Patten,

E___ys in Economi¢ Theory, ed. IL Tugwell (New York: Al[red Knopf,
1924),p. 192.

26. Ibid., p. 185.
27. lbid. For other panages on economics and measurable motives, see

O. R. Trowbñdge, Bisocialism (1903), p. 106; R. Scoon, "Professor
Robbing Detinition of Economics," ]ournal o1 Political Economy,
August, 1945, p. $21.

28. On the pomibility of infmite utility, see P. H. Wicksteed, "On Certain
Paa_ges in Jevom' Theory of Political Economy/" QuaTterly ]ournal o1
Economics, 1889, repñnted in Common Sense, II, 736.

29. L. Mises, Socialista (London: Jonathan Cape, 1936), p. 116.
SO. Wñten who llave cñticized the criterion of money asa measuring rod

ínclude J. A. Hobson, Free Thought in the Social Sciences (New York,
1926), pp. 97 f.; R. G. Hawtrey, The F_conomic Problem (London, 1925),
p. 184; F. A. Fetter, "Price Economics Versus Welfare Economics,"
American Economi¢ R¢view, 1920, pp. 721, 7S6; A. L. Madie, dn
Essay on Economy and Falue (London, 1936), pp. 72-73.

$1. See, e_, V. Pareto, "On the Economic Phenomenon," Inteynational
Economi¢ Pap¢rs, No. $, p. 190; H. J. Davenport, "Fetter's 'Economic
Principles,'" ]ournal of Politi¢al Economy, March, 1916; W. Mitchell,
The Badtward Arg o_ Spending Money, pp. 232-233, 256-257; J. VineT,
"The UtiUty Concept in Value Theory and Its Crítica," ]ournal of
Politicel E¢onomy, 1925, p. 659.

_.. At _ one writer expliátly identified the position of the "price-
economists" as the "catallactic point of view" (Carl Parry, "A gevalua-
tion of Traditional Economic Theory," _imericen Economic Review
[Supplement1921],p. 125.)

$& Fin" a d/mmion of the restr/con d priceeconomics to monetary
phenmnena tee F. A. Fetter, "Davenport's Competitive Econmnic&"
]ommd o1 Politi¢al F.¢omz_, June, 1914, pp. 554 tL

_t. See above, eh. L n. 4.
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35. L. Mili, Nation, Staat und Wirtschaft (1919), p. 155. See aho L. Mhes0
Human Action (1949), p. 232 on the same point.

$6. W. C. Mitchell, "The Role of Money in Economic Theory," ,4merican
Economic Review (Supplement, 1916), reprinted in The Backward Art
of Spending Money, p. 171.

87. The Backward Art o1 Spending Money, pp. 256-257.
38. W. C_ MitcheIi, "Thorstein Veblen," in The BacAward ,4rt of Spending

Money, pp. 304-305.
sg. Op. cit., p. 256.
40. C. H. Cooley, especially, expanded on the pecuniary influencel on

society in a number of papers in the second decade of this century.
See aho A. A. Young, "Some Limitatiom of the Value Concept/' Quar-
terly ]ournal of Economics, May, 1911, p. 415.

41. L. Robbin& "Láve and Dead Issues in the Methodology of Economics,"
Economica, Augmt, 1938, p. 344.

NOTESTO GtAPTER VI

1. L. Robbim, The Nature and Signi_cance o] Economic $cience (2nd
ed.; Macmillan k Co.), p. 16.

2. Ibid., pp. 12-14.
$. L. Robbim, The Economic Causes 01 War (London: Jonathan Cape0

1939), pp. 117-118. Thá point h disctmed furthet in a later _,ction of
chapter.

4. Earl of Lauderdale, Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of Public
Wealth (Edinburgh, 1804), pp. 56-57.

5. See, e.g., N. Seníor, ,4n Outline ol the $cience o] Poli6cal Economy,
pp. 14L

6. On this point see Hayek'$ _e_ay "Carl Menger," Economica, 1934,
pñnted as the Introduction to the edition of Menger's Collected Worh
of the London School of Economic,, p. xiii. See aho Knight's critical
comment on this in bis Introduction to the English edition of Menger's
Grunds_t_ (Glencoe, 1950), p. 15, n. S.

7. C. Menger, Principle, oI Economic: (wan¢ Dingwall _nd Hmelitz,
Glencoe, 1950), p. 96.

8. H. Díetzel, Theoretische $ozial_konomik, p. 160.
9. See A. Schlflle, Das gawlltchaltlich_ Systern der menschlichen Wirtlv

schalt (Tbíngen, 1875), p. 2; G. Cohn, Gttmd/egung de," National_ko-
nom/e (Stuttgart, 1885), p. 4 0ee, howevet, ah earliet pamge by Cohn
cited in Menger's Untersuchungen, p. 254).

10. F. J. Neunmna, Grumdl_ der ¥olkmirtsch_td, ñre (Tbingen, 1889),
p. 16.

I1. L Han¿T, Historj of Economíc Thought (New York: Maomillan k
Co.. 1949), p. 600; see alto K. WickselL/.,ctures on Pot/ca/F.,conomy
(London, 1954), L $2, for the reme po/nt.

I_. For thete ref¢mnces to precintan of Robbim" definition, see Naturc
and S/_,.i_cance, pp. I_, 16; L. Robbim, "Iáve and Dad Imet in the
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Methodology of Economics," Economica, August, 1958, p. $44; A. Lowe,
Economics and Sociolog? (London, 1935), p. 42; A. Emery, "The To-
talitarian Economics of Othmar Spann," ]ournal of Social Philosophy,
April, 19S6, pp. 270-271; F. Oppenheimer, "Alfred Amonn's 'Objekt
und Grundbegriffe,'" Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv, Bd. 27 (1928), I,
174-175. A. Voigt, '_)ie Unterscheidung ron Wirtschaft und Technik,
Erwiderung," Zeitschrilt [r Sozialwissenschaft, 1915, p. 395; Shils and
Finch, eds., Max Weber on the Methodologry o] the Social Sciences
(Glencoe: Free Press, 1949), pp. 63 f.; Gesammelte Au]s_tze zur Wissen-
scha]tslehre ron Max Weber (Tbingen, 1922), p. $65. See, however,
Weber's comment on Voigt's position, in Ferhandlung des ersten
Deutschen Soziologentages (Schri]ten der Deutschen Gesellscha]t ]r
Soziologie, 1911), pp. 265 f.

15. See D. H. MacGregor, Economic Thought and Policy (London, 1949),
pp. 1-6; k_e aho O. F. Boucke, A Critique o] Eronomics _ew York,
1_22),p. 249.

14. See H. Myint, Theories of Wel]are Economics (Harvard, 1948), pp.
2 f., fora disamion of the position of the clauical economists towards
the u_trcity view of economicL

15. L Robbim, Nature and Signifu:ance, p. 15 n.; for examples of wñters
w_o __m to view the act of economizing as being euentially identical
with that of maximizing, _e F. H. Knight, "The Nature of Economic
Science in Some Recent Discuson," American Economic Review, June,
1934, p. 228; F. Machlup, "Matinal Analysis and Empirical Kesearch,"
•4merican Economic Review, September, 1946, p. 519.

16. I,. Robbim, Nature and Significance, pp. 16-17; _'e also Robbim' Intro-
duction to his edition of Wicksteed's Common Sen_e o] Political Econ-
omy, p. xxii.

17. Among the writers who have hailed Robbim' stre-_ on the concem of
economics with an aspect of action ate A. L. Madie, ,4n Essay on
Economy and Yalue, pp. 2-6; G. Tagliacozzo, "Croce and the Nature of
Economic Science," f¿uartertylou._at o] £conomics, May, 1945, pp.
308 f; W. H. Hutt, Economts and the Public (London, 1936), pp.
S08-__)9.

18. L. M. FraseT, Economic Thought and Language, p. $2.
19. These wñters include E. Heimann, "Comparative Economic Systems,"

in Goals ol Economic Li]e, e(L by A. D. Ward (New York, 1953), p. 122;
j. & Early, "The Growth and Breadth of Theoretical Economics," in
£conomic Theory in Review, ed. by C. L. Christenson (1949), pp. 12-13;
t_e also S. Schoefller, The Failures o] Economics: a Diagnostic Study
(Harvard, 1955), pp. 11 L

20. For examples see B. Híggim, What Do Economists Know? (Melbourne,
1951), pp. 2-3; L M. FraseT, Economic Thought and Language, p. $2;
L. Robbim, Nature and Signifu:ance, p. 22. See aho G. J. Stigler, The
Theory of Price (revised ed, 1952), p. 1 n.

21. Nature and Signifu:ance, pp. 19 L
_, R. W. Souter, "_he Nature and Significance of Economic Science' in

Recent Dimmion," Quartedy ]ournal o1 EconomicJ, May, 195& p. 384.
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2$. Ibid., p. $86.
24. Ibid., p. S99.
25. Ibid., p. 890.
26. Ibid., p. S95n.
27. Ibid., p. 400.
28. T. Panmm, "Some Retlectiom on Whe Nature and Significance of

Economícs,'" _uarter/y ]ournal o] Economics, May, 19S4, pp. 5S6-5S7,
530-531.

29. J. S. Early, "The Growth and Breadth of Theoretical Economic¿" in
Economic Theory in Review, p. 13.

S0. On these matters _ee G. Myrdal, Vahw in Social Theory 0London,
1958), pp. 206 ff. See aho the Introduction by P. Streeten, pp. xxi L

SI. R. W. Souter, op. c/t., p. 379; T. Parsom, op. cit., pp. 51S-516; A. L.
Mactie, An Essay on Economy and Value, p. 16; see aho F. H. Knight',
review of Robbim' Nature and Signifuznce in the lnternational ]ournal
of Ethics, April, 1934, p. 359.

$2. T. Panmns, op. cit., pp. 514 L
S& For Robbim' views on the purpmive element ig economic activity, _ee

Nature and Signifwance, p. 93.
fA. F. Kaufmann, "On the Sub]ect Matter and Method of Economic Sci-

ence," Economica, November, 1933, p. SS&
$§. See F. Zweig, Economics and Technology (London, 1936), p. 20.
36. T. Parsons, op. cit., pp. 523 L
$7. Cited in L. Robbin& Nature and $ignificance, p. $5. See aho E. Fouati,

The Theory o/ General Static £quilibrium, ed. G. L. Shackle (1957),
p. 9.

SS. K. Rivett, 'q'he Defmition of Economics," Economic Record, VoL XXXI,
No. 61 (November, 1955), pp. 217-219.

$9. G. Tag "hacozzo,"Croce and the Nature of Economic Sc/ence," Quarterly
]ournal of Economics, May, 1945.

40. Cf. Pazmn¿ The Structure o] Social Action, eh. IV, fora _on
of the degree in which Manhall refmed to comider wanu u data for
economicL

41. On _ see, e.g., F. H. Knight, "Profesmr Parsom on Economic Motiva.
fion," Canadían ]ouraal of Economícs and Polítical $cience, 1940, p. 464.

42. The fact that meamas well as en& ate data for the econcmát k made

clear by a number of writen; see A. Lowe, Economics and $ocioloffy,
p. 45: F. H. Knight, '*The Nauzre of Economic Science in Some Recent
Dimmion," dra¢rican Economi¢ Re_d_w, 19S4, p. 229. Among the
writerg apparently not admitt/ng thí_ lee W. _ __[itche_ Backward
_lrt of Spending Money, p. 224.

45. Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization (traz_
lated by A. M. Hendenon and T. Parmm, New York, 1947), pp. 162,
209. For pauages in which Weber disames the dmtíncfion between
economi¢z and technology, see &hik and Finch, edL, Maz Web¢r on
the Methodology of the Social .f_'iences (Glencoe: Free Pr¢_ 1949),
pp. Z_I-&_;aud "R. Stammler', 'U_uag' der mamrializti_zm
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Geschichtsa_ung," drchiv fr Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitilt,
1907, repñnted in Gesammelte Au]s_tz_ zur Wissenschaftslehre ron
Max Web_, p. 328.

44. See, e.g., F. Zweig, Economics and Technology (London, 1936), pp. 20 f.
45. For an example of the use of this kind of distincon, see Dorfman,

Samuelson, and Solow, Linear Programming and Economic Analysis
(1958),p.202.

46. F.H. Knight,"The Natureo[EconomicScienceinRecentDiscussion,"
AmericanEconomicReview,June,1934,p.228;seealsoKnight'sreview
of Robbins' Nature and Signifwance in the lnternational ]ournal of
Ethics, April, 1934, p. $59; and his "Professor Parsons on Economic
Movation," Canadian Journal o1 Economics and Political 8cience,
1940,p.463.

47. Sce espedallyT. Parsons,QuarterlyJournalof Economics,May, 19S4,
pp. 516-518.

48. F. Hayek,The Road to Serfdom (Universityof ChicagoPress,copy-
right1956by theUniversitycíChicago),p.89,and footnote.Seealso
above, ch. V,n. 6.

49. P.Plough(pscud.),Letterson theRudiment$oI...Catallactics(Lon-
don, 1842), p. 15.

50. For such cricism see K. Rivett, '_I'he Defmion of Economict," Eco-
nomic Record, November, 1955, pp. 227 f.

51, G. Myrdal, Value in Social Theory (London: Routledge 8cKegan Paul,
1958), p. 237; see aho Myrdal's Political Element in the D¿_elopment
of Economic Theory.

52. J./L Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis (1954), p. 805.
58. Nature and Signiftcance, pp. 147 ff.
54. For the c]2im to have discovered an inconsistency in Robbim' position

on this point, see L. M. Fraser, "How Do We Want Economists to
Behave?" Economic Journal, December, 1932, p. 557 n.; A. L. Mactie,
Ah E_ay on Economy and Yalue, p. 27.

55. L. Robbins, "Mr. Hawtrey on the Scope o[ Economics," Economica,
1927, p. 174.

56. On Knight's pmition in the pmitive-normafive controvers3,, see bis
article: "Pro[enor Panom on Economic Motivation," Canadian ]ournal
of Economic_ and Political Science (1940), p. 461; see, however, below
n. 65.

57. R. Souter, Quarte_/y ]ournal oI Economics, May, 1933, pp. 402 ff.
58. Cf. T. W. Hutchi_n, Signifscanee and Basic Postulates of Economic

Theory (London, 1938), pp. 153-155.
59. See T. Parmn_. Quarteyly ]ournal of Economics, May, 1954, p. 520.
60. A.L. Mactie, Ah Ess_ on Economy and Value (Macmillan g- Co.), p. 69.
61. Ibid., pp. vii-viii. See alto Mactie's article '_qhat Kind of Experience

Is Economizing?" Ethic$, 1949, pp. 19 ff.
62. See aho the disctmion cxmcerning Macfie's position above in ch. IH

of thh euay.
65. A. L Macfie, E¢¢momy and Falue, p. M.
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64. Ibid., pp. 69-70.
65. See Knight's preface to Macfie, Economic E_icien¿7 and Social Welfare

(London, 1943), p. v; see also F. H. Knight, "'What Is Truth' in Eco-
nomics?" ]ournal of Political Economy, February, 1940, reprinted in
bis On the History and Method of Economics (Chicago, 1956), p. 172;
F. Kaufmann, "On the Postulates of Economic Theory," Social Research,
September, 1942, p. 393.

66. T. Veblen, Theory of the Leisure Class (Modern Library, 1934), p. 15.
67. T. Veblen, Essays in Our Changing Order (New York: Viking Press,

1943), pp. 80-81; see also R. B. Perry, "Economic Value and Moral
Value," Quarterly ]ournal of Economics, May, 1916, pp. 444 L

68. R. T. Bye, '_fhe Scope and Definition of Economics," ]ournal of Politi.
cal Economy, October, 1939 (Cop3_ight 1939 by the Univerdt T of
Chicago), p. 645.

69. T. Scitovsky, Welfare and Competition (London, 1952), p. 9.
70. R. T. Bye, of). cit., p. 646.
71. B. Wootton, Lament ]of Economics (New York, 1938), p. 106.
72. See Wootton, op. cit., p. 96; d. aho T. W. Hutchimn, Signif_cance and

Basic Postulates, p. 135.
73. K. Rivett, '_I'he Defmifion of Economics," Economi¢ Record, Vol.

XXXI, No. 61 (November, 1955), p. 217.

NOTES TO CHAPTF._Vil

1. On the term "praxeology," see A. Espinas, "Les oñgines de la technolo-
gie, 'oRevue philosophique de la France et de l'étranger, lSth Year, July-
December, 1890; L. Mises, Human Action (1949), p. 3; F. A. Hayek,
The Count¿'r-Revolution of Science, p. 209, note 20.

2. For such early g]impses of the pmsibility of a science of human action,
see H. Storch, Coum d'dconomie politique (St. Petersburg, 1815), I, ii;
R. Jennings, Natural Elements of Political Economy (London, 1855),
p. 41, where political economy is described as "a science of human
actions'°; W. E. Hearn, Plutoloffy: or the Theory of tlw E_orts to
8atisfy Human Wants (London _tnd Melbourne, 1864).

$. Sidney Sherwood, "The Philosophical Bads of Economics, A Word to
Sociologht&" Publications of the Awwrican ,4cademy o] Political and
Social Science, October 5, 1897.

4. See further above, ch. II, in the tect/on entifled '_Fhe Se/ente of Sub-
s/stence."

5. See, however, T. Parsom, 'T__onomicsand Sociology: Marshall in Rela-
t/on to the Thought of His Time," Qua_er/y ]oumal of E¢onomics,
February, 1932, p. MO, for the emphas/s on that aspect o_ Pareto's
think/ng wldch cuts luto oE from econonfic behav/orhm.

6. See Intrrnational Economic Papers, No. 3, pp. 190, 204."
7. Fora similar charge of implicit metaphycal bias in the pmition of

thme denying the concept of human action, lee L. Mise_ T/wo_ ami
Htory (Yal¢, 1957), pp. $ L
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8. The writings of R. G. Collingwood reveal some s/milañty to Croce's
views. See, e.g., his "Human Nature and Human History," Proceedings
of the British Academy, VoL XXII (1936): 'Orbe self-knowledge of reason
is notan accident; it belongs to its essence." See a]so his "Economics as
a Philosophical Science," Ethics, Vol. XXXVI (1926).

9. B. Croce, Philosophy of the Practical (English ed.; London: Macmillan
& Co., 1913), pp. 365-371. For a brief exposition of the position which
Croce's views on economy occupy within bis complete system of philoso.
phy, see G. Tagliacozzo, "Croce and the Nature of Economic Science,"
Quarterly ]ournal of Economics, May, 1945.

I0. M. Weber, "Die Objektivi_t sozialwissenschaftlicher und sozialpoli-
tischer Erkenntnis," Archiv fr Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik,
1904; translated in Shils and Finch, eds., Max Weber on the Method-
ology of the Social Sciences (Glencoe: Free Press, 1949), p. 83.

11. See, e.g., M. Weber, "Die Grenznutzlehre und das 'psychophysische'
Grundgesetz," Archiv fr Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik, 1908; re.
printed in Gesammelte ,4ufs¿itze zur Wissenscha]tslehre ron Max Weber
(Tbingen, 1922), pp. 364-365.

12. For criticism of Weber's conception of economics, see I_ Mises, "Sozi-
ologie und Geschichte, Epilog zum Methodenstreit in der NaÜonal-
¿konomie," ,4rchiv fr Sozialwissenschafl und Sozialpolitik, 1929, pp.
465 /r. See further T. Parsons, The Structure of Social Action, ch.
XVI, and Essays in Sociological Theory, Pure and ,4pplied (Glencoe,
1949), pp. 67-147.

15. Cf. F. A. Hayek, The Eounter-Revolution of Science, p. 209, n. 24.
14. See also L. Mises, Socialism (English ed.; London, 1936), pp. 111 ff.;

L. Mises, 'Wom Weg der subjektivistichen Wertlehre," Schriften des
Fereins fr Sozialpolitik, 183/1, pp. 76-93; L. Mises, "Begreifen und
Verstehen," Schmollers ]ahrbuch, 1930.

15. See, e.g., L. Robbins, Nature and SigniOcance (1930); also bis "Live
and Dead Issues in the Methodology of Economics," Economica, August,
1938; F. Kaufmann, Methodology of the Social Sciences (English ed.;
New York, 1944), ch. XVI; M. Bowley, Nassau Senior and Classical
Political Economy (1957), p. 64; T. W. Hutchison, The Signi_cance
and Basic Postulates o1 Economic Theory (1938); O. Morgenstern, The
Limits 01 Economics (English ed.; 1957), p. 154.

16. See, e.g., L. M. Lachmann, "I'he Science of Human Action," Economica,
November, 1951, p. 415.

17. See, e.g., G. H. Schmidt, "Rapports de l'économie polit/que avec la
morale et le droit," Revue d'¿conomie politique, 1900, p. $34; G. Tarde,
Psychologie économique (París, 1902), p. 151.

18. On the use of teleology for the recognition of causation as running fmm
the [uture back to the present, see W. C. Mitchell, "Commom on In-
stitutional Economics," American Economic Review, December, 1935,
reprinted in The Backward drt of Spending Mon O, p. 334; Z. C. Dick-
imon, "The Relatiom of Recent Psychological Developments to Eco-
rt¢m_ Theory," Quarterly ]ournal ol Economics, May, 1919, p. 388;
see alto the re[erence to Weber't writing above in note 10. CL, how.
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¿,ver, M. J. Plotnick, Werner $ombart and His Type o] Economic$
(New York, 1937), pp. 88-89.

19. IL Engli_, Grundlagen des zoirtscha]tlichen Denkens (Brunn, 1925).
20. See J. N. Tewari, "What Is Economics?" Indian ]ournal of Economics,

April, 1947, pp. 421 ff., for the identiñcaon of rationality with pur-
posefulness.

21. For an example of this kind of criticism, see J. Robimon, Economics
Is a Serious Subject (Cambridge, 1932), p. 10.

22. For this type of objection, see L. M. Fraser, Economic Thought and
Language, p. S7 n.; T. W. Hutr_hi_n, Significance and Basic Postulates
of Economic Theory, pp. 115 ff.

25. Croce's characterization of the action of aman yielding to temptation
as placing himself in contxadiction to himself fin& a recent echo in a
passage in Little's Critique of Wel]are Economics, p. 25. Little makes
it clear that what ís meant by a man's maximization of his utility is
shnply his behaving in the way in which he said he would behave.
"Roughly speaking, maximizing utility meam tening the truth."

24. International Economic Papers, No. $, p. 20h For ah appra_L_Aof
Croce's potion, see A. I_ Madie, dn Essay on £conomy and Yalue,
Appendix B, pp. 143 ff.

25. lnternational Economic Papers, No. & p. 177.
26. Professor Mises has not recognized the clme similarity to his own posi-

tíon which is evidenced in Croce's writing (see L, Mises, Theory and
History, p. _08). What appean to be the principal point of di_erence
between their positiom has little relevance to the concepfion of the
character of economic science. Both writers emphasize the rationality
of all human acon; both recognize that a chmen program may rail to
be adhered to either because of a technical error (an error of knowl-
edge) of became of the choice of a new program of ends with respect
to which action will be '_mtional." Where the two writers disagree is
that the discarding of a chmen program in favor of one chmen in re-
sponse to a "temptaÜon of the moment" la, for _, itself a special
kind of ermr--an economic error, ah error of wilL For Mises, there is
room for only one kind of error, ah error of knowledge (see Theory
and Htory, p. 268). The consciousabandonment of a chmen program
under the influence of a fleeting temptation á comidered "poeifively"
as merely the adoption of a new aet of en& imtead of the old, and that
hall.

27. G. Tagliacozm, "Croce and the Nature of Economic Science," Quar_,r/y
]ournal of Economics, May, 1945, pp. $19-$20.

28. Especially relevant to the comideratiom of thh _.ction ate Mises' stñc-
turca on Weber's "ideal type" of rational economic behavic_. See above,
note 10.

29. The propmition that the notion of p_ implica a constraint that
one select the mmt mitable means for the fultilrnent of the purpo_
is nota proposítion about that purtmee. The propmition as such cannot,
for example, be "explained" (aBMacfie does) by the postulation of a moral
rugeto fulñlone'./mrpmes.Rather,thepropm/tíon,on thepraxeo-
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logical view, sets forth the nature of pmpme itself. The statement that
man's actiom are purposeful is thm only another way of saying that
man feels comtrained to match means to ends.

SO. F. H. Knight, "Profesor Parsom on Economic MovaÜon," Canadian
]ournal of Economics and Political Science, 1940, p. 463. In this con-
nection it is of interest to notice that the posiÜon of economic science
in the face of changing hierarchies of chosen programs has been set
forth with excepÜonal clarity by F. S. C. Northrop in bis arÜcle '_l'he
Impo_bility of a Theoretical Science of Economic Dynamics," Quar-
terly ]ournal of Economics, November, 1941, repñnted as ch. XIII
in his The Logic of the Sciences and the Humanities (New York: Mac-
millan & Co., 1947). Northrop demonstrates the impossibility of the-
oretical economic dynamics (on the assumpons and with the met_od
of contemporary economic theory) by poinÜng out the lack, in economic
affairs, of the conditions for such a theory. The data of economics
0minan wants) are, for its theorenu, purely formal enÜes, whose spe-
cific properties are ne_ly not to be considered. Moreover, there is
no way of deducing the structure of fumre wants from present wants
became wants obey no "comervation law." Nor, Northrop adds, is there
any a prior/reason why the subject matter of economics should be con-
oeived in terna of concepts obeying mch a law. The quest [oran eco-
nomic dynamica may well "have its ba_ in a dogmatic assumption,
with respect to which our empirical knowledge already gives the líe."
Northrop takes mo grouln of cri_cs to task: those who mistakenly de-
mand of economics that ir take account of changes in the basic data--
the relevant chmen ends; and those who, despairing of such an achieve-
ment, conclude that economics is of no me whatsoever. Both extremes
err in their asaessment of the nature of the scientific contñbution that

ir is in the powe_ of economic theory to make.
$1. See, e.g., L Mhes, Theory ond History, ch. XII; F. H. Knight, "Pro-

|e_or Parsons on Economic MoÜvation," Canadian ]ournal of Econom-
ics and Political Science, 1940, pp. 463 ff.; F. H. Knight, "'What Is
Truth' in Economics?" On the History and Method of Economics (Chi-
cago, 1956), pp. 171-17S.

&2. For pauages in which the a prioñ view has been compared to _olasti-
rixm, see R. F. Harrod, The Trade Cycle, pp. $8-S9; E. C. Harwood,
Recon_truction of Economics, p. $9.

$$. See, e.g., T. W. Hutchhon, Significance and Basic Postulates of Eco-
nomic Theory, p. 116; P. A. Samuelson, Foundations o] Economic
dnalysis (Cambñdge, 1948), p. 91.

S4, On this see the references in the previom note; see also A. G. Papan-
dreou, Economics asa Sc/ence (1958). For a criticism of thh position,
Jee F. Machlup, '_I'he In[eriority Complex of the Social Sciences" in On
Freedom and Free Enterprise, Etutys in Honor of Ludwig ron Mises,
ed. M. Sennholz (1956).

&5. L. Robbim, "_ive and Dead Issues in the Methodology of Economics,"
Econom/ca, Augmt, 19S8, p. MS.

S6. _ e.g., L. _,fi_s, Theory and History, pp. 285 ff.; F. H. Knight, "N¢hat
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Ti Truth" in Economics?" On the H_story and Method of Economics,
p. 160; F. A. Hayek, Counter-Revolution of Science, Part I, ch. III;
d. also P. A. Sorokin, Socio-cultural Causality, Space, Time (Durham,

1943), ch. I. See also F. S. C. Northrop, Logic of the Sciences and the
Humanities, p. 247, for the recognition of the "empiñcal veriñcaon" of
economic theory in the confirmation of its logical derivaÜon from the
immediately confirmed postulates. On this see also M. Rothbard, "Mises'
'Human Action': Comment," ,4merican Economic Review, March, 1951,

p. 181; M. Rothbard, "Towards a Reconstruction of Utility and Welfare
Economics" in On Freedom and Free Enterprise, Essays in Honor of

Ludwig ron Mises, ed. M. Sennholz (1956), pp. 225-228.
$7. L. Mises, Human Action (Yale, 1949), p. 65; d. M. Pantaleoni, Pure

Economics (English ed.; London, 1898), p. 8.
38. L. Mises, Human dction, p. 66. See also F. A. Hayek, "Economics and

Knowledge," Economica, 1937; reprinted in Indizddualism and Economic
Order (1948), pp. 47-48.

$9. See especially the remarks on Mises' "apñorism" by H. Bernadelli in
his "What Has Philosophy to Contribute to the Social Sciences, and to
Economics in Particular?" Economica, Noveml_er, 1936, p. 449. For an
analysis of propositions concerning land rent which displays the a pñoñ
nature of the pure economic theory involved as weU as its relation to the
empiri_al fmding that makes the theory applicable to ,pecific situaom,
see Hayek, Counter-R¿wolution of $cience, p. 32.

40. For a systemafic table of the posble praxeological sciences and the
place that economics occupies within the system, see M. Rothbard,
"Praxeology: Reply to Mr. SchuUer," Ameri¢an £conomic Review, De-
cember, 1951, pp. 945-946.

41. F. H. Knight, "The Common Sense of Political Economy," ]ournal of
Political Economy, October, 1934, reprinted in On the Hutory and
Method of Economics CUniversity of Ghicago Press, copyright 1956 by
the University of Chicago), p. 110.

42. L Mises, Human Action, p. 235.
45. C. L. Robbins, Nature and Significante, p. 22.
44. E. Cannan, Wealth (lst ed.), ch. I.

45. L Robbins, Nature and $ignificance, p. 22.
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